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The Newa Haa Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland

Once 1872

Volume Number 65

Woman Appears
Before Council
In P.W.A. Plea
HOLLAND MAKES
OTHER FINE FINANCIAL
SHOWING; PAYS 132,000
IN BONDS

CITY OP

_

Milk report ihows that Holland has

many

dairies

and many

milk drinkers

The common councillast evening
was a very interesting: one since
a great many things came up that
were of vital import to the community.

Mrs. Carl Shaw made a plea
that government workers be given
shelter while at work, and she had
a great many other things in a
lengthy communication that she
presented, the substance of which
will be found further in this col-

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, February

SEARS MeLEAN

Three of Holland's Mayor Candidates — To Pick From

WITHDRAWS

Family Tree of
LIQUID ASSETS

Interesting
JACOB VANDER VEEN LOOKS

In an interview, Mr. McLeafo
said to the editor of the News that
he was not an avowed candidate
this year and in spite of the hundreds of requests that he again
go into the race, he at first refused them all. But, even then
sizeable petitionswere gotten out
for him and he felt it his duty to
give heed to these, but that was

T

1

Hoiland-Rapids

Anyway Mr. McLean is out at
own request, and the ballots

his

River ave. and Nth

All the Vnn-

SEARS MeLEAN

derVeens were always bubbling
over with old history from this

“Present burgemeester”

Former Alderman

vicinity, it appears.

City Primaries

We have often told how E. VanderVeen, the father of “John,"
fashioned the rooster on the

HENRY GEERLINGS

FILE PETITIONS FOR MAYOR; ALSO THREE FOR CITY
HEALTH OFFICER

st.

MAYOR NICODEMUS BOSCH

lings.

THREE CANDIDATES

Aid To Motorist

i

before the third candidate appear-

Contests

Killed Giving

trance. I’hil will have his little
The Grand Haven Tribune gives joke, for he writes "this bank
Word was received here earlitr
an interestingstory about Jacob surely has "liquid assets."
in the week that Hein Te Rol!«rf \
VanderVeen who, when a boy,
aged 83, was fatally injured in an
lived in Holland together with Dr.
auto accident in Pasadena,Calif,
A rend VanderVeen and another
last Sunday.
brother, Mr. E. VanderVeen, a
The dispatchcame as a tr
locksmith in the early days and
ous shock to hii sisters and br
later the founder of what has been
in this city for the aged pian
known for some time as the “Corvisits here about every two ye
ner Hardware" in the VanderVeen
during the summer.
block on the southeast corner of
Hein Te Roller was a promil

ed.

Assure Lively

Phil Brooks, the best "7 up”
player in Holland in the summer
time is visitingwith relativesat
Portsmouth, O., on the “big river.”
It shows the main street flooded
with 6 feet of water and in the

Hein Te Roller

FORMER HOLLAND MANUBACK ON YEARS OF NATION’S
FACTURER FATALLY INJURforeground
the
bank
of
“Upper
HISTORY. HE A DEMOCRAT,
ED IN AUTO ACCIDENT AT
Market Square" appears with
FAMILY REPUBLICAN
PASADENA, CALIFORN1
water to the ton of the main en-

race.

have been ordered printed without
his name, and the race for mayor
will be between Bosch and Geer-

Wl»era|

NumberS

Vanderveen’s

Just as the paper goes to press
the News is informedthat Sears
McLean announcesthrough a letter to Oscar Peterson that he has
withdrawn from the mayorality

Town

Folks Really lire

1936

FROM MAYOR RACE

umn.
It will be rather surprising to
find outto what extent the milk industry has grown in this city, the
number of dairies, the amount of
pasteurized and raw milk sold and
the fact that Holland is still a
“hard drinking milk” town.
Despite the fact that at the last
council meeting 335,000.in bonded
indebtedness was paid on bonds
that fell due, at last night’s council meeting the mayor and Aidermen approved the payment of $32,000. more of bonds that fell due.
The mayor said, “Well Oscar, how
is our treasury?" Said Oscar, “It’s
in very good shape.” “Have we
enough to pay these bonds” asked the mayor? “Yes, and a lot to
spare" replied o'Ur able Clerk.”

20,

Holland, the

A former mayor
Primaries are Monday March 2
and in “poker" they say three of
a kind is better than two pair.
Well here are three mayor candidates to draw to. Hope you get
a good hand.
The first is a manufacturerof

tremendous machines, many of
which are shipped as far as Russia and the Orient. His hobbies on

the side are flowersand bees, not
the political kind in this instance.
The second man has been a bank*
er for four decades. He has so

JAM!

Holland Coal

“Ship Canal’’
To Sleep Again citizen in Holland fifty years
when the town was

INC.

HOWEVER

steepleof the "church of big pillars," now known as the Ninth
The Holland City News is in
many hobbies,too many to enumStreet Christian Reformed church,
receipt of a communicationfrom
erate. The third candidate has for
and placed a concave French wine the war department from Washa long time been a sugar maker
ington,D. C. from the engineering
with his late father. Now he is
division in Cleveland.It gives some
interested in “Warm Friends" syndisappointinginformation,altho
onymous with furnaces. He is an
not entirely unexpected.
ardent sport fan.
The letter came to the editor of
the News since he was one of the
members serving on this Holland-

News Items Taken From the Files

in its infancy.

WASHINGTON ENGINEERS He was the son of a tailor. tT
LOOK WITH DISFAVOR ON A store buildingbeing on the site
PROJECT OF THAT KIND. the First Ref. church. One had to
COULD HAVE REHEARget up to it by way of a flight of

'

steps, as most store entrances we
arranged in the earlier days.

Mr. Te Roller was a cont
and builder and was associatedSc
some time with Rein Werkman ii»
the old Phoenix Planing Mill, located for many years on the Hoiland Post Office site. He was also
interested,

!

with Mr. Werkman,

the city's first furniture fi
namely the Ottawa on N. Rii
Ave. which was recentlyrased.
Many houses built under thef

Holland’s political pot is beginof:
Grand Rapids Waterway commit- pervislonof Mr. Te Roller, who
ning to boil and 'ere long the main
tee, and attended several meetings
topic of conversation will no doubt
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
also an architect of the old
together with Mr. Connelly of the
be the primary election to take
are still here now.
Fifteen
Chamber of Commerce.
place on Monday March 2. The
He went to Seettle in 1899
Neither had high hopes that this
deadline for filing petitions by
became interestedduring ths gold
project
would
ever
pass.
But
hard
candidates was reached at 4 p.m.
“With the approval of my col- Monday at which time 40 candidat- ALLEGAN YARDS EMPTIED
work was done from this end since rush, in the government’s norths
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
administration. However, there
possession, namely Alaska,
leagues I suggest that these bonds es had filed their names for the 21
so many projects of less merit, it
were so many democrats seeking
carried on enterprizes there.
BUT SERIOUS CONDITION
be paid. Holland is a city that pays offices,five of which have only one
would
seem,
have
been
completed
that
office
that
the
appointment
of
He became United States consul
HAS PASSED The order of the Chica & West his successor was delayed indefit's debts and establishes and mainduring these days through works
candidate,namely the persons who
Michigan
R. R. (now P. M.) is
hip;
in the Yukon and managed the Yt
tains it’s credit.” said the mayor. hold down the jobs now and we
relief
planning.
that from now on all railroad em» initely and Nick served longer than
kon Transportation Company fo
(Allegan News)
The fact of the matter is the can assure our readers they are
It would have been a great boon
ployees wear uniformsand these his allotted time. Ed O'Donnel was
some time.
mayor and alderman have been good men.
to Holland, first because the canal
are now being made and by March his deputy.
Mr. Te Roller was a. very
vei
ac
•
sticklers to pay the city debts
and the building would have meant
The contests causing the most While the coal supply in the city 1st all men on the road will not
man. His energy seemc
led limit
without impairing the treasury, excitementin the primaries will of Allegan has given out, a tempo- only have a new suit but a badge.
a
great deal of labor for a long
Peter Vander Lune, checker at
and even after four score he
and with two other bond issue doubtless be those for mayor and rary serious conditionhas been re- In the winter the caps will be of
time while the canal was in the
the P. M. freight yards, is attendstill planning and building. He
payments made during the sum- city health officer and possiblyal- lieved and coal is being hauled by warm blue cloth and in the sum“digging."
Second, Holland as a
e real builder, and he helped
mer time and also a year ago Feb- so that of justice of the peace. Each truck into Allegan from Holland mer of black silk. The conductors ing a convention of the B. H. of R.
terminal of the canal would bring
R. Freight Handlers holding at
communitieswhere he made
ruary, Holland’sbonded debt is but of these offices promises to bring Coal also is expected in fair quantia
sizable
staff
when
the
canal
was
will wear the cutaway single- Chicago. Note: Peter is still with
“stamping grounds” became
a bagatelle when compared to its a lively contest with three candi- ties as soon as railroads into Allecompleted
and
further
large
fleets
these untiringefforts and const
gon open their lines thru the heavy breasted coat. The brakemen and the Pere Marquette and has added
valuation.
of
ships
going
forth
and
hack
to
and
dates in the field for each office.
tive planning.
snow drifts and are able to run telegraph operatorswill wear aldermaning to his duties.
Holland’s bonds sell high in the
from
Grand
Rapids,
if
it
worked
Aspirants for the office of Mayor
blouses buttoned to the throat and
The funeral took place
ft ft •
market and its credit stands high are Mayor Nicodemus Bosch who trains.
out that way, would help this port
clerks double-breastedsack coats.
Thursday morning at Palo Alt
Mrs. Alfred Huntley, wife of the
Five
freight
cars
are
due
in
Allein the nation.
commercially
in
a
big
way,
and
is seeking the office for a third conBadges will be worn on all the local machinist on West 7th street,
California, well known as the hpi
A Hamilton physician and a lo- secutive term, and who during these gan as soon as the railroad is open caps.
the advertisingvalue would be alof former Pres. Hoover at 11
died at the age of 62 years at her
and until they come coal will be
cal physician want to rent one of
most
limitless.
times with his colleagueshas kept
a.m.,
home, 115 Hast 9th street.
the homes belonging to Holland, the city financially on an even keel. hauled from Holland, where there
The communication from the clock
Mr. Te Roller had been viait
Hope college now has 140 stu• • •
is a plentiful supply. Despite the
and refit it for doctors offices. Elecwar Departmentstates.
Other candidatesare Henry
Jacob VanderVeen
his daughterMrs. Mary Mannl
tion inspectors have been named Geerlings,who served as mayor in conditionof highwaysbetween this dents and the seminary has 8.
A meeting was held at the home
"It has come to our notice that
Reaches
92
Years
at Pasadena. He had motored
Note:
Todav
Hope
has
over
500
city and Holland, coal is coming in
for each ward and a new ordinof
George
Hyma
where
several
you
have
expressed
a
deep
interest
1904-1906, and who for the past
Los Angeles near bv, had
every day by truck but was being students and the seminary 38. The gathered to discuss the buildingof
ance will be drafted regulatingthe
36 years has been a member of
bottle in the body of the copper in the pending proposition for a Dr. Fifield's church aervicea
location of oil stations brought a- the Board of Education,serving as brought from Holland to Grand faculty of Hope collegehas decid- a new church in that part of Holwaterway
from
Lake
Michigan
bird, so as not to be troubled with
had juet visited a friend befc
Rapids, from Grand Rapids to ed that there will be school on Sat- land. Prof. Raap of Hope college,
bout undoubtedly through the John
secretary of the board for a numrusting, and the iron rod has through Black Lake, by the way intending to go back home.
urday
and
not
on
Monday,
enabling
Plainwell
and
from
Plainwell
to
Knapp request for the erection of ber of years, and former fourth
discussed the influence of the Re- turned in the bottle for 80 years of Zeeland, Hudsonville and JenOn the way back, it was event
an oil station on 11th Street and ward Alderman Sears R. McLean, Allegan. M-40 between Allegan and students who come from the coun* formed church as a whole in the and is good for 80 more, if the ison, to a point on Grand River
and the car in which Te Roller
River Avenue. These and several who was defeated by Mayor Bosch Holland had been impassable up try an opportunity to be at all city. Another meeting is to be held church is preserved.
near Grandville,thence up Grand
more items of interest can be at the last electionby 130 votes. until Thursday night but expected classes in recitation. Each Monday soon and the membership commitRiver to Grand Rapids, with a a passenger stopped since they
We have also published how Dr. turning basin at Grand Rapida, iced a car in a ditch at a sharp1
the county students returninghome tee named were G. W. Kooyers,
found in the official council pro- Mr. McLean was associated with open on Saturday.
Coal dealers reported today that week-ends could not arrive in time David Damstra, Geo, Hyma, Dick A rend VanderVeen of Grand Hav- or any preferablealternative route curve. Mr. Te Roller got out
ceedings compiled by City Clerk, the Holland St. Louis Sugar Co.
coal is availablefor every one who for the opening of college at the Steketee and John Luidens. Note: en saved many a Civil War vet- between Grand Rapids and Lake see if any assistancewae
Oscar Peterson.
for years and is now with the Holwants it but that the price per ton beginning of each week:. Notf? If sounds like the l>eginning of eran's life during the civil strife Michigan. You are hereby informed and just then a large car swi
Official
land Furnace Co.
around the curve, struck Mr.
because he proved to be a skilled
has included additional freight Apparentlythis departure did not Trinity— time will tell.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 19, 1936.
that the report thereon,authorized
In the city health officer contest
Roller, and he died from the injur-)
surgeon and that was before they
The Common Council met in reg- the present incumbent Dr. William charges from Holland to Allegan last long for when your editor ato
by the act of Congressapproved
ies at a hospital where he
tended
Hope,
47
years
ago,
Saturput
the
patient
"to
sleep"
as
now.
via
the
Grand
Rapids-Plainwell
ular session and was called to orFIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
August 30, 1935, has been made
Westrate will be opposed by Dr.
We also related how the doctor and is unfavorable to the improve- taken.
route. M-40 is now open and these day was vacation day. But rememder by the Mayor.
•
•
•
william Tappan and Dr. E. Vander
Mr. Te Roller has several chfl-]
freightcharges will go down. Then ber, those were the “horse and
Present: Mayor Bosch. Aids. Berg.
Mrs. Martha Kollen makes a continuedto drive to patientswith ment. The principalground upon
too, it is expected that freight buggy” days. Today, with the $10,000 gift to the city of Holland his old "nag and surry,"almost to which the adverse conclusion is dren living along the Califo
Prins, Vande Lune. Drinkwater,
Nicholas Hoffman, Jr., justice of
Kalkman, Van Zoerman, De Cook, the peace for the past four years shipments by rail will begin arriv- motor car, students go to their re- when she donated the large tract the day of his death some five based is that the probable benefits coast and certain times of the yi
spective country homes every night, of land on which the C. L King years ago, and at night, Mrs. Van- are entirelyinadequate to justify he made short visits to each ot|
ing soon.
Steffens, Damson, Huyser, Bultis seeking re-election with AttorLocal dealers at first attempted going miles in a very few minutes basket factory stood, includingthe derVeen climbed to the glass the large cost both of construction them. This visit with his daught
man, Van Lente, and the Clerk.
ney Gerrit W. Kooyers and Attorwho is a widow, turned out tr
to purchase coal either in Grand as compared with hours 50 years point of land extending into Black cupola common to all of the big- and of annual maintenance.
Devotions by Aid. Bultman who
ney Vernon D. Ten Cate also seekgest and best houses of 50 years '‘You are further notified that all cally. He had just - said
Rapids
or
Kalamazoo,
but
found ago.
led in the Lord’s Prayer. Minutes
l^ike.
The
gift
stipulates
that
it
ing this office. Mr. Kooyers for
• • •
“good-byes” to his many friends III]
there had no surplus.Late
read and approved.
shall be used for park purposes in ago, and she would swing a lan- interestedparties have the privimany years was state representa- dealere
Friday they discovered that 40,000
Petitionsand Accounts
The
building of the Life Saving memory of her husband, the bril- tern from the house roof on the lege of an appeal from this conclu- Los Angeles and Pasadena when
tive. He also has held the office
tons of Miller’s Creek coal had been station is nearly completed and liant attorney,Geo. E. Kollen, and hill top and then the doctor knew sion to the Board of Engineers for was stricken down and killed.
Clerk presented Bldg. Permit No.
of justicefor several years. Both
Surviving are his widow, fo
shipped by boat into Holland dur- will be opened for the first time it shall be known as the “George that an urgent case awaited him Rivers and Harbors, a permanent
275.
attorneys are U. of M. law school
merly Nellie O. Augustine of
Granted subject to approval by graduates. Mr. Ten Cate is assoc- ing the past summer and that most April 1st with a full crew. Note: E. Kollen Memorial Park.” The at his home.
body sitting at Washington, D. C.,
stuck, and six sons and daught
of it was still in storage on the Capt. Charles Morton was the first communicationto the
(Continued on Page Four)
The two other VanderVeenshave to which all examination and suriated with the law firm of Diekema,
docks there.
commander. He is the father of council at the time was signed passed on to their reward. How- vey reports of this character are all residing on the Pacific
Cross and Ten Cate and has been
Coal will be freighted from that Mrs. Mabel Vanden Berg, head of Mrs. Martha Diekema Kollen. The ever, Jacob VanderVeen is still referred.Parties desiring to do so two sisters, Miss Hannah TeRc
CANDIDATES INVITED TO
successful in his legal practice.
and Miss Mary TeRoller, and
city until rail freight shipments ar- the Red Cross here today.
SPEAK IN FORUM
Holland City News devotes several alive and has just passed his 92nd may be heard on appeal by the
Other candidates filing petitions
brother, Dirk J., all of Holland.
o
rive
and
due
to
the
fact
that
winter
columns
to
this
matter.
E.
P.
milestone
and
is
stepping
out
dapBoard,
either
orally
or
in
writing.
are as follows:
o
will soon loosen its grip on this
At a special meeting of the exStephan
was
mayor
at
the
time
per
on
the
course
for
93.
Mr.
VanWritten communications
should be
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Member board of police and fire
JACOB
LOKKER,
area it is not expected that the
ecutive committeeof the Holland
and Alderman Wm. Lawrenceplay- derVeen has the bearing of a sol- addressed to the Board of Engincommissioners
Rep. Edward
TODAY
BUSINESS MAN, SURPRISED I
Open-Forum Thursday evening it Brouwer,present chairman of the conditionwill continue.
ed a very active part in presenting died and despite his “four score eers for Rivers and Harbors, MunON 75th BIRTHDAY!
• » •
Unless more severe storms and
was decided to invite' the various board and who has also been an
the entire MemorialPark question and ten" and to spare he is as itions Building,Washington, D. C.,
Alderman Art Drinkwater "raised to the "city fathers." Today Kol- "bright as a dollar,”and Grand and should be mailed in time to be
snow arrivesthere will be no difficandidates in the race for the mayOne of Holland's pioneer bt
able Representativeat Lansing and
culty experienced in obtaining coal cain” because the light committee len Park is a beauty spot and a Haven folks see him taking his in the possessionof the said Board
orality to discuss matters pertaininess men, Jacob Lokker, celet
ired Kamferbeek,former Ottawa
delayed
placing
a
street
“glim”
on
for
every
house
that
needs
it.
ing city affairs.
delightfulplace to spend an after- daily walk with elastic step and within four weeks from the date ed his 75th birthday anniv<
county sheriff.
Undoubtedlythe Allegan News the corner of Central avenue and
Mayor Bosch is invited to adMember of the Board of Public refers to the large pyramids of Fifth street. "Art” said: "If that noon. Nearly the entire length of vigorous bearing. Strange to say of this communication. If, how- recently,and to celebrate the
dress the Open-Forum Monday Works C. J. McLean, who has
Lake Macatawa is visible and it is he has always been a Democrat ever, you have important data to casion, employeesof the Ixikkl
coal which Austin Harrington has light had been placed there that also proving to be a haven for and a great admirer of President communicate to the Board which
evening, February 24, Mr. Sears
Rutgers Company together
served as member of the board
McLean Thursday evening, Feb. since 1928 at which time he filled the had hauled in all summer on large holdup the other night would not pleasure craft. Years ago to "us Roosevelt. His sons, however, are cannot be collected and put in their wives were invited to
have
happened."
The
light
being
freighters.
27 and Mr. Henry Geerlings Sat- unexpired term of Walter Lane bekids” it was "shallow and steep all Republicans. The Grand Haven shape for proper presentation home of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
right on Drinkwater’s corner he point. The west shore was the Tribune, in a two-columnarticle, within four weeks, the Board
urday evening, February 29. The mg later re-elected, is being opposen, 39 West 21st Street. The affi
undoubtedly
would
have
seen
the
meetings are to be held at Labor ed by Marmus C. C. Westrate.
swimming beach for beginners who says in part as follows:
should be informed of this fact was a pleasant surprise to
BOY,
SON
“stickup” man in time to prevent naturally graduated to “steep
• ft ft
Hall at 8 o’clock in the evening.All
without delay and requestmade for Lokker and even more so wr
Supervisors-Ray E. Nies and
OF MINISTER, DIES
it. Note: The dean alderman of the point." The west shore was the
citizens are invited to attend.
(Gram/ Haven Tribune)
an extension of the limiting date those present presented him
vv illiam Brusse, now serving have
• •
IN ILLINOIS Second ward hasn’t changed a bit Vour editor, when in his 'teens,
for submitting information. If a fine gift. Mr. Lokker was honor
but one candidate opposing them,
in 25 years. He still “tells ’em” often swam from “steep point" to
The New Deal with all its rami- oral hearings are desired, dates in a like manner on his 70th bi
OTTAWA COUNTY PLOW HITS namely John J. De Koeyer, ex-supwhen the occasionarises.
Van Dyke's mill, then on the site fications of change, the decisions for the same may be arranged for day five years ago.
CAR ON MUSKEGON ROAD ervisor.Two are to be voted for
John N. VanderVries, 60, former
of the Vac-a-tap and back again. of the supreme court on the NR A by correspondencewith the Board."
Mr. Lokker has been in busini
• * •
For Alderman the followingcan- Holland boy and manager of the
Miss Esther Sas evidently beIt seems that those in Grand in Holland for more than for
and AAA and the cry from Recentral division. Chamber of Com« » •
The radiatorof a car belonging didates have filed:
lieves that what is good enough
Of the 26 applicationsfor the publicans and Liberty Leaguers Rapids who are interested and who years, establishing the Lokker-1
to Henry Kennert, Muskegon,was
First ward— Henry Prins, (pres- merce of the United States, died
for dad is good enough for her. positionof custodian at the Otta- that Washington is during to de- are tremendously disappointed gers Clothingcompany tc_
badly damaged at 7:40 a.m. today ent alderman) and Dick Costing, unexpectedly Thursday night from
John Sas and Mrs. Anna Penne wa county court house John Koster part from the tenets of the Con- want to open up the matter again, with the late John Rutgers a|
on US-31 one mile north of Ferrys- contractor. Henry followed in the heart disease at his home in Winwere married last week and a few was chosen at a salary of $1,300 a stitution, are viewed by Jacob Van and this time are "laying it in the other stockholders.Mr. Lokker
burg by an Ottawa county snow foot steps of his aged father Pet- netka, 111.
er Prins who was an able alderman
He was the son of the late Rev. days later the daughterand Mr. year. Note: Faithful John is still derVeen, former well known poli- lap" of the association of commerce in good health and constantly acplow.
Vander Meulen went to Grand on the job and has made good tician here, with no great alarm, to finish it up. Mr. Connelly was tive in the business of this ol
Edward VanderVries, formerly John
The driver of the plow was Oli- for years.
Haven and were wed by Rev. Meuas he looks at the situation through called up by phone and while the clothing establishment.
ver Peabody, 1147 Grant St. A
Second ward— CorneliusKalk- pastor of Central Avenue Chris- lenberg, pastor of the First Re- these 15 years.
the span of 92 years. He has seen committeenere will do their full
Guests present were Mr. and Mi
•
• •
gust of wind blew1 the snow so marm.-Pje8enta,derman. unopposed. tian Reformed church. Before takformed church of that city.
One of the finest congregational the nation go through period after share, it is generally felt that the Jacob Lokker, Mr. and Mrs. Jol
heavily that he was unable to see
Third ward — Martin OudemoPl ing: his positionwith the Chamber
case
is
a
hopeless
one.
Sturing,Mr. and Mrs. John Kot
meetings of Hope church since its period of political strife and after
* • •
ahead and rather than take a YjJ Pet«r Zalsman.Alderman of Commerce he had been for many
The Holland-Grp.ndRapids canal Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Barkel
Jake Lokker, of Lokker-Rutgers founding in 1861 by Dr. Phillip each upheaval has seen it survive
chance he ran into the snow bank Albert Van Zoerman of the third years head of the mathemathics deand go on to greater heights.
project was started fifty years ago Miss Georgians Lugers and Mr]
at the side of the road, the state lanrd *s vnot„ seeking re-elec- partmentof Kansas State college. Co., was a victim of a clever swin- Phelps, first pastor and first presiMr- , VanderVeen observed his by a congressman named Melvin and Mrs. Gilbert Boven. A del
police reported who investigated tion. Mr. Van Zoeren served ably As a young man of 22 he attained dler through whom he lost $167. dent of Hope college,took place
and well and was an asset to the the degree of Ph.D. in mathe- He knows he is out the money but this week. There was a real good • ~nd birthday on Feb. 8 at his H. Ford and he "sailed into con- two course lunch was served
the accident.
matics.
how it was possiblehe still does program and a flatteringreport home at Washington and Fifth gress" via the ship canal despite the the hostess, and a delightfuleve
Kennert was driving about five
Airth ward — George Damson,
Mr. VanderVries frequently had not realize. Mr. Lokker had re- was given by Mr. Gerrit Van streets, in the house where he has fact that the fifth district rolled up ing was spent.
feet back of the plow and stopped
normally about 10,000 Rep. Maj.,go
o
pnt alderman, unopposed which speaking engagements in Holland mitted a check to an eastern firm Schelven of the financial condition lived ever since he came here,
when the plow halted. After the
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ouder
wind had subsided the driver of the
complimentto the young before the civic clubs and in his in payment of a bill of goods. of Hope church. One highlight in about the time of the Civil War. you can see how intense the people
student days graduated from Hol- While awaiting acknowledgmenta the meeting was the presentation He was a young man, one of three felt to have the canal built at that en, 181 W. Ninth St. have as
plow was forced to back up to get
guest for a few days Mr. G«
stranger dropped into the store— a of a costly scarf pin of diamonds brothers.The late Dr. A rend Van- time.
Fifth’ ward— Jacob
and Hope college.
out of the bank and in so doing
Of course the waterway was put Oudemolen,coast guard at Sot
present alderman, no opposition
leaves three brothers, Cor- fine, honest-lookingman he seemed and sapphires, a gift of the con- derVeen and Rev. Christian Vanjammed iato the parked car.
nelius C. and Frederick of Grand to be. He introducedhimself as an gregation to Dr. J. B. Nykerk who derVeen, his brothers,made indel- to sleep a half century ago, and if Haven.
Police urge that drivers have
care in followingtoo closely in the
thM< Rapids and Edward of Tucson, agent of the firm for whom the had been an able choir leader and ible marks on the life of this com- your editor remembers right, on
the same basis and reasons as is
Mrs. Peter Koopman, 84 E. It
Sixth ward — Simon Holkeboer Ant; two sisters, Mrs. A. A. Spoel- check was drawn, saying that he resigned after 25 years of faithful munity through their services.
wake of the snow plows. They point
A jl/;e',0.nS Democrat, Mr. Van- found in the communicationof to- St. has applied for a permit to
out that care should be used when •nd James Klomparens, building stra and Mrs. c. E. Lincoln, both had been authorized to settle with service. The presentationwas
Continued on page four'i
day. It appears that it will be model the upstairsof her home a|
parking in the road near a plow as contractors and Frank L. Smith, of Grand Rapids but all formerly “Jake," producingthe letter and made by Bastian D. Keppel. The
—
sometime before the Hudsonville an estimate cost of $250.
the drivers are not aware of what upholsterer.Albert E. Van Lente from Holland; and one son, John, check for the full amount but said News states further that “the profo
Forest A. Schoonardwill speak celery farmers will have to worry
that the local clothing firm was essor for once was speechless,so
present Alderman is not seeking remay be in the rear.
about their land.
Andrew Haberer, 86, of Doi_
Funeral serviceswere held at 2 entitled to a two per cent discount deeply was he moved by this unex- on the subject, “Citizenship and
served his city
A letter by Mr. Connelly to the died Wednesday at the home
y o clock Monday in Winnetka.
for cash. Mr. Lokker, much pleas- pected gift from a most apprecia- Politics Tuesday evening at 7:45
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Russell faithfully and
News gives some further informa- his son. John Haberer in
ed, cashed the check less the dis- time and loyal congregation."Wil- in Labor Hall, North River Ave.
For constablesthe followingcanDirkse. 81 E. 17th St on Feb. 6,
tion and suggestions.
Funeral serviceswill be held
a son Robert Lee; to Mr. and Mrs. dnfetes have filed petitions:
CHURCH UNIT TO count, consideringit a fine gesture lis Diekema took Dr. Nykerk’s C. A. French, Editor and manager Holland City News
urday at 2 p.m. at the home
Gerrit De Weerd, 162 E. 26th St. .
"“^-Wiliam Woldring MEET AT ZEELAND TO DAY from the eastern clothing house place.
• « •
of The Holland Evening Sentinel, Holland, Michigan
Douglas. Burial will be in Doi
firm. How the fakir got the letter
*
on Feb. 18, a daughter, Jane Ellen. and Henry
cemetery.
o
Andrew Steketee, Jr., was elected Wednesday was elected Michigan Gentlemen:
and check in the first place is a
Second ward-EgbertBeekman,
for tadera mvsterv. Lokker must now pay the deacon at a congregational meet- vice-presidentof the Inland Daily
o
Enclosed is copy of the War DeEdward Westveer, summer resiconstable,no opposition.
of children, a division of the OttaJames A. Brouwer, of the Ja
bill with the discount added.
ing at the First Reformed church. Press associationfor the ensuing partment’s adverse report on the
dent of Virginia Park for the nast
year. The association held their Holland-GrandRapids canal. We A. Brouwer Furniture Comi• t •
Lien ‘"-1
He fills a vacancy. ^
85 years, died suddenly at his Hyde
convention in Chicago on Tuesday have underscoredthe important celebratinghis 82nd birthday
Fourth ward— Charles Dulyea. formed church of Zeeland Friday. Seth Nibbelink received a shipPark hotel apartment in Chicago.
matter.
his chOdren at his home this
Burial was in Oakwood cemetery (present fourth ward constable) The afternoon speakers are Rev. ment of 23 mules from Missouri. Jacob Fris becomes the owner of and Wednesday and J. S. Gray,
We were asked over the phone ning.
publisher of the Monroe, Mich.,
the
Fris
Book
Store
building.
The
Tony
Ross
and
Henry
Kuiper.
in Chicago on Friday. Surviving
H. P. Meengs and Miss lone Catton,
carload of stubbornness, but
Fifth ward — William Steketee, Dr. Beraie Mulder of Grand Rapids Seth will “show ’em” even if they buildingwas the property of Mrs. News, succeeded Linwood I. Noyes by Grand Rapids interests this
are the widow, Mrs. Louise Taylor
C. Verechure, 12th street and as president of the organization. morning if Holland would join in an
Westveer, and three cousins, A. J. (now serving) and Lee Koopman. tvevenin* meeting. did come from the “show me”
o
appeal. We stated that we would sociationof Commerce will <
Maple avenue. The News says furSixth ward — Henry Borr, presWestveer, William Westveer and
state.
dc so in the event that such
Louis
De
Waard
has
returned nly
y do
ther:
“About
20
years
ago
the
an appeal as it is quite ai
ent
constable
of
that
w*rd
is
opMiss Jeanette Westveer, all of Holwiu
*
from
Calif, where he spent the an appeal was institutedby the to me that this is a ]<
father
of
Jacob
Fris
purchased
the
posed
by
Nick
Kolean.
—
o
land. A sister, Mrs. Cora Holmes
Grand Rapids Associationof ComCordiallyyoax
Nearly one hundred children Nicholas J. Whelan has been ap- news stand business from Marinus winter.
of Texas also survives together . Besides the office mentioned havmerce. We further stated that we
William M.
with several nieces.Mr. Westveer ing only one contestant,City Treas- were entertained Saturday at a pointed U. S. marshal for western Van Putten, a blind man, and two
Jacob Lievense, president of the would rather join with Grand RapThe editor of
was bora and brought up in Hoi- urer John Steggerda and City At- Valentine party. The Ladies Auxil- Michigan at a salary of $3,500 a years ago the son purchasedthe
ids
in
an
effort
to
secure
a
super
Holland Fish and Game club anceived a similar
Zeeland Legion Post spon- yegg. ' His appointmentwas con- enterprise from the Fris estate.
land, going to Chicago at the age torney Elbera Parsons also have no
nounced that- plans are beirig made highway between the two cities supplementing
of 20 years. Mr. Westveer for many opposition unless' someone should sored the lovely party. Valentines firmed at Washingtontoday. Note: The present owner has shown him
choose to
self
a successfulbusiness man and for the annual club banquet in which we think would be of much ication, undou
were ,plenty
. run on stickers
_______
_____ — .ft. _
___
_____________
apd eats ____
in abundance.
The Holland
served the
having wo
of the building is but March. The date will be announ- greater practicalbenefit.
Em?
Springs with ofnees ^^Sr^5ol!t£m0te
k smice^
ex- gmter^part^ five^ywri although |
I doubt if the Grand Rapids As- involving1
career." ced later.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HIGH SCHOOL PLATERS
WILL PRESENT “NOTHING

WILL DETERMINE MONEY
TO BE PAID FARMERS
WHO WERE UNDER AAA

in one point.

vailed as shown by the following vifled as iliown by the following
vote:
vote:
, Yeas — Messn. ZyUtra, HaveYea*— Meun. — Zylstra, HaveM
MORE
THAN
2 WEEKS
length of the floor to Poel, sub for- dink. Haaaold, Lowing, Hendrych,
“Senior Play” at the Holland
UMl. mUm tk« act
dink, Hasao d, Lowing, Hendrych,
Determination of obligationsto ward, who sank a field goal to win
High School is again the talk of
117V.
Smajlegan, Stegenga, Heneveld, Smallegan, Stegenga, Heneveld,
The body of Harm J. Slag, 80, producers who had complied with
2020 the day. The Class of 1936 has
Garbrecht,Graham, Bottema, Garbrecht,Graham, Bottom*,
who died two weeks ago Tuesday, the corn-hog and wheat reductions for the Cohn five.
chosen that uproariouscomedy
Slaughter,Martin, Mohr, Cook, Ry- Slaughter,Martin, Mohr, Cook, Rystill reposes in the Nibbelink-Notin Ottawa county under AAA, will
“Nothing But The Truth.” For
cenga, Rosbach, Misner, Van Ark, cenga, Rosbach, Misner, Van Ark,
ier funeral chapel at Holland. Funbe made by L. R. Arnold, secretary WASPS PROTECT STATE
DISCUSS POWER
sheer laugh-provokingsituations
Brusse, Postma, Damstra, Vereeke Brusse, Postma, Damstra, Vereeke
eral services were held last week of the associationof the county,
FOR FARMERS
CROP
and dialogue it can take its place
and Roosenraad.
but interment has been postponed according to instructionsthat he
and Roosenraad.
at the head of the list.
Nays— None.
until the blocked road to North has received. This follows the act
Naye— None.
Stegenga Named President of OtMichigan peach growers have ^ Mr. Hyma absent at time of votThis comedy centers around a
Holland cemetery is opened.
of congress to provide fundi for found an invaluable ally in their
^ Mr. Hyma absent at time of votyoung man who is sure he can tell tawa-AUegan REA Organisation
the payment.
fight against the devastationof the
sCr. Hendrych moved that the
the absolute truth for twenty-four
Farmers in Ottawa and Allegan
Mr. Arnold says that under the
The journal of the day’s session
Oriental fruit moth which has done clerk present the pay roll which
hours at least The senior who counties met recently at Holland
new act many farmers in this much damage in the peach belt of
CONSERVATION OFFICER
was read and approved.
motion prevailed.
carries this heavy role is Donald to discuss extension of electric
county who signed the compliance
WARNS OWNERS OF
the state.
PAY ROLL OP BOARD OP
Poppen, son of Mrs. Anna Poppen lines through the county on a coMr. Mohr moved that the board
DOGS WHICH ARE KILL- program will be paid. In many in- A parasitic wasp is waging a
BUPRRYIBORS
"An often foe may prove a curse, but of West 16th Street. Playing op- operative plan in conjunction with
adjourn which motion prevailed.
stances
excess
planting
occurred.
STATE
OP
MICHIGAN,
County
of
OtUwa
ING PHEASANTS
struggle with its traditional enemy,
posite him is Jean Van Raalte, the rural electrification plan that
GEORGE E. HEINEVELD,
« pretended friend is worse."
In the corn-hog program some
un<Wr,4«T‘*4.Chairman and
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. B. K. is being sponsored by the federal
Chairman.
FEBRUARY
A warning was issued today by growers failed to produce the min- the Oriental fruit moth, and the Cierk of tha Bored of Supervisor*of the
outcome,
already
seen
bv
entomolomid
County
of
OtUwa
do
hereby
certify
WILLIAM WILDS, Clerk.
Van Raalte of West 11th Street. government. Albert Stegenga,
12— Abraham Lincoln, the
A. Antles, conservation officer, imum number of hogs. No assurthat
the
following
ie
the
Pay
Roll
of
eaid
gists, predicts that with routine
*reat emancipator,bom
These fine young people will re- Olive township supervisor, was
owners of dogs which are sulk- ance can be given that any payBoard of Supervlioreas presented, and aL
1809.
present their class with some splen- named president of a temporary ing the open areas near this city ment wiH occur in such cases, Mr. spraving the moth population will lowad by the Con mltUe on Claims,for atcontinue to decrease. Already the tendance during heir February SessionA.
did acting according to reports on organization.Representative farm- and Ferrysburgrunning down and Arnold states.
2— Flm Kttler* reach Sa\ anOriental fruit moth, scourge of D. 1988.
present rehearsals.
ers of various townships were ap- killing a number of pheasanU and
nah, Georgia, 17J2.
, N.!*\?.8,p*rTl**r
Total
peach tree raisersfor years, is be- Justin
ZyUtra
______
Heavy mature roles are carried pointed as committeemen to work quail. A half dozen complaints
t 4.00
Roger Dalman, who celebrated ing brought under control.
Wot
Havedink ____ ____
4.00
by Lucille Kardux, daughter of on the project Mr. Stegenga will have been received by the officer his ninth birthday anniversary was
4.00
Mo*e« Coatei inventi fint
The discovery of the deadly ef- John Haaaold _________
Mr.
and
Mrs. Peter Van Ark of call a second meeting soon.
from Grand Haven and other parts honored at a party given by his
Charles
Lowing
...
. .....
4.00
practicalapple parer,
fect in Michigan of the wasp, Prank Hendrych ________
of
north
OtUwa
county
that
police
West
9th
Street
and
Paul
Scholten,
4.00
According
to
L.
R.
Arnold,
counparents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifton
Dal1801.
known
by
the scientific name of Albert Hyma _ _________
4.00
son of Mr. and Mrs. Burt Scholten ty agent, Ottawa county is one of dogs in particular are the chief man, E. 13th St Prizes were won
Dick E. Smallegan .......
macrocentrus
ancylivorus,
came
as
4.00
Ill-famed Confederate Anof East 15th Street. These seniors
leading counties of Michigan offenders.The viUlity of the birds by Gerrit Van Lanjjeveld,Bobby
4.00
a result of research conducted for Albert H. Stegenga ......
!*• derionvlllePruon U take the parts of Mr. and Mrs. E. the
Olafsen's
Geo. E. Heneveld ________
in the number of farm homes that is low due to the severe weather Burton and Jack Tirrell. Guests
4.00
opened,18M.
two
years by the Michigan State Frank Garbrecht ...... .
4.00
M. Ralston, wealthy New York already ertjoy electrification.Nev- conditions and lack of food and were Gerrit Van Langeveld, DonCollege Departmentof Entomology Fred Graham ___________
4.00
broker and his wife.
ertheless,most of the farms are when the birds are driven into the ald Terpstra, Glenn De Waiard,
4.00
in co-operation with the parasitic Gerrit Bottema..........
IS— Ulyue* S. Grant promoted
Liver Oil
open
from
the
covers
they
have
Henry
Slaughter
_________
not
and
farmers
are
taking
a
4.00
Clever lines and humorous inEddie De Young, Earl and Roger laboratory of the United States
to Major General, 1862.
LeeterW. Martin _ ______
4.00
sought
they
easily
founder
in
the
cidents make important several great interest in the extension of
Dalman, Jack Tirrell, Billy Strong, Department of Agricultureat Maynard Mohr ________
4.00
other characters. Jack Lokker, Mal- lines. Surveys have been made in snow.
Bob Buintema,Roy Zwemer, Jack Moorestown,N. J.
Richard L. Cook ________
4.00
Viscolized
Mr. Antles sUtes that he is giv- Morrell and Bobby Burton.
17-Bel*ian Kin* Albert die*
Peter J. Rycenga ------colm Baron, Marie Looman. Isla some townships that show the
4.00
Two thousand wasps were intro- Philip Rosbach ------In mountain fall, 1934.
o
4.00 MILK
Meppelink, Helen Kraker, and Vir- farmers are very desirous of ob- ing dog owners fair warning to
duced into peach sectionsin 1933 Charles E. Misner ____
4.00
keep the dogs tied up and prevent
ginia Ellison take the parts of taining electric power.
GRAND HAVEN TOPS
and 1934. Twigs of peach trees in Peter H. Van Ark .....
4.00
«
them
from
chasing
the
birds.
A
IS— Lowell Obaervatory ditMichigan leads all states in the
Wm.
Brusse* ......... .
these. Probably one of the most
4.00
HOLLAND
TOSSERS
orchards near Berrien Center, Bencoven new planet Pluto,
sUte
law
that
protects
game
birds
4.00
...........
enterUining of all will be Bishop country rural electrification with
ton Harbor, Berrien Springs, Roy- Peter G. Damstra _____
e * jt
Kolynos
4.00
Doran played by Victor Cherven, 47,000 farms equippedwith elec- and animals from being molested
Grand Haven high school cagers
David Vereeke .........
4.00
any way gives the officer the nosed out Holland High, 28 to 27, alston, and Sodus were examined CornellsRoosenraad ____
son of Mr. and Mrs. Victor Cher- tric light and power. This repre4.00
in 1935 with satisfyingresults, acven of Maple Avenue. This young sents 27 per cent of Michigan right to make arrests if the dog in the season’s most thrilling game cording to laboratoryhatching figThe Burning Target
ToUl
--------------- noo.OO
50c Size owners
do
not
cooperate.
Many
man convulsesthe rest of the cast farms compared to a record of 13
Tuesday night at Grand Haven.
ures just received from the federal
Given under our hands. thU 3rd day of
at each rehearsal.
per cent for the entire United dogs have been seen in the south- Holland led, 11 to 6, at the quar-. insectary at Moorestown,N. J. In February.
A. D. 1088.
A decade ago the annual national
ern section of the city prowling ter. after scoring 6 points in the
Velvet
WILLIAM WILDS,
Citizens of the tity who recall States. In addition Michigan has
some cases 100% extermination of
lire loss was in excess of $500,000,- “The Family Upstairs”of 1933, been the leading state in the total around feeding stationsprovided first two minutes. The Dutch were
Clerk of Board of Supervisors.
the moth enemy was found.
by friends of the birds.
GEO. E. HENEVELD.
000. Today it is less than half of plays such as “The Goose Hangs number of farms connected to
in front, 16 to 15, at the half and
The parasitic wasp lays its eggs
Chairman of Board of Supervisor*.
Mr. Antles went out to some of
power
lines for the past four
High"
of
1935.
“Shavings”
of
1934.
23
to
17
at
the
third
period.
With
in the larvae of the moth which
Sheets
that, being in the neighborhood of
The foregoingPay Roll paid In full the TISSUES
years.
e
covers
with
several
large
two
minutes
to
go,
and
Holland
Ird
day
of February.A. D. 1981
“Martha-By-The-Day”
of 1932 will
die after the eggs of the wasp
$250,000,000.
bags
of feed and grit. He savs
Present
plans
provide,
for
concertainly not want to miss the proleading, 25 to 21. Maddocks made a hatch. No harmful effects are exJOHN H. DEN HERDER.
That is definite progress. It duction given by the Class of 1936. necting an additional10,000 farm that through the generosity of the free throw for Grand Haven. Mor- pected from introduction of the
County Treasurer.
River © 8th St.
sportsmen
of
the
county
he
has
Mr. Rosbach moved the adoption
five* sound reason for encourageDates have been set for March homes to present electric lines in
ris sank a long shot for Holland, wasp because it is also an enemy
1936 on the basis of five customers not thus far needed to spend an al- then Vander Meiden countered with
of
the
repeat
which
motion
pre23,
24,
25,
and
26.
There's
never
of the strawberry leaf roller, acment. But it certainlyshould not
Phone
Holland
lotment given to him by the con- another. Maddocks missed a free
dull moment and you may rest as- to the mile. Records of the state
cording to Professor Ray Hutson,
be productiveof an unjustified feelservation
department
for
feed.
He
public
utility
commission
show
that
toss, then Vander Meiden counted of the State College Entomology
sured Miss Lindsley,Coach of the
ing of aecurity.We seem to have Production, will do her best to rural electrification expansionin travelson snow shoes to the cov- again, to bring Grand Haven with- Department.
ers
and
he
thinks
that
he
can
prothe
last
four
months
has
been
ten
made a start toward mastering un- make this the best of all senior
times as great as in any preceding tect the major flocks which thus
plays.
controlled, destructive fire. But we
far have come through pretty well
12-month period.
are still a long way from having
o
—
Helpers could be used to scatter
GRAND
HAVEN
YOUTH
IS
the food but they must be able to
completely mastered it
ANNUAL
INSTITUTE OF
SENT TO JACKSON PRISON OTTAWA TEACHERS WILL travel on snow shoes as it is the
The fact that a quarter of a bilBE HELD AT HOLLAND only way a person can penetrate
lion dollars is still destroyed by
to the woods that the birds have
Joseph Hall, 21, of Grond Haven
Are each year leaves a “burning
of the
was sentenced to Jackson prison The annual Ottawa county teach- sought, he states.o
target” to shoot at.
for three to five years by Judge ers institute will be held at HolHAMILTON
Fire can be curbed. It is per- Fred T. Miles Tues. afternoon in land, today, Friday and school chilfectly possible and practical to cut circuit court for violation of his dren here will be given a recess
The Pere Marquette railroad
the annual loss to well below $100,- probation. Hall was convicted in that day. Separate insUtutes have
ENJOY
1934 of the larceny of Dr. S. L. De- been held each year in Holland and proved to be a savior for Hamilton
000,000. But to do that the energy
COMPLETE
Witt’s automobile. He was placed Grand Haven for north and south and vicinity last week. A serious
of
County, State of
and aid of every American dtiien on probationat that time. Recently Ottawa county teachers but one shortage of fuel, food and feed
SATISFACTION
threatened
as
the
result
of
the
promust be enlisted in the campaign. he pleaded guilty to the larceny of institute is held this year at HolThe Board of Supervisors met Damstra, Vereeke and Roosenraad.
longed blizzardand blocked roads.
AT
an
overcoat
which
he
took
from
Fire is largely a “personal” matthe understanding the
Hatton Recreationalhall.
Absent — Messrs. Hering, Mar1937 convention will be held at Every road was closed and all ef- pursuant to adjournmenton MonC. THOMAS
ter. Communitiescan and should
forts to break thru failed. In re- day, February 3, 1936 at 10:00 a. shall and Nies.
Sheriff Ben Rosema recovered Grand Haven.
]»as8 first-classbuilding codes. the coat when he gave Hall a ride
STORES
Resolution by Mr. Vereeke
Speakers at the institute will be sponse to an appeal from the local m. and was called to order by the
By Mr. Verwke:
They can and should maintain fire one night. The sheriff recognized Fred Atkins Moore, executive di- business men the Pere Marquette chairman Mr. Heneveld.
VITAL SAVINGS
Present at roll call, Messrs. ZylRraolved, that it i* the ivnue of fh«
departments, water facilities and the coat which Hall had on and be- rector of adult council of Chicago, railroad company sent out a snowEVERY DAY
fore he let his passer>ger out he had and Miss Lillian Henstien, division nlow with three locomotives from stra, Havedink, Hassold,Lowing, Bourd of Supervisor!of Ottawa County,
that employment of personson WPA projalarm systems at class A standHendrych,
Hyma,
Smallegan,
StegHolland
which
succeeded
in
cleanthe owiier identy the garment
of lectures, board of education,
ects should not be limited to those persons
ards. They can and should carry
’ng the road. piMng up the snow enga, Heneveld,Garbrecht, Gra- who were receivingaid from the FERA
SheriffRosema took his prison^ ‘ ^err^ C. Groenewoud.
to November 1. 1938, but that all
on continuousinspection campaigns er to Jackson early in the week.
c"pb
of Holland, county supervisor of 20 to 25 feet high in places. A ham, Bottema, Slaughter, Martin, prior
employables who are in need of public
Mohr,
Cook,
Rycenga,
Rosbach,
special
train
load
of
supplies
was
o
schools, will conduct the annual
backed by up-to-datelaws to force
support and are otherwiseentitled to such
then rushed to this town. The rush Misner, Van Ark, Brusse, Postma, employment, shall be eligible for employCampbell's Scotch Broth
can J OC
elimination of the worst com- THE REV. M. L. TATE, FORMER meeting of rural teachers held at
orders for coal and other supplies, Damstra. Vereeke and Roosenraad. ment on WPA projectswithout regard to
Holland High auditorium.
the time when they became in need of
munity hazards.
HOLLAND RECTOR, TO LEAVE
Absent
—
Messrs.
Hering,
Marwhich immediatelvfollowed reCampbell’s Tomato
2 cans J
such support. Be it furtherresolved, that
However, the headway such comHOLY TRINITY ACTIVITIES THE SALVATION 4RMY
vealed the need which already ex- shall and Nies.
a copy hereof be sent to the SUte AdminMock Turtle
Report of Special Committee litrstor of the WPA.
Vegetable Beef
munity acts can achieve must be
OPENS FIRE IN HOLLAND isted in Hamilton now has a new
Grand Haven. Mich.. February 8, 1938.
Mr. Vereeke moved the adoption
appreciation of the railroad and
Oxtail
Pepper Pot
(Memphis Commercial Appeal)
greatly limitedif individualsconTo the Board of Superviaora.
of the resolution which motion preWith the presence of some three we realize that we not only need OtUwa County, Michigan.
Vegetable
tinue to be careless in regard
vailed.
Good Quality
Tomato
-------Jlt years
years (Lund red friendsto wish them well. the railroad, but also that we have Gentlemen
The
Rev. M. L. Tate, for 14
Mr. Slaughter moved that the
their own property. Laws and fire
been using the road more than Your apeeial committee appointed to inConsomme
No. 1 can
rector
. °n Army commenced
rtnr of the Holy Trinity Episcovestigate the possiblebenefits that might County Treasurer be instructedto
most folks thought.
departmentscannot keep a man
be
obUined
under
the
Federal
Social Se- mail out the tax noticesto delinfrom being careless with inflam rafm^iTon W'"
^
“t ®“nd*y Conditions have improvedsome- curity Act report aa follows:
quent tax payers whose property
what, M-40 to Allegan has been
It is our belief that subaUntial benefits
^hlcapo- Ch>ef Secretaryfor
mable liquids.They cannot keep He tendered his__resignation, at
kept
open,
but
to
Holland
it Is still may be obUined for a reductionof our comes up for sale at the May tax
,
.
the
eleven
central
Rtatoe
nros
meeting of the
him from taking chances with
closed. Folks are travel!^ to Hol- Mother's Pension coats, medical attention sale, and that this board approprisrnight aT the Srch and
for indigent persona, and crippled children.
ate the funds to take care of the
worn-out electricwiring. They can- named rector emeritna nf
V1,*118 »ddresa the aims land via Saugatuck.The county
We thereforerecommendthat the prea- expense of same which motion pre3
not make him take due care with church after his resignation be- and principles of The Salvation road to Overisel was opened Sat- «t committee be continued or another
.-ommitteeconaiatingof not more than vailed as shown by the following
Army.
urdav
mght.
All
other
roads
are
Wax or Green
tobacco and matches. They cannot comes effective.
still plugged, some are impassable three persona be appointed with power to vote:
act in any manner they deem legitimate
n Aft€L*pre8entin*the Holland
make him maintainhis heating T!16 ^*7- Mr. Tate has been
Yeas
Messrs. Zylstra, Haveeven for horses and sleighs. Farm- to securesny benefits under the said act.
Cut Stringleao
2
nl«nf in safe condition.And so it I“n*rtCT
dink, Hassold, Lowing, Hendrych,
plant
iK v-Qrofor 43 years, serving 1
ers are cooperating in obtaining
Respectfullysubmitted.
CHARLES
E.
MISNER
Hyma,
Smallegan,
Stegenga,
HeneBeat yet
roe*— these ‘ffittlp
J5 7**™ M a Lutheran minister ar, the officer in charge referred supplies and a large number are
HENRY C. SLAUGHTER
^h,n^8 11181
he became an Episcopal recHard Kansas Wheat
veld, Garbrecht, Graham, Bottema,
to the splendid work of Miss Nellie compelled to carrv their share at
ALBERT HYMA
mponsible for so large a part of tor 28 years ago. He came
Slaughter,Martin, Mohr, Cook, RyChurchford, who was converted in least part wav. George Tel'man
Mr.
Havedink
moved
that
the reGreen Whole
the total national fire waste,
can Memphis from Holland, Mich.,
—
The SalvationArmy at Grand Rap- one of Hamilton’s truckers,travel- port be adopted and that the pres- cenga, Rosbach, Misner, Van Ark,
ib.
or Split
Brusse,
Postma,
Damstra,
Vereeke
only be handled by personal,indiled 150 miles to reach Overisel 3 ent committee continue with power
H°ly Trirdty chartk
j t*w1,° was a member of our
Me will be given a two months’ Grand
Pearl
Balk
and Roosenraad.
Rapids Corps for sometime miles north of this town, while a to act which motion prevailed.
vidual effort, thought and fore vacation in July and August
2 lbs.
Finest for Soap
Nays— None.
Ern?1r to starting mission work in great manv others have been comReport
of
Special
Committee
sight
A committeeof three was ap- Holland. The Adjutant expressed pelled to go long distances.
A
proposition
was
presented
reGrand Haven, Mieh., February 8. 1938.
pointed to draft resolutionsof apquesting the county to refund cerAt least some folks ought to be To the Hon. Board of Superviaora,
Fancy Blue Rone
her pleasurein having the privilege
preciation for his good work in the
OtUwa
County, Michigan.
Fishing in the Past
tain outstandingunpaid Covert
of
following
in the footstep of one hanpy. The good old davs awf
church.
Gentlemen
who so nobly served the commun- back again. Evervbodv is staving We, the Special Committeeon Hospi- Road Refunding Bonds and upon
BU,k
3
While in a reminiscentmood reity, and pledged continuanceof at home, etc. and infinitum we taliiation, beg leave to report the follow- motion of Mr. Misner was referred
ing
In
addition
to
previous
reports.
cently Don Vandervereof Greento
the
Finance
Committee.
such work among the most needy. wonder whether those go*! oM
We And that the Quarterly Settlement Mr. Damstra moved that we take
Mi|d wiKomin
ille looked back on the 1935 fishReverend T. W. Davidson of Hope davs were so good after all.
submitted by the Auditor General for the
a recess to give the Finance ComC.
Walvoord
of
the
Western
Church,
welcomed
the
Army
to
the
quarter
ending
September
80.
1938
to
the
ing season and thought that he had
city of Holland, having known of Seminary preachedat the Amer- County TreasurerconUins an Item of Hoa- mittee opportunity to investigate
5 lbs.
had pretty good luck. Mr. VanderpiUlixationat the UniversityHosplUl to the matter of refundingCovert
its evangelical,social democratic 'can Reformed church last Snndav
the amount of 88,888.10.
?ere found that he had spent a
Road
Refunding
Bonds
which
moand soulsaving work for the past Mr. Walvoord is the son of Rev. The amount aa submitted for the same
total of 78 hours fishing, the equivdecade. Mayor Nicodemus Bosch Wm. Walvoord of Clymer. N. Y. period in the year 1934 was 14,905.98. The tion prevailed.
Swiffs
After reconveningthe Finance
represented the city of Holland in who was former pastor of the local Utemcnt for the periodending December
alent of three full days and nights.
SI. 1936 has not yet been receivedfrom Committee presented the following
good many the Auditor General.
his welcome. Mrs. Martha Kollen First Reformed.
In this time he had taken a total CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY
spoke of the need among the young friends attended the services.
However, we have a reliable estlraaUof report:
Your Finsncs Committee rerommsnds
of 640 bluegills and his average TERM ARRANGED; McCAMBroeuicast
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. 1750.00 for the month of December1936 that
people especially, and represented
the attachedresolution be adopted.
1600.00 for the month of January.
fishing time for each limit catch
BRIDGE CASE COMING UP the Literary Club; Mr. John Kelly Marion Coffee living east of town and
1938, which amounta are the combined
ALBERT HYMA
Cans
was three hours.
spoke as representative of the died last week Wednesday.
costs of both local and Ann Arbor cases.
PETER O. DAMSTRA
This
result
has
been
accomplished
Tommy
Zeerip
returned
to
his
CHARLES E. MISNER
Lions Club, pledging co-operation;
All of the bluegills were taken
Ib.
Circuit court for Ottawa county
H. C. SLAUGHTER
and ReverendMeredith, represent- home at Wayland Sunday after a through the co-operationof the OtUwa
Shortening
3 can
CORNELI8 ROOSENRAAD
from one lake and most of them convened Monday afternoonand ing his church, welcomed The Sal- week s visit with his grand parents County Doctors,the Supervisors,SuperintendenU of Poor and the Probate Court.
Mr. Misner moved that the reduring the early part of the season the calendar for the February term vation Army as co-workers. Mrs. G. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Eding.
Your committee further reports that a
was
arranged.The outstanding
Jerene Beltman and Shirley Belt- classified ledger has been added to the port be adopted which motion prewith grubs or a fly.
Zweenng
of Holland, a former
cases of local importance will be
County Clerk's office beginning January 1, vailed.
Mr. Vanderveresaid he hadn’t the suits brought by Mrs. Harry member of the Salvation Army man have not been absent or tardy 1988 In which the accounts of afflicted
for the first five months of
Resolution by Mr. Roosenraad
adults are subdividedto cover qtpendituret
IlAJ"
Grand
K*Plds.
welcomed
been out to get the lion’s share. He Mink, Fruitport, and Otto Groenfor variousitems from month to month.
the Officers to Holland where she year.
By Mr. Roosenraad:
mg
and
Mrs.
Emma
Dudwig
of
A
card
index
system
has
also
been
added
had Just found fishing good and
will be the first uniformedsoldier
Henry Nvenhuis, proprietor of
Whereas,the Board of County Road

Hotuire, Michigan
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BEANS
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One Holland

Case Aired In

15c

78c

DRY PEAS

5c

BARLEY

9c

RICE

6c

^

MACARONI

:

Circuit

15c

17c

CHEESE

21c

CORN MEAL

16c

Court

A

CORNED BEEF

CORNED BEEF HASH
SNOW DRIFT

Dortmund, Germany against J.

to

the Probate Court recordsshowing the

Commlseionen of Ottawa County have subof the Corps.
the North aide grocery, broke thru costa of individual caeca.
responded regularlyto the urge to
Thomas Mahan, Holland attorney,
to this Board of Supervisorsa «rMusic will be furnished by the to Grand Rapids last week Thurs- Your committee appreciatesthe support mitted
go back.
vey and a report of the situation now exand Mrs. Matilda McCambridge
• • •
Kalamazoo
Salvation Army Band, day. Henry drives a Dodge and his of the members of this board in the r«- istlng with regard to certainoutstanding
of Grand Haven to break a trust aaults that have been accomplished.
and unpaid Covert Road Refunding Bondi,
Nearly 2,000 quarts of seed from greement by which Mr. Mahan will and Major and Mrs. Wm. H. Fox, friends are convinced that he must
MAYNARD MOHR.
which are callable prior to maturity,toDivisional Commanders from Grand have succeededin dodging thru
PETER G. DAMSTRA.
gether wtth a proposed plan for refunding
native trees and shrubs have been administer the estate of the late
RICHARD L. COOK.
Rapids, chaired the afternoon pro- holes and past drifts.
such bonds at a lower rate of interest and
Spetial Committee on
collected by CCC men from various Mrs. Minna Schmidt and the residue gram as well as the evening serretainingthe right to call inch new ReSeveral of Hamilton folks celeHoiplUlliation.
of the estate to go to Mrs. McCamfunding Bondi prior to maturity,and reccamps in northern Michigan for bnri^e.
vice, where a good crowd again brated Lincoln’sbirthday in Saug
ommending
to this board the approval and
Mr.
Roosenraad
moved
that
the
atuck
snow
drifts.
listened
to
the
Gospel
message
deplanting in the new hardwood nurof inch proposed plan, and
There are four criminal cases:
report be adopted which motion adoption
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Van
Dyke
liyered by Colonel Fletcher Agnew
Wheicns, it appears to thli board,after
sery under construction for the the people against Douglas T. Wilcareful coniide ration of such proposed
of Chicago.
and family of Holland visited at prevailed.
The special committee appointed plan, that such plan represents sound
Department of Conservation near son charged with issuing a check
the Roger Van Dyke home Saturo
to attend the annual meeting of municipal financing,and beneficial to the
day.
Wdverine. The seeds were taken without funds; William Dreese, HOLLAND BOY TO BE
best Internetsof the County of Ottawa
charged with larceny; Russel Prathe State Association of Super- and the Township ». Cities and Road AssamSchool
was
again
opened
MonTRIED
IN
MARCH
from mountain ash, basswood.. han, arceny, and Frank Sinkpiel,
Districts situated therein and affected
day morning after having been visors held at Lansing January ment
black cherry, black plum, haw____ assault.
thereby.
Jesse Nicol, 17, son of Mr. and closed for almost two weeks be- 28th, 29th and 30th presented their
Now rtiereforeBe It Resolved,by the
The first case on the calendar Mrs. R. L. Nicol of 215 W. 13th cause of weather and road condi- report.
thorne,juneberry,sumac, dogwood,
Board of Superviaoraof Ottawa County,
Mr. Van Ark moved that the re- in eessioB anamblsd on tha 3rd day of
chokeberry and winterberry trees will be the townshipof Holland St., was bound over to the March tions.
term of circuit court by Justice The honor roll consistsof: Du- port be receivedand placed on file. February, 1988, that tha plan proposed by
and shrubs. Young trees and
Mr. Rycenga moved as a substi- the Board of County Road Commissionara
Elbern Parsons who tried him
ane Wentzel, Melvin Lubbers, Berfor refundingCovert Road Refunding
shrubs to be grown from this seed suit to compel Mr. Kleis to move a
charge
tute
motion that the report be in- Bonds of said County, amounting in the
charge of allegedly assaulting nice Edwing, Marilyn Bussies and
will be used by the department for
corporated
in
the
proceedings
aggregate to 1X83,600.00, all aa ast out Ml
Jeren Beltman.
----- , local barber,
detail la the report of said rommiMloners
wildlife cover and food on stateshop here on Feb. 5.
The home of John Hoffman,two which substitutemotion lost.
and the aame la hereby approved and
The vote was then taken upon be
•wned lands. The seed will be
Nicol at first denied to polic miles northwestof town was on
adopted by thie board, and
the
original
motion
which
motion
Be
It Further Resolved,that a sinking
fire «arly Tuesday morning. The
planted in the nursery this spring.
fnnd for the payment of the interest and
prevailed.
local fire department was called
of said bondi be established and
A letter waa received from the principal
out, but waa unable to reach the
an amount equal to the annual Interoat
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Attorney General’s office and upon and principalrequirementsbe creditedto
Police
seached
for
more
than
farm
place
on
account
of
the
snow
Services in Wans Friend Tavern always to isolated places but folks
week for the boy, having only
drifts. Fortunately a volunteer motion of Mr. Van Ark was re- •aid fund each year hereafteg. f root pro10:80 a.UL--S unday services.
ceed! receivedunder Act No. 41 of the
would build arounf it and commeager descriptiongiven them by crew of neighborswere able to ceived and placed on file.
Public Acte of 1988 (Pint Extra Samian).
11:46 a-nL—Sunday school.
P'ijpt* started over again.
Mr.
Stegenga
moved
that
the
Maris and Bert Hadden who gave stop the blaze. The cause was t
When and if mch proceedsare Insufficient
8:00 P.m*— Wednesday evening
case of Robert Turner chase. Nircl was remanded to the defectivechimney.
board adjourn to this afternoon at then the eeaemmentaneeeamryfor said
Interest and/or principalshall ha epread.
against Benjamin Rosema for re- county jail on default of $500 bond
1:00
o’clock
which
motion
preA large caterpillarsnow plow,
“Mind” will be*the subject of covery of property claimed by the
vailed.
and
and
will
be
tried
on
March
2.
tided
by
shovellers
succeeded
in
the lesson-sermon in all Christian defendant as sold on execution to
It Farther Resolved,that tha officers
GEORGE E. HENEVELD, of BeOttawa
opening M-40 to about one and
County and the Board of Counchurches and societies ,at‘8fy a claim of the Coopersville
Chairman.
JUDGE MILES HERE TO
ty Road Commissioners are hereby authorone half miles north of town. It
the world on Sunday,
WILLIAM
WILDS,
Clerk.
i*nk ,*aiMt FUmore Turnised
and
directed
to refund said Covert
OPEN CIRCUIT COURT is expected that at least two more
28.
er, father of the plaintiff,wiH be
Road Refunding Bonds in the aggregate
days will be required to open this
amount of |ttl4M.OOand an authorised
retried. Charles E. Mlsner, attor- Judge Fred T. Miles is in the
road to Holland.
and directedto taka any neeeamry action
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Afternoon Set tion
ney for the plaintiff,has moved the city to open the February term of
to accomplish the sale of such refunding
The Church League of the First
Services in the Armory.
court to include the Coopersvillecourt Mon. afternoon.He has notiin nseordnnee with Jnw. Such reThe Board of Supervisors met bonds
Reformed
church
met
at the parRev. J. Lasting, Paster.
funding bonds to bear interest at not to
bank as co-defendant in the case. fied the jury, which usually comes
•onage Tuesday evening. The pro- pursuant to adjournmentat 1:00 p. exceed 4% per annum, to be callable at
10:00 A. M. Morning worship. ;|almin* that the Sheriff acted
week later, not to convene until gram topic on “Arabia. Past and m., and was called to order by the the option of tin county prior to maturity,
in Easy Religion, or Christ, through the bamk’s order. The case anotice
and to bo eold at
t not lees than par and
is given to them. The conchairman Mr. Heneveld/.
accrued Interoat.
waa tried here severalmonths ago dition of the roads in many places Present”waa prepared by Mrs.
Present at roll call
Messrs. Be It Further Resolved,that the resoluBen Lohman. Miss Josephine Bolks
A. M. Sunday School.
and the plaintiff secured a Judg- in thp county will
111 p
prevent some of
Zylstra, Havetlink, Has sold, Low- tion of this Board of Supervieartpissed
“ M. Jail service.
ment of $650. Judge Fred T. Miles the jury men from .getting to and and Mrs. John Brink Jr. Mrs. H. ing, Hendrych, Hyma, Smallegan,
Strsbbing and Miss Fannie BultYoung Peoples ordered a retrial due to prejudicalfrom their homes an
>ud Judge Miles man sang a
Heneveld, Garbrecht, of Ottawa County, Michigan. bTand the
*
testimony which he stated arose decided to postpone
je jury service
MarJames Archarobautt Hb rec<*>
Eventag worship through the bank’s interest in the
*o U*«lwith S’0**
Of
.

Tk

—

M.

duet.

Mr*00

C.

2

29c
58c

THOMAS STORES

32 West 8th Street

Holland

Holland Theatre

_

Holland, Mich.

—continuousperformance DAILY starting2
price change 8:10—

JO—

Fri. Feb. 21

EDDIE

Strike

CANTOR

Me Pink

Sat Feb. 22
Richard Arlen, Beryl Mercer ft Cecelia Parker
in

Three Live Ghosts
Mon. Tues. Wed. Feb. 24-25-26

HAROLD LLOYD
Adolphe Menjoa

ft

The Milky

Helen

Mack

Way

Toes. Feb. 25 to GUEST NIGHT-Remain aa OUR GUESTS to
* see Loretta Young ft Charlei Boyer in “SHANGHAI”

Than.

Fri. Feb. 27-28

Bette Davis ft LeaHe Howard

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
Mr*. 0. V»n TU. 6. Seventh St.
confined to her home
with illness.

crowd. You aak why? Well, here tUn,

ht* been

LOCAL NEWS

HOPE COLLEGE

Buys Exposition Ticket No. 1

NEWS

Starting Saturday evening, Dr.
F. S. Goodrich, teacher of Bible at
Albion college, will give a course
on the Old Testament. The course
will consist of two one-hour lessons and will continue for five consecutiveSaturday nights at the E.

The Holland young people'sFellowship Club are going to broadcast a sacred musical program
over W. 0. 0. D. in Grand Rapids
next Sunday (Feb. 23) at 3:15 p.
m. The program will be given by
V. Hartman home, 242 W. Tenth
different members of the club and
St., beginning at 7:15 o’clock. Dr.
will consistof vocal, instrumental,
Goodrich is at present supply pasand musical reading selections. The
tor of the Methodist church and
Club is composed of young people
is qualifiedto give credits with
from all denominations and churchthe International School of Rees in and around Holland.The club
ligious Education, so that those
meets every Wednesday night at
desiring creditsat the end of the
the City Mission.
course may secure them.
Attorney G. W. Kooyers of HolRev. Albert Voss, 49, died Tuesland was in Grand Haven on legal
day at has home in Hospers, Iowa.
business.
Rev. Voss was a former resident
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. School, of Overisel and in well known
West 16th Ht. are today celebrat- around Holland. Surviving are
ing the fifty-third anniversary of five children, Bernard of Iowa
their marriage. They were married City, la., Christineof Grand Rapin this city in 1883 by Rev. Evert ids, and Agnes, Jeanette and Alvin,
Bos, then par tor of Ninth Street two sisters, Mrs. Dick Vander
Christian Reformed church. The Kamp of Fillmore and Mrs. NickNews has given the incidentsin olas Tanis of Zeeland; and three
Mr. Schoon’s life as a sailor; tan- brothers,John and Benjamin Voss
of Holland and Henry Voss of
ner and other facts repeatedly.
Grand Rapids. The body will be
John Dethmers, Ottawa county shipped
to Holland for burial and
prosecuting attorney,was appointwill lie in state in Langeland’s
ed to the committeeon criminal
funeral home the latter part of
jurisprudence of the State Bar of
the week.
Michigan, it was learned here. C.
All banks in Holland will be
H. McBride, local attorney, received notice of his appointment to closed Saturday in observance of
the committee on legislation and George Washington’s birthday anlaw reform of the same organiza- niversary. The money order and
tion. Membership by every prac- postal savings window of the post
ticing attorney in the state to the office will be closed. Other winnewlv organizedstate integrated dows in the lobby will be open iunbar is compulsory—Grand Haven til 2 p.m. as usual, Louis J. VanTribune.
Derburg, postmaster, announced.

Miss Alma Vanderbeek, Miss
The Zeeland high school band
will present its annual concert Bernice Zuverinkand Miss GenMarch 20 in the Zeeland H5igh evieve Ter Haar were hostesses
school auditorium.The band will at a Valentine party Tuesday evebe assisted by the newly organized ning for members of the League
church. Prizes were awarded to
glee clubs.
Miss Frances Van Langevelde won
Douglas is playing a large role the prize for making the best pain the feeding of birds and small
per heart pierced with an arrow.
animals. Many feeding places have
All work was done behind the conbeen built by bird lovers and many
testant’s backs. Miss Kay Witt and
temporary sheltershave been im- Miss Cornelia Van Voorst won the
provised. It is understood Saugaprize for presenting pantomines of
tuck will follow.
great lovers. They imitated Micky
Charles R. Sligh is on a six and Minnie Mouse.
week’s trip through the southern
The Junior Welfare League held
states and to the west coast.
meeting Tuesday night in the
At the regular meeting of the Woman’s Literary club. Plans for
Social Progress club he’d Tuesday a Leap Year dance, to be held in
evening at the home of 0. S. Cross, the Warm Friend tavern on Feb.
Randall C. Bosch read a paper on 29, were outlined by Miss Olga
"Changing Economic Conditions.” Eberhardt, chairman. Plans for
Guests were C. C. Wood and H. S. the program to be presented beMaentz.
fore the Woman’s Literary club
on March 3, were discussed. Mrsr
John Loohuis of Sault Ste Marie
Lester Exo is chairman. It was
C. C. C. is visiting his parents in
also decided to supply cod liver
North Holland.
oil to the open window room of
Frank Lievense of Holland re- Washingtonschool for the remaincently visited his brother in Jack- der of the year. There will be no
son.
league meeting next week due to
Mr. and Mrs. Dick De Waard the Snow Memorial concert which
will be held that night.
have received word that their son,
Russel who has been attending A congregationalsocial of Prosa technical school in New York pect Park ChristianReformed chucity for the past two winters,has ch was held Tuesday evening. Rev.
passed his examinations and has L, Van Laar was in charge of the
received a license.
program and a financial report
was given.
Dr. J. J. Brower of Holland was
The declamation and extempore
in Chicago for three days where
contests sponsored by the Michihe attended lecturesand clincis of
gan Forensic associationunder the
the Chicago Dental society.
auspicesof the University of Michigan were held Wednesday morning in Holland High school and
Victor Cherven won the extempore contest and Paul Harrison
won the declamation contest.The
oratorical contest will be held
Monday. Those who judged the
contest Wednesday were Miss Hazel De Meyer. Miss Myra Ten Cate

Women

Debaters Hold
Tournament at Calvin

was

The

held. All the debates were

game

second

bugaboo of

all

will find the

the fraternity teams,

non-decision.Hope was represent-

Jack Schouten’s Frosh, pitted
Vera
against an all-star fraternity team.
Damstra, Alma Nyland, Lois VanJust think of that, girls.
der Meulen, Ruth Fisher, Renetta
The captain of each team in the
Shackson, Irene Williams, Anne
fraternityleague will choose eight
Dethmersand Mildred Kirkwood. men, two centers,three forwards,
After a vigorousschedule of
and three guards, includinga cappractice debates, the women's team
tain. These men must be selected
is looking forward to the state
from the ranks of the opposing
women’s debate tournamentto be
teams, and their names handed
held at Kalamazoo,February 22.
either to the editor or Russ Van
Coach De Graaf announced that
Tatenhove in a sealed ballot be-

ed by four teams composed of

the entire squad will participatein

the tournament.

fore February 26 with the captain’s

signature attached.

tournament at Albion yesterday

Costs

To Have Instant

HOT WATER
ALWAYS?

procedure except that they arc to

choose two running centers, two
jumping centers, three forwards,
ers respresenting 16 schools were
and three guards, includinga capentertainedat the Parker hotel for

OPENING THE state-wideadvance ticket sale for the Detroitand
Michigan Expositionto be held at Convention Hall, Detroit, March 6th
to 15th, Governor Frank D. Fitzgerald, HonoraryChairmanof the Exposition is shown buying Ticket No. 1 from Bruce Anderson, president
of the MichiganHotel Associationand member of the Exposition’s
advisory committee. Co-operating in the sale of the half million
tickets just off the press are 1613 organizationsthroughout the state,
including the Michigan Federationof Women's Clubs, churches,schools,
societies, sororities, Y. M. C. A.’s, nationalityand industrial groups.

dinner, then were distributedover
the

campus

The

to debate.

question debated was the

tain. The complete line-ups for the

First of all, what la it worth to yea to

four teams will be printed in the

have all the hot water yea need for deaning, dishwashing, bathing, shaving and

next issue of the Anchor.

the laundry. . .hot water gushing forth

AdmissionFree

standard question:Resolved, that

any instantat the

Congress be empowered to override by a 2/3 vote decisionof the
Supreme court declaring acts of
Congress unconstitutional. Hope
sent 20 men from the debate squad
ler. egg-trucker,school-teacher,who made a fajr atempt to ho,d
merchants, mechanics, truckers, , •

Don’t forget. Two weeks from
today is the date of the all-star
tilt. Your activities fee card will
entitle you to admission, so come
prepared to cheer your hero or
ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS
heroine on the victory. The classic
of the year as far as basketball
well-diggers,
creamer;
workers,
th'' coll<*e
Mrs. Jennie Pomp, 79, died TuesDefeat Western State
is concerned will take place, and
day at her home in Overisel.Sur- farmers, and other volunteers.
In order to refresh the willing Ekdal Buys from Grand Rapids you won’t want to miss the specviving are five daughters, Mrs.
________ coffee
______was donated by
. and Jay Bush from Detroitcooper- tacle.
Henry Vandenberg of Holland, workers
Mrs. Harry Slotman of East Sau- Henry Langeland, cookies by Ger- ated negativelyto defeat an affirmFollowing are lists of the capgatuck, Mrs. Anna Nyhuis of Mil- ald Nykerk, local store-keeperand
ative team from Western State.
tains of the inter-fraternity
teams
grove, Mrs. Justin Schipper orf candy bars by our I. G. A. merThe
team
made
up
of
Pi
Kappa
and
women’s
teams:
chant,
Harry
Dampen.
The
milkOverisel; a son, Julius Pomp of
Overisel; and nine grandchildren. man, C. J. Voorhorst, expressed Delta president, John VanWyk and
Knickerbocks— Russ Van TatenFuneral serviceswill be held Mon- his appreciationfor now being able Hope orator, John VanderMeulen,hove.
day at 1 p.m. at the home pri- to use horses and sleigh to deliver lost to a negative team from MichCosmopolitans— John Buteyn.
vate and :30 p.m. at the Overi- milk again, treated the crew to
igan State Normal.
Fraternals— Spence Hulse.
coffee
and
doughnuts
at
his
home
sel Reformed church with the Rev.
Harry Boer and Peter Vanden
William Pyle officiating. Burial on Tuesday afternoon. James
Emersonians—Les McBride.
Kleinheksel, the village grocery, Berg tried desperately to uphold
will be in Overisel cemetery.
Addisons— Marvin Rusticus.
added a box of cookies to this the affirmative against a victorious
Independents—
John Henderson.
lunch. This road is now open to
NOORDELOOS
GIRLS
cars for about a mile south of the team from Western State.

„

The modern

tarn?

Self-Action

Gas Water

with a few simple adjustments.The tank
is solidly laulated(like a thermos bottle!) to economise on

beat A

thermos-

tat automaticallycontrols water

,

temper-

stare; require* no attention whatever.

Aa

for the operating coat— It depend!

an

the number in the family, sU* of the
tank, and quanUty of water used. In act-

ual practice It amennta to only a few
cents per day per pereon. . Joes than yen
pay each month for cigarettes,maga-

zines or candy!

1

ever.

Homer Lokker and Mayo Hadden
are excellent learners, but they were

Squaws— Gladys Moerdyk.
Tops — Ruth Fisher.

not good enough to out-argue an

Nerts— Ethelyn Schaap.

from Albion.Perhaps home ground had something

affirmative team

F.L.H. — Hildegarde Bos.

to do with

Spark Plugs— Myrtle Beeuwkes.
Berries— June Kieft.

it.

Don Droppers and Paul Stewart
were fortunate in being able to
debate twice. The first debate was
with Western State, while the second was with Wayne. Both had unfortunate outcomes.
Irvele Harrington and Paul Webinga met an Adrian team, that
they lost is no discreditto them
necessarily. To get a Pi Kappa
Delta Key one must be in debates,

-

in

according to the recordedmap

Expires March

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Mortgagee

Drop

in or Call 8188 and wo'll give you an accurate estimate

oporaUng coot for year home.

of installation and

Michigan Gas

&

Elect. Co.

Hold Contest at Hope

=

Fourteen debate teams representing Grand Rapids Union, Comstock,

Wayland, Paw Paw, Plainwell,
Hastings, and Holland Christian
High schools engaged in a series
of debates held in the Memorial
chapel on February8. The debates
were judged by the members of the
faculty and members of the two
Hope debate squads. The local
chapter of Pi Kappa Delta with
the help of Coaches De Graaf and
Shackson sponsored the tournament. Grand Rapids Union, with
three victories, and Holland Chris-

CHECK!
PHONE 2020

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

THE PROBATE COURT FOR

When
In

Need
of

THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of

Grand Haven in said County, on
February A.D. 1936.
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Wendell R. Buss, Deceased.
M. Everett Dick and Charles H.
McBride hiving filed in said court
the 17th day of

their first annual account as administrators,C.T.A. of said estate,
and their petitionpraying for the
allowance thereof,
It is Ordered, That the 24th day
of March A.D. 1936, at ten o’clock

PRINTING

»

Auction Bills

Banquet Folders
BereavementCards
BUI and Charge Statements
BiU Heads
Bills of Fare
Birth Announcements
Booklets
Business Announcements
Business Cards
Business Stationery
Catalogues
Calling

Prices

Reasonable

in the forenoon, at said Probate
Office, be and is hereby appointed
for examining and allowing said

Cards

Christmas Cards
Cheeks and Drafts
Circulars
Commercial Stationery
Concert Programs
Correspondence Stationery

Coupon Books
Dance Programs
Dance Tickets
Deposit Slips
Directories

Dodgem
Draft Notices
Duplicate Blanks
Envelopes
Filing Cards
Financial Statements
Gummed Labels
Hand BUIs
Hotel Note Heads
Index Cards
Invitations
Invoices
Invoice Files

account;
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publicationof a copy of this order,
for three successive weeks previous to said day of hearing,in the

Holland City News a newspaper
printed and circulated in said
County.

CORA VAN DE WATER
A

Account Files
Advertising Blotters

Expires March 7—14732

Judge of Probate.
true copy.
Harriet Swart
Register of Probate.

In the District Court of the
United States for the Western DisTHE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
Mortgagee
trict of Michigan, Southern DivisHonrs— 10 to
2 to 4 :30
Business Address.
At a session of said Court, held ion— In Bankruptcy.
Phone: 0%e 3669; Residence 211
31 W. 8th St. Holland, Mich.
at the Probate Office in the City of
Douglas Wilson, Bankrupt No.
Grand Haven in said County, or 6594.
the 17th day of February A.D. 1936
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater
To the creditorsof Douglas WilJudge of Probate.
son of Coopersville, County of OtIn the Matter of the Estate ol tawa, and district aforesaid.NotHenry Hasekamp, alias Hendrick ice is hereby given that on the
Hazekamp, Deceased.
11th day of February,1936, the
Cornelius Vsnder Meulen having said Douglas Wilson was duly adNotice i* hereby given that a Non-Partisan Primary Election
filed in said Court his final admin- judged bankrupt, and that an orwill be held in the several Wards and Precinctsin the City ol
istrationaccount, and his petition der has been made fixing the place
praying for the allowance thereof below named aa the place of meetHolland on Monday, March 2, 1936. for the purpose of nominating
and for the appointmentof Isaac ing of creditors, and that the first
A “MONTE CARLO” IN AMERICA
or electing the following officers:— Mayor, City Treasurer,City
Kouw, or some other suitableper- meeting of creditorswill be held
SPHERE’S as much excitement world’s leading lidos— the Blarrits son to act in his place and stead at my office. Suite 845, Michigan
Attorney, Health-Officer, Justice of the Peace, 2 Supervisors, 1
of
the
New
World.
It
is
located
half* here when the wheels tarn, as
as Trustee of the above estate;
Trust Building,Grand Rapids,
Member Bd. of Public Works, 1 Member Board of Police and Fire
way down the coast of Chile about
It is Ordered, That the 17th day Michigan, in Mid diatrict, on the
there is In Monte Carlo.
Commissioners,1 Alderman and 1 Constable in each of the 6 war da.
This Is the Casino at Vina del Mar six miles from Valparaiso,a port of March AJD. 1936, at ten o’clock 3rd day of March, 1938, at 11 a.m.,
/—a
swanky, cosmopolitan place visited regularly by luxurious ships in the forenoon, at said Probate eastern standard time, at which
Polling Places are as follows}—
where roulette, baccarat,(Cbemtn sailing weekly between New York Office, be and is hereby appointed time the said creditors may at1st Ward— Engine House No. 2de fer, as this most exciting of and South America's West Coast. for examining and allowing said tend, prove their claims, examine
account and hearing saidpetition; the bankrupt, elect a trustee and
2nd Ward— Engine HousevNo. 1.
games Is known elsewhere) and
It Is in “Vina” that the elite of
It is Further Ordered, That pubpracticallyevery tither game of Chile spend the summer— their vil- lic notice thereof be given by pub- transact such other business as
3rd Ward— Basement Floor— City Hall.
may properly come before such
chance Is in order every night. In las set In gorgeous gardens and licationof a copy of this order, meeting.
4th Ward— Wuhington School [Maple 8 11th St.)
addition to the large gaming saloon protectedfrom view by high stone for three successive weeks preCHARLES B. BLAIR,
5th Ward— 1st Precinct— Polling Place— College 8 19th
which has eighteen roulette tables, fences reach down almost to the vious to said day of hearing,in the
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Holland
City
News
a
newspaper
ocean;
and
In
front
of
them,
the
there are libraries,drawing rooms,
MONO J. ENGLE,
RAYMOND
5th Ward— 2nd Precinct —Polling Place— Longfellow
printed
--- and circulated,in said Muskegon,
dining rooms and a cabaret theater, glistening beaches with their promskegon, Mic“
Michigan, *
School— 24th Street
enades and bathhouses follow the) County.
AHora
attorney for Bankrupt-' . •
which will seat 1200 people.
No4k*i—
_
__ __ wift
.... be reIlt_
4toa-No
claim
jJ^TER
6th Ward-Van Raalte Ave. School.
This Cailno, a magnificentnew outline of the sea. During th* sumceived for filial unless claim back
jQdge ** Probate, I*
hotel Just opened, and nearby bath* mer season from January to March
gQ^j
Polls at said Electionwill be open (rom 7 A. M. until 6 P. M.
log resorts are fast bringing Vina races are4n fufl swing which

Ledger Leaves
. Legal Blanks

Letterheads
I/etter Files

Linen Tap
Loose Leaf Note Books
Mannscript Covers
Meal Tickets

12

Menu
Notes, Promissory
Notices,Collection
Office Supplies
Order Blanks

ELECTION NOTICE

PampUets

NON-PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION

Pencil Pads
Placards
PrescriptionBlinks
Redtal Programs
Receipts
Reception Cards
Remittance Cards
Rubber Stamps
Ruled Stationery
Show Cards

Stamp Pads
Store Sale Bills

Tag Envelopes
Telephone Directories
Tickets

Ungummi
Warrants
Wadding InvltatkmK
Window Cards

•

CORA
.
_
attreoUA^coPJv. ^
1.

always

(he matter once and for all time, today!

THE PROBATE COURT FOR

yers, attorney
ney for

You’ll

need lots of hot water. Youll always want it on tap. Bottk

High School Debaters

encouragement from the assembled

190 East 8th
Holland thereofon record in the office of the
register of deeds for Ottawa CounPhone 2905
ty, Michigan.
DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
Dated February 20, 1936.
of Grant A Huizenga, Gr. Rapids
ANTHONY J. SCHERMER,

w

THE10LLAND Gr

]

IIukM

tap’s

Heater can be installed in a few bean,

_

rf i- i
^

W.

it

was well-attended.Over 200 debat-

—

Gerrit

What Do You Think

The girls will follow the same

spite of snow and ice the debate

In

on

Eye— Ear— Nose— Throat

become better acquainted with satilityof Lincoln’s character, quotHope college and its activities. ing, "He was a blend of mirth and

self.

baters with a dinner at the men’s girl.
dorm, after which the final round

-

Peoples State Bank Building
Holland. Michigan

Shack-

son, professorof English, In a brief

star teams of the girls’ basketball in severaldebates in one day, and dent.
Dr. Shacksondiscussed the verleague. That’s an attractionin it- it gave them the opportunity to

Students, of course, were unable
not win debates.
Expires May 16
visitorswith relativesin Holland. to get to school in Holland, but we
Robert Arendshorst from Holland
MORTGAGE SALE
hope
M-40
will
be
opened
today.
Mr. John Bishop was a recent
Whereas a certain mortgagedat- visitor at the home of his brother Francis Folkert,Hope College jun- and Chester Wing from New York
ed July 15, 1922, A.D. and record- Henry Bishop.
ior, was so anxious to return to debated another Western State
ed in the office of the registerof
o
school that he startedout on foot at
team. The decision was against
deeds for Ottawa County on July
4:15 Wednesday morning. We hope
OVERISEL
49, 1922, in Liber 134 of mortgages
his pluck will get him there safely. Hope, but the practice derived is
No school was held in local worth a great deal.
CASH — Highest cash prices paid on page 110, made by John HuizEarly Monday morning the men
for Old Gold, Gold Teeth, Broken enga and Louise Anna Huizenga, of Overisel decided to undo the schools since Tuesday of last week.
An affirmative team, James Prins
Jewelry—
Condition. James his wife, to Anthony Schermer is in work of the terrificblizzard of Sat- No church was held in our village and William Jacobs,lost to a negaHeerspinkJewelry, 450 Washing- default as to interest, principal and urday and Sunday. Accordingly, last Sunday on account of the bliztaxes whereby the power of sale some twenty men, equippedwith zard for the first time ni the his- tive team from Western State.
ton Square, Holland, Mich.
has become operative there being shovels, set out from the village tory of Overisel.
Another Western State team deFOR SALE — 80 acres heavy loam now past due principal,interest to dig out the road leading west Mr. J. H. Hulsman died at his feated a Hope team of Herman
soil. Building good. Moderate and taxes the sum of Three Thous- to Fillmore.The crew was greatly home in Overiselon Saturday Leuben and Wendell Miles.
house. Light and water. Would and One Hundred and One and encouraged by the shouts of "Dig, morning at the age of eight-four
Wayne Succumbs
take moderate house in Holland 51/100 Dollars and no suit or pro- boys, dig!” by the yell-master,
The last debate had a happy endin on it. Terms reasonable.—Mrs. ceedings at law having been in- Stanley Broekhuis. Very little head- years. Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Bessie Johnson, R. R. 3, Allegan, stituted to recover the debts now way was made at first, because the Mary Poelakker of Holland; a son, ing for Hope. Lester Van Tatenremaining secured or any part road was filled with snow to a Willis G. Hulsman of Overisel;
Michi.
hove and Ernest Tirrell won over a
thereof, notice is hereby given that depth of at least four feet. In the
and two grandchildren,Harold and crack Wayne team. Wayne teams
on
morning the hard-working men enMonday the 18th day of May A.D. joyed coffee at the M. A. Neinhuis Juella Hulsman. The funeral, which have a reputationfor good debatFOR SALE: Nice Table Lamp.
1936
Baker Used Furniture,7th St.
home. By late afternoon the road was postponedon account of im- ers, so it is only an outstanding
at ten o’clock in the forenoon East- to the bee-line was made passable. passable roads, will very probably
team that can defeat them.
ern Standardtime at the North
Tuesday morning the men, find- be held on Thursday afternoon, After reading these resultsone
front
door
of
the
court
house
in
the
ATTENTION — Stock owners. Free
ing new recruits,began digging
service given on dead or disabled city of Grand Haven, Michigan, out the road leading to Hamilton, Rev. Pyle officiating. Burial will should be reminded that the negahorses and cows. Notify us prompt- that being the place for holding south of the village.Among the take place in the Overisel ceme- tive issues of the questionhave prely. Phone 9745, collect. HOL- the circuit court for the County of hearty group were a minister,mil- tery.
cedent and majority public opinion
LAND RENDERING WORKS.
Ottawa, the undersigned will sell
behind them and are thereforeeasat
public
auction
to
secure
pay6340
ier to maintain. All in all, Hope
ment of the amount due for prinshowed up well considering she
QUICK CASH— Loans |25 to $800. cipal, interestand the amount adAutos — Livestock— Furniture. vanced for taxes, together with the
has so many new debaters.
Holland Loan Association,over costs and charges of said sale.
The premises to be sold are deOllies Sport Shoo.
Boy, it's colossal! The sports described as the North Forty and
One half (40H) feet of the South
partment has broken right down
WANTED
Ninety-Fourand one half (94tt)
LOUIS PADNOS
and come up with a new idea. It’s
Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap feet of lot Numbered Nine (9),
sure fire. It cannot miss.
Block
Thirty-Five
(35),
City
of
Material, Old Iron, Radiator*,Old
Two weeks from tonight in Car
4^^ ........
Batteries and other Junk. Bes Holland, Michigan except the east
negie gym you will hear shouts of
market price; also feed and sugai Forty-Four (44) feet thereof,all

SL

tional crisis,” declared Dr.

Calvin collegewas host to the
The outstanding girls will be Prof. De Graaf was the originator sadness.”He declared that Lincoln
had always been a popular subject
women’s invitationaldebate tour- chosen by the captains of the six of this novel contest.
for literary works and stated that
nament held at Grand Rapids, Feb- teams in the league. By mathe"More poems have been written
ruary 7. The colleges represented matical figuring the number of Shackson Speaks on
about Lincoln than about any other
in the meet were Western State, girls on each team should be nine
Emancipator’sLife Englishman or American.” Ha eon*
Hope and Calvin. After drawing and three-fifths girls to a team, but
eluded his speech with Edwin Markup a schedule the first round of to make sure it won’t be embar"Lincoln was one supremely ham’s, "Lincoln, the Man of the
debates was held at 2:30 and the rassing there will be ten girls on
second round at 4. The Calvin a team. Fellows, here’s a chance great figure in our greatest na- People.”
squad entertained the visiting de- to do a little campaigningfor your

Miss Helen Maatman and Miss
Beatrice Lemmen were week-end

i

were the leaders In

The Anchor is going to sponsor
The tournamentserved a double talk which he gave in chapel
two all-star basketballgames. Th* purpose— it gave the high school Wednesday morning, February 12,
first tilt will bring togethertwo all- teams the opportunity of engaging the birthday of the beloved presi-

CaptainsChoose

village. The local garage man,
Mrs. Jacob Helder, Thressa and Stanley Wolters, who also lives on
Elmer spent Wednesday afternoon this road, treated the boys with
at the home of Mrs. Horace Maat- candy bars af^er they were finishman.
ed. Besides doing a good deed for
Mrs. John Weener and children the residents of Overisel,we feel
were recent guests at the home of assured that the boys, despite some
her sister Mrs. Smith.
lame backs, had lots of fun in this
Rev. and Mrs. Fopjna were sup- unusual undertaking. Hats off to
per guests Friday evening at the the old Overisel spirit!!
home of Mr. and Mrs. James MorOn Wednesday snow plows were
ren.
busily working on M-40, the beeMiss Genevieve Jongekrigspent
line, and if no other blizzard comes
an afternoon with Miss Florence
to wreck havoc again, the main
Diepenhorst.
roads will be open to traffic.
The roads being impassable in
many places and continued stormy This blizzard has occasioned the
weather only a few pupils come re-appearance of the good old-fashand Gerald Breen. Robert Van- to school and the childrenare hav- ioned custom of baking bread.
House-wivesare now busier than
denberg was chairman.
ing quite a long vacation.

ban.

with

the meet.

it is in a nutshell.

"The

Printers

Who

I

<

Ton

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS

LOCAL NEWS

At a meeting of the Ladies Aid Mrs. P. Sellei, Mrs. James Slager, BRIEVE BAKERY 18
Clerk reported Bonds and couWM. WELMERS, SON OF REGto adjust them. Mayor Bosch statSociety of the Maple Avenue Mrs. C. W. Dumbos, Mrs. T. Buter,
DESTROYED BY FIRE;
ISTRAR OF HOPE COLLEGE ed that as far as the City admin- pons due in amount of $32,345.78.
church held Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. J. Langeland, Mrs. H. VenWILL BE REBUILT
done
WINS SIGNAL HONORS iatration is concerned, n
Ordered
„
Tin AuxiliaryBaud of Sixth A. Peters of Holland, president of
and was doing everything posslible
Clerk presentedreport from City
Reformed church held a regular the Christian Psycopathic hospital huizen, Mrs. G. Vanden Berg and
William Everett Welmers, son of to scHust any unjust procedure.
Insp. Dozeman calling attentionto
meeting Tuesday evening in the in Cutlervillespoke to the group Mrs. G. Boven.
Was built by the late Frank Brieve
Prof, and Mrs. Thomas E. Welmers
Aid. Kalkman also voiced many the Annual consumptionof milk
church basement. Plans were made on his work with the institution.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Bertsch
City Alderman 17 yean
of Holland waa named valedictorianof the sentimentsof Mrs. Shaw and in the City of Holland.Report
for a white elephant sale to be
Miss Helen Van Wieren was hon- entertained with a Valentine parof the class of 1936 of Hope college stated that it waa his opinion that shows average daily consumption
held the first Tuesday in April. A
ty
Saturday
evening
honoring
ored at a miscellaneous shower
on the basil of highest scholarship these workers are not being treat- of pasteurizedmilk as 6404 quarts
miscellaneous program was presThe Brieve Bakery locatedat 60
Phillip J. Tuesink and Miss Ruth
(Continued from P»ge 1)
Wednesday evening given by Mrs.
for the four-year course with a ed fairly. After listening for quite and average daily consumptionof
ented.
Leurquin.
Lieut. Tuesink is an offic- West 1st street was almost totally
L. Van Wieren and Miss Harriet
mark of 2.9250.
some time to these various com- Grade “A" raw milk as— 320.
destroyed
by
fire
early
Saturday
er
at
the
C.C.C.
camp
at
Gogebic,
The ministralassociation of Van Wieren. Prizes were awarded
Other names on the honor roll plaints, it was moved by Aid. Van Eleven dairies supply the pasteurmorning
when
fire
of
undetermined
Grand Haven and Spring Lake has to Mrs. L Miles, Mrs. C. Brewer Marenisco, Mich. Miss Leurquim
derVeen was a power In politics are: Adrian E. DeYoung of Kala- Zoeren, 2nd by De Cook.
ized milk and 2 dairies furnishraw
made plans for Holy Week and a and Miss Henrietta Westerhof. resided at Three Lakes, Wis. Those origin caused damages estimated for many years as the chairman of
mazoo, 2.7192.John E. Buteyn of
That the City Clerk and City milk. Report further shows that
Good Friday union service at First Those present were Mrs. Nick Dyk- present were Charles Bertsch,Ken- at about $10,000. The fire had gain- the Democraticcounty committee Brandon,Wis., 2.6982;Jean RottAttorney write a letter to Mr. Ma- there are 105 producers furnishing
Reformed church. The annual meet- ema, Miss Angie Dykema, Miss neth Van Den Berg, Fred S. Ber- ed considerableheadway when dis- in the days, when, he laughingly
schaefer of Katpedi, India, 2.5681; son requesting that an 'earnest this milk to the dairies. The recovered
by
officer
James
Spruit
of
tsch,
Jr.,
Merle
Van
Den
Berg,
ing for the election of officers will Arnolda Derksen, Miss Babe Bos,
recalled, some of the county offices James Juist of Holland, 2.5535; endeavor be made to provide sheltport further shows an average of
he held March 2./
Miss Hester Ende, Miss Gertrude Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Den Berg the local police department who were held by Democrats. He was Anne E. Dethmers of Waupun, er for all W. P. A. workers.
a very high butter fat content and
noticed
the
blazing
roof,
and
hasMr. and Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch, Miss
elected
a
half
dozen
times
as
city
Rozeboom,
Mrs.
W.
Welling,
Miss
All unmarried men of Holland
Adopted unanimously.
Wis., 2.5043; Maurice R. Snyder of
low bacteriacount.
and surrounding territorybetween Catherine Prince, Mrs. Henry De Reka Tuesink of Ionia, Miss Mary tily called the fire department and treasurer and had a strong hand Coblesville, N. Y., 2.4741; Florence
Aid. Van Zoeren called the atAccepted and filed.
awakened
the Brieve family, whose
Jane
Miles,
Miss
Kathryn
Benecity politics as well.
the ages of 18 and 35 have until Coed, Miss Isla De Good, Mrs.
Vis of Sheldon, Iowa, 2.4196; Der- tention of the Council to the fact
home
is near the bakery. The inMotion and Resolutions
dict,
Miss
Ann
Jane
Van
Dyk,
Miss
Feb. 29 to enlist to join the Army. Henry Van Oort, Mrs. C. Brewer,
At the time of the Hayes-TiMen win Walvoord, 2.3686;Lois Vander that automobiles are narking on
side of the building was completeOn motion of Aid. De Cook, 2nd
Captain Hill of the second infan- Mrs. L. Miles, Mrs. Jack Witteveen, Ruth Williams, Robert Van Den
the sidewalkon 9th St. between
Berg, Arnold Tuesink and the hon- ly ruined. The adjacent building political battle in 1876, to decide Meulen of Holland, 2.3392; Eliby Van Zoeren,
try, recruiting officer made the an- Mrs. Peter Kamps, Mrs. G. Jansen,
including the Frank Brieve home which one had been elected Presi- nore M. Pierrepont of Rochester, River and Central Aves., oftenored guests.
Resolved that the City of HolMrs.
Dena
Bos.,
Miss
Cornelia
and
nouncementand stated that applitimes
to
such
an
extent
that
one
N.
Y.,
2.3153;
Margaret
VanRaaltc
a garage and several smaller struc- dent of the United States, Mr.
land reauest the P. W. A. to amend
cants must bring with them two Miss Janet Bos, Mrs. Henry Bos,
person
can
hardly
pass
by.
of
Holland.
2.2792;
Helena
Anne
tures were however saved from the VanderVeen was called to Wi
the applicationfor paving of Van
letters from reputable citizens rel- Mrs. Andrew Lnmpen, Mrs. John
Clerk instructedto call this to
SIDELIGHTS ON
flames by valiant work of the fire- ington, D. C., on the eligibility of Visscher of Holland. 2.2636;Helen
Raalte Ave. so as to provide that
ative to their moral character; Westerhof. Miss Henrietta Westerthe
attention
of
the
Police
Dept.
the application request a grant
HOLLAND FRACAS men who were compelled to battle J'. Den Herder of Zeeland,who waa Agnes Patterson of Martin, 2.2300;
must be physicallyfit and have no hof, Mrs. Jack Erickson, Miss Van
member of the electoral college John H. Piet of Grand Rapids. Commnnicatiouhfrom Boards and only, instead of loan and grant.
for
more
than
two
hours
in the
Wieren.
Mrs.
H.
Geers,
Mrs.
Fred
dependents. Those under 21 years
2.2018; Myrtle R. Beeuwkes of
City Officers.
severe cold weather.
that stormy year.
Adopted unanimously.
of age must bring notarizedletters Van Wieren, Miss FlorenceVan
(Grand Haven Tribune)
Holland, 2.1981. June VanPeursem
The
claims approvedby the LiOn motion of Aid. Steffens, 2nd
How
the
fire
originated
is
not
Rutherford B. Hayes, Republi- of Zeeland, 2.1964; James DeWeerd
of coasent from parents, if living, Wieren, Mrs. H. Van Wieren, Mrs.
Jim Enright, 200-pound sport
brary Bd. in the sum of $729.36; by Prins,
Gerrit Van Wieren, Mrs. Bert editor of the Benton Harbor News- known, everything being seemingly m, and Samuel J. Tilden waged a of Holland, 2.1876;Fred O. Norlin
otherwise guardians.
Park and Cem. Bd.— $771.64. PolO K. at 11:30 Friday night. Em- bitter campaign as candidates for
The following inspectors were
Alex Van Zanten, manager of Bruischartand the hostess.
of Holland, 2.1875; Kathleen Don- ice and Fire Bd.— $2466.90; B. P.
Palladium who refereed the Hol- plovees had left at 4:30 p.m.
appointed for the Primary Election
....
highest
office
in
the
country.
the licensebureau here, has anshue
of
Detroit,
2.1545;
Ruth
E. W.— $7489.97, were ordered certiMiss Lamagene Bratt, who cele- land-GrandHaven game Tuesday
The damages are covered bv into be held March 2, 1936:—
nounced that the deadline for se- brated her birthday anniversary night here, was almost stranded in surance and rebuilding will be The decision in the electoral college Fisher of Grand Haven, 2.1617; fied to the Council for payment.
1st Ward, Dick Brandt; 2nd
a deadlock. Every means was Jennie DeVries of Fenton, III., (Said claims on file in Clerk’s ofcuring tags is Feb. 29. Plates can was surprisedby a group of friends Grand Rapids on his way here startedat once.
Ward, John Woltman; 3rd Ward,
used
to
discredit
one
side
or
the
now be purchasedwithout delay, Wednesday evening at her home, from the Twin-Cities.
2.1071;Ruth J. Muilenburg of Hol- fice for public inspection.)
The bakery measuring 40x60 feet
Peter Brusse. 4th Ward, Wm. Lawother and it was alleged Mr. J. Dexi
the entire transaction requiring E. 19th St. Prizes were won by
Allowed.
rence; 5th Ward, 1st prect., Ed.
He
took a train from Benton was constructedof brick. The walls Herder was not a naturalizeddti- land, 2.0545; David Leman of
only 10 minutes time, Van Zanten Misses Hattie Grevengoed, Ann
Oostburg,
Wis.,
2.0530.
B.
P.
W.
reported
collection
of
Harbor to Grand Rapids but the of the structure remain standing, zen and therefore his vote could
Michmershuwen; 6th Ward, 2nd
stated.The inevitablelast-minute Brinks and MargaretVork. Guests
$28,129.03; City Treas.— $4808.87 prect, Jack Vander Ploeg; 6th
train was late and he missed Grand nut the roof collapsed under the not be counted. It was to establish
rush on the last day of the month were: Misses Hattie Grevengoed,
for misc. collections, and $2968.67 Ward, Herman Steggerda.
Haven-Grand Rapids bus connec- heavv burden of snow, causing the his citizenship that he and several
Common Council
is impending unless car owners co- Gertrude Veldhof, Harriet Prince,
for taxes.
Adjourned.
tions. So Jim “took to the road," machineryand ovens also to be a other county politicianswent to «3S33S338eSS8383SeS33S31
operate by purchasingthe tags Ann Brinks, Margaret Vork, Sara
Accepted.
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
hitch-hikingon US-16. After about total wreck.
Washington.
now.
Fredricks, Mrs. John Bratt and 50 cars passed him up in a half
The bakery was built some 25
Continued from page 1
At the weekly shoot of the Hol- Albertha and Lamagene Bratt.
It was at this time that Sen.
hour’s time of waiting in the bit- years ago bv the late Frank Brieve
land Riflleclub. H Prins scored 193
The Eunice Aid society and ter cold, Jim finally got a ride with veteran Alderman of the second T. W. Ferry was at the height of City Eng. and Bldg. Insp.
and William Dyken, 190. Joseph friends held a hostess supper Wedward, having served in that ca- his power in Washington. His
some merciful Nunica resident.
Clerk presented operating reChamberlain. Don and Bud Prins nesday evening in the Christian
nacitv for seventeen years. The brother, Edward P. Ferry, was in port of Gas Co. for Nov.
The
driver
went
out
of
his
way
tied for third place with a score High school. A very interesting
late Mr. Brieve was also chairman
party and through Senator
Referred to B. P. W.
of 186. Other scores are: John program was presented and decor- and took the officialto the school of the poor fund and served on oth- Ferry’s influence the Ottawa counClerk presented communication
Heis. 176: Arnold Datema, 176; ations were in keeping with Wash- here. Enright, who refereed his er imnortant commitees for a num- . delegation was admitted to
from J. A. Vander Veen, Pres, of
Frank Smit, 176; John Danielson, ington’sbirthday. Maple Avenue first class A high school game last ber of years. Upon his death the every important place in the capithe Holland Funiture Co., stating
year,
is elated for work in the state
176: Gordon DeWaard. 171; Wally church hostesseswere Mrs. G. Vermanagementof the bakerv was tal. VanderVeen attended the su- that he is paying the City Treas.
DeWaard, 169; Lloyd Hall, 168; hoef, Mrs. P. Dirkse, Mrs. A. Ver tournamentsnext month and will left to two of the sons, Frank preme court at the time the plea his 1935 paving tax on 7th St. unPaul Danielson.167; Kenneth Tys- Schure. Mrs. L. Steketee and Mrs. refereein the MIAA college games Brieve Jr. and Peter Brieve. Peter
was made for Tilden, and to which der protest.
§e, 166. Louis Van Ingen, 161; Jack M. J. Mulder; Ninth Street church, next winter he says. He will refHneye has also served the second only a very favored few were adReferred to Street and Sewer
eree
the
Whitehall-Grand
Haven
Stock
r
Van Hoff. 156; C. J. Tubergan, 158; Mrs. J. Kemme and Mrs. J. Stura? »lderman,later moving mitted.
Committees.
Eagle
Ottawa
game
at
Hatton
gym
George Tubergan, 158; M. Yelton, ing; ProspectPark church. Mrs.
to the fifth ward.
Hayes Wins Out
Clerk presented petition from
153; Ted Wyman. 149; Heuvelhorst J. Bartels,Mrs. H. Vork and Mrs. here Saturday night.
».
0
The matter was finally given in- residents on Fairbanks Ave. re148; Arthur De W'aard, 148; Albert J. Arens and from Graafschap,
questing that the snow be removed
memorial
concert
• the hands of a special commisKleis, Jr., 145; Llovd Cobb. 142; Mrs. G. Slenk. Hostesses of the
ALLEGAN COUNTY COWS
so as to permit traffic.
Fish “°™iuohti«eai
L. Vander Ploeg. 142: A. DeVries, Fourteenth Street church were
PLANS COMPLETE sion of 15 men chosen from the Referred to City Eng.
DROWNED
House of Representatives,the Sen135; Sam Althuis, 128; Jon MerClerk presented Maintenance Arell, 126; Alex Barnum, 124. WilThe W. Curtis Snow Memorial ate, members of the supreme court greement from State Highway
cotui*E
^0,.
Hen 17 Maentz lost five cows by concert which will be held in the and some at large, which resulted
liam Vande Linde. 120; and Fred
drovming in the Kalamazoo river Hope MemorialChapel next Tuesa decision 8 to 7 in favor of Dept, relative to maintenance by the
Van Slooten,118. In range activCity of Holland on Trunk-line
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS
PkO*- t
at his farm below the Allegan fairities of the Holland Pistol club,
Markets Famished
day at 8:30 p.m. will be of un- Hayes. It is a matter of history
grounds. They strayed upon ice usual distinctionand popular ap- that regardless of testimony,each streets in the city of Holland.
John Kleis hit and mark 247 times
which separatedfrom the shore Pc»l. A quartet of distinguishedman, Democrat and Republican, Accepted and Mayor and City
out of 300 shots. Ted Wyma was
on Following:
and tipped over sending the cows artists from Ann Arbor, friends voted consistentlywith his party. Clerk instructed to sign agree•econd with 221 and Joseph Chamunder other ice. They were not of the late Mr. Snow, have offered "There was no question as to who ments on behalf of the City.
berlain third with 208.
HIGHEST QUALITY
Reports of Standing Committees
recovered. They were beef stock to donate their services and will had the most votes,” Mr. VanderAmerican Autofelt
Claims
and
Accounts
Com.
reand worth about $250.
or Spaghetti
AmericanBoxboard
combine with the 175 voices of the Veen stated,but the Republicans ported having examined claims in
Mr. Maentz is chief of the Alle- local choral union chorus and the had the majority on the commisApplied Arts
the
amount
of $8355.72, and recomgan fire department and the father Holland Symphony orchestra, in sion.
BLUE BOSE
lb. bulk
mended payment thereof.
Bryant Paper
of Henry Maentz, new head Of the
the presentationof a concertwhich
“That struggle,which tore the
Approved.
Consumers Pwr
Pfd
First State Bank of Holland who 8 heralacd as one of the outstandcountry from end to end, far surOrd. Committee reported giving
COUHTBY CLUB
has moved to that city.
Consumers Pwr 6% Pfd
ing musica! events of the season.

Family Tree of

paid.

wr

j

Vanderveen’s

Interesting

KROGER STORM

-

-

Up Week Values

r™

Cream Cheese wunmnjwot f9c
Tuna
2 «“ 23c
Pink Salmon
auum
||e

}
5

Jell-0

Flour

Pancake

7t

^

19c

3

Macaroni

25c

Fancy Rice

5%

Peck’s

Pwr 6.6%

Consumers

Cot

Rate Drug Store

Globe Knitting
Gd. Rapids Metalcraft

Holland

Holland Furnace

Home
100 Cod Liver Oil Caps
75c Vick’s Vaporub

..

...

89c

.....

41c

Lunch Kits Complete
76c Aridine

...

25c

Peruna __________
Camphor Gum
Maria Mens Talc

Pt Witch Hazel

...

Michigan Paper

44c

$1.25
1 oz.

Michigan Bumper

19c

...........

Midwest Refining

_.72c

Muskegon Piston Ring

5c

.......

..

Pfd

Leonard Refineries

$1.09

__________

7%

Furnace, Common
Kent Refining

1 lb. Light Psyllium Seed 16c

ExtensionCord

Pfd

Rndemaker Chemical

10c

_______

......

Sparta Foundry

..14c

10c Anti Colic Nipples .... 4c
Deelemon Tooth Paste .... 8c
60e Italian Balm . ............ 36c
$1 Junis Cream .. .......... ,59c
35c Corega ...........
21c
5c Tobaccos, 5 for ....... _...19c
10c Tobaccos, 2 for .......... 15c
15c Tobaccos, 2 for
..... 25c

Call Us on above or any of
Your Securities!

J. H.

FETTER & CO.

Wm.

Arendshorst

Bernard Arendshorst

....

Phone 4621— Holland, Mich

passed any other political battle in notice of a proposed Amendment
Dr. Earle V. Moore, head of the the history of this country, I be- to the City Ordinances, this being
OTTAWA SCHOOLS WILL
Universityschool of music will di- lieve," he said.
an amendment to Sec. 3, Chapter
RECEIVE $60,000 EXTRA rect the combined chorus and or57 of the General Ordinances of
Mr. VanderVeen, one of this the City of Holland, which is an
chestra numbers. Arthur Hackett.
city’s
few
nonagenarians,
was
bom
Distributionof $59,925 in sup- also of the Universityschool of muordinance governing the establishin Amsterdam in 1844. He came to
plementary primary and equalizaDCi ^ 1 A!n?Brinkman and this country with his parents with ment and location of Gasoline-Filltion money will be made next week Palmer Christianare other eminent
ing Stations.
by John Den Herder, county trea- soloistswho will appear on the the Van Raalte colony which setCom. on Public Buildings reportsurer. The local schools will re- program. M. Brinkman, assistant tled in the southern part of the ed having received a proposition
county
to
establish
the
city
of
Holceive $15,068; Spring Lake school professor of piano at the Ann Arfrom Drs. Clark and Hamelink reldistrict No. 2. the village school, Por school is a graduate of the land. His father died when he was ative to leasing from the City of
a
boy.
$2,973 and Hol’and schools, $24,691. American Conservatory of Music.
Holland the residenceon the cornThe fund includes $39,796 in sup- »nd studied with Pattison. Mr.
He came here when his brother, er of River Ave. and 12th St. These
plementary primary money and Snow was studyingwith Palmer Rev. Christian VanderVeen, re- gentlemen desire this property for
$20,129,equalizationmoney.
Christian at the time he was tak- ceived his first call to the First the establishment of a Doctor’s
en ill. Mr. Christian is university Reformed church, and the mother office and are willing to lease it for
0
organist and professor of organ and two sons moved here. Dr. a period of 5 years and pay the
JEALOUS CAT TRIES
has studiedextensivelyabroad and VanderVeen came later after the City of Holland $1,000, or $200 per
TO STRANGLE BABY has many successful appearances close
of the Civil War, in which year. These gentlemen further ato his credit. He will play on the he was a prominent surgeon. The gree to do their own decorating
Erie, Pa.. Feb. 17— (By Inter- tour-manual Skinner organ that house thev built was in the woods and altering, also put in a heating
nattionalNews Service.)— A 10- w*s so much a part of Mr. Snow’s in those days, at the outskirtsof plant and other necessary repairs
year-old cat called Tiger, believed Me. Eugene F. Heeter will conduct
the village strugglingto become a at their own expense. The only
jealous of the place baby Jean the Holland Symphony orchestra. city.
expense the City of Holland would
Post, 3 months old, had taken in
the affections of the CliffordPost . ^ ? monthly luncheon and meetfamily of Erie Penn, almost strang- ing of the Hone church Women’s
Some of the Aldermen felt that it
led the infant in its crib. Mrs. Aid society held Wednesday. Mrs. came interestedm pharmacy and might not be wise to lease this
got his first training in Buffalo
Post discovered the cat slowly
property for as long a period as
a * m!cL€an was n*med presitwisting the blankets about the dent. The appointmentfollowed at the Peabody Drug company, in 5 years. The committee, however,
the days when drug stores sold but
childs throat.The cat fought the the resignationof Mrs. W. L. Eatbrought out the fact that these
one commodity, drugs.
mother’s efforts to dislodge it.
on elected to the office at the anmen would not consider a lease
— o
There were no patent medicines for a shorter period if they were
nual election of officers a month
HOLLAND OFFICE SHOWS
electric goods, candy
candy put to eo
uieu, no eieanc
ago. Mrs. Mayo Hadden, first vice- handled,
so much expense in fixing
fixin
INCREASE IN BUSINESS president,presided at the meeting.
the hundred and one things up the property. It was suggested
rh
*
-A
r
___
a
* !*.
t
a. l_
*li.
which now comprise the stock u, however, that it might be possible
A letter has been received by Mr. FARMERS GIVEN INFORMAthe modem drug store, he recalled to make a lease with the provision
A. L. Jackson. Railway Agent in
that if the City of Holland should
TION ON ELECTRIFICATION After two years he returned
Holland from E. Flanagan, Superthis city and went into the drug want the property inside of 5 years,
"We have just been informed by business in a store about where they would re-imburse the lessee
inhendeirtof the Grand Ratfds
Railway Co. in which he congrat- State Senator Loomis. Chairman the former Kiel building now is. for the proportionateshare of exulates Mr. Jackson on the volume of the Wisconsin State Rural Elec- He moved to the comer of Second pense that they had put into the
of business done at the Holland trification Coordination Committee, and Washington streets and con- building.
office during the month of January. that immediatelyafter announce- tinued his business until just beOn motion of Aid. Van Zoeren.
There was an increase of 29.7% ment that the Federal Government fore the World War when he sold
Matter referred back to Public
over the business done in January had approveda loan to the Jeffer- out and retired.
Bldg. Committee with power to
of 1935.
son County (Wisconsin)Electric
He was married to Miss Ade- act, providing the lessee would aMr. Flanaganalso expresses his Cooperative to build a farmer owngree to an arrangementwhereby
laide
Russell, who died several
thanks and appreciationto the Hol- ed electric distributionsystem to
the City could terminate the lease
years
ago.
His
children
are
Claude
land employees and requests mak- serve the farms now without elecon the basis above mentioned, viz.
F.
VanderVeen,
prominent
insuring cooperation in making Rail- tric service, with electricity at low
that the lessee would be reimbursed
ance
man
of
this
city,
Maurice
way service most satisfactorily to cost, the Wisconsin Power Comfor a proportionate share of the
the patrons.
pany announced that they would VanderVeen, Grand Rapids, and expense which they put into the
Mrs.
Edward
Pippel.
build
the
lines
and
lower
their
rates
0
repair and remodellingof the buildZ E E L A N D
to compete with the farmer owned
ing.
Attends Church
system”, it was stated today by
Reports of Select Committees
Unless the snow-bound country Lvnd A. Walkling. Secretary of the
Despite his 92 years Mr. Vander
Mrs. Eva Shaw appeared before
roads are opened soon, the Mead Michigan Rural Electrification As- Veen attends St. John's Episcopal
the Council to plead the cause of
Johnson plant at Zeeland will have sociation.
church regularly and passes the W. P. A. workers. Mra. Shaw critto shut down. The plant manufac"Michiganpower companiestoo plate each Sunday as he has done icized very severely the W. P. A.
tures baby food and other milk are finding rural extensions, spurn- for more than a half century that
Program. It was her contention
products. Last week more than $1,- ed for many years, suddenlyde- he has been a vestryman. It was
that the wage rate of $50.00 per
000 was spent by the company in sirable", continued Walkling, "es- only the past severe weather that
month was way too low and not
an effort to obtain milk supplies. peciallysince our program of or- has kept him at home, for he sufficient to support a family, esPurchase of a large snowplow did ganizing Farmer ElectricCooper- usually gets out every day.
peciallyin the winter time when
not help matters as the truck on atives to qualify for participation
When his sons reached their ma- it is necessary to purchasefuel.
which it was placed broke down. in the Federal Rural Electrification jority he pointed out the import- She also criticized the W. P. A.
One day no milk as received.,
plan has been gaining headway ance of decidingthe party to which management for sending these
L. R. Arnold, county agricultur throughout the state of Michigan. they would give their allegiance.
workers out during the severe cold
al agent
--- announced
---««
’
"That is a matter of utmost im- weather. It was stated that under
Wednesday
Private power companieswill now
that celery growers amj
and snij
shippi
ers build extensionsto serve five farms portance and the fact that I have the rules, shelter should be prowill
meet at• Zeeland
-------• city hall
F,
ays been a Democrat
Democi is no rea- vided for the men wherever they
_______
'eb. per mile without a contributionalways
28 at 2 p.m. for one of
" four from the farmers; this is in com- son for your followin
— the
wing under that are working, and it was her conregional meetings to be conducted parison to Wisconsin with an av- banner," he recalled saying to
tentionthat this is not being done.
in celery centers of the state to dis- erage of three to a mile with a them.
Mrs. Shaw requested the Council
cuss standardization
of celery pack
“1 think it was at the time of to petition the U. S. government
rate decrease thrown in for good
ages. M. Mahoney, extension spec
---- measure.
the Bryan Free Silver platform to raise the rate of pay of these
islist of Michigan State College
Hundreds of farmers all over that my boys, along w
with many workers. She also contended that
will conduct the sessions.
Michigan have written to Walkling other Democrats, decided to follow all the workers were not given •
A meeting of the Ottawa
_ Area requesting advice on Rural Elec. Republican principles." he said. “I| square deal, that partialityis beInstitutefor Leaders of Children
“
trification.His advice is this: ~ 1- have never tried to dissuade them ing shown in many cases, and she
will meet at First Reformed
neic
fuse to consider any plan of
in their judgment.In fact I never requested the Council to look into
church this Fri. afternoon at 1:30 tending electriclines which
did understand the issue any more the way these projects are being
o’clock and at 7:15
^
i.iu uo’clock
ciock in
in the
me take only the best and most pro- than I do some of the present day handled in and about the City of
evening. Speakers at the afternoon fitable miles. Farmers should also departures,”he stated.
Holland.
sessionincludeRev. H. P. Meengs, refuse to sign contractswhich giv- I 'The tears that are being shed
Mayor Bosch asked the City AtMiss lone Caton and others. r‘Dr. es right of way over their land, by Republicans over the land about torney for an opinion as to whet
Bernie Mulder of Grand Rapids
Ra
which the private power companies the enormous expenditures and the the City could do about these matwill give the main address in the can capitalizefor security issues (payment of the soldiers’ bonus disters. Mr. Parsons stated that Inevening and a quartetteof the semsem and not agree to do a thing for the turbs me very little. This country asmuch as his office is located with
inary will sing special music. This farmer, let alone set a date when paid the tremendous amount to the
that of the Prosecuting Attorney
meeting is especiallyfor Sunday the extension should be completed Civil War veteransand it will of the County, many of these comschool teachers and leaders of chil- or the contract cancelled.
meet this last demand.
plaints had come to his attention.
dren s organizations but everyone
If any farmer in this locality is
“I regard President Roosevelt as He stated further that they had
is welcome to attend.A fellowship confused over the matter of how a mat presidentand I believe he
given a considerable amount of
supper will be served in the church to proceed to secure electric ser- win go down in history as one of
thought and attentionto many of
ptrlors at 6:30 o’clock. For reser- vice he should consult a member the greatest humanitarians in histhese complaints. However,it was
vations call Mra. William Hieftje of the Ottawa-AUeean Rural Elec- tory. Confronted with conditions
his opinion that there is nothing
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John tric Committee. Albert H. Stegen- that have never been paralleled he the City or County can do about it.
Staal on South State street waa the ga is chairman of this committee was forced to take steps that left
While it might be true that parscene of a Valentine party Friday and is usisted by the following no time for Constitutionalsanctiality exists in many cases, still
evening when their daughter, Miss men; John Naber, Nicholas Boeve tion. Periods in history show that
the local governmentsare not in
Janet Staal, entertaineda group of Anthony Bos, Ed. H. Helder.
>, other presidents have disregarded a position to adjust them. It was
friends. Thote present were Misser Gruppen, John Van Wieren. G
t the Constitutionwhen faced with the recommendationof Mr. ParHarriet Waldyke, Henrietta Blauw Boa, Leonard Dtkker, TVs
great moments in the nation’s Ms- sons that these matters be taken
^mp. Carolyn Vogel, Catherine Ipnge, Bert W. Westerhof, George tonr,” he declared.
up with Mr. Mason at Muskegon,
-agelkirk, Andrew Lampen, Alvin Dryer, Claude Van Dyke, Justin
Keen mentally, Mr. VanderVeen w .P. A. Director, who has charge
Stephenson. Vernon Borr, Donald Zylstra, John Bussis, Rov West- •reads constantly. His only impairof the W. P. A. in this district.Mr.
Van Den Heuvel, Herman Telgen- veldt Arthur Brehma, William E. ment in faculties, lie pointed out, Parsons further stated that some
hbf, Bert Van Koevering, Josephine Nienhuis,Albert Knoll, Martin is a deafness,which appears to be
of these matters have been: taken
Bouwensr .Bernice Bouwjins. Stellr Anys, D. J. Cole, and John Veen- a constitutionalweakness of the
up with Mr. Mason through' the
De Jonge. .Gladys Vpif Haitsms
T, family as many will remember Dr. Prosecuting Attorney’s office,and
Either Kraal, Grace Rieinjans
VanderVeen was also very {leaf he felt that wherever just comnekrly*90 yefcrs
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CUT RATE

-

-

|

nr\rxT

Fresh Bread

toll

Pet Milk

4

COM

Raisins

4

pkg.

sunmaid- seedless

lb.

BAXBAKA ANN

Tomato Soup

5

COM

Whole Shrimp

2

COM

Sardines

3

COM

FANCY QUALITY

Tomatoes
AVONDALE

No. 2

4

coodquautt

COM

BED SOUB PITTED

-

Cherries
Cherries

No. 2

3

f0,PI“

29c

COM

chocolate coveied

Tea

Salada
y4-Ib.

lb.

box

lb.

Pkg.

>uci

tt-lb.

TEAM

10-ot. pkg.

pkg. 17c

Borax

10 MULE

Palmolive Soap

bon

3

COMPLEXION

KEEP THAT SCHOOLCIBL

Super Suds

m.

3

25c

pkga.

I

1.

1

1

DOUBLE YOU1 HOMEY BACK GUA1AMTEE

<
'

YONKER’S Drug
1) - - .
Tabs - Special - FREE •
- -

Store

30

$1.50
50c

W.

8th St.

Super

97c

Tek Tooth Brush

$1.25

39c

Brewers Yeast

35c Aromatic

Cascara

89c

4 oz.

27c

25cNoxzema
35c Barbasol

and

15c

5 Blades

25c

Leader
La Salle Blue Blades

10 for 39c

Auto-Type

10 for 39c

14 oz. Union

La Salle

Save with Safety at Your

BUEHLER

65c

REXALL STORE

BROS.,

Inc.

tlAjU^V
FOR SATURDAY ONLY
Sirloin

Steak

Sausage
Mutton Shoulder Roast
Mutton Chops
Link

Bacon

Hamburger
Pork

10c

lb. 12

%c

beef

Roasts

o-.t«shid

cu

Oysters

Fm

Pure Lard

lb. 18c

lb. 19c

yonog, lender ribs lb.
all

open

20c

lb.

Squares

Boiling Beef

lb.

12c

lb. 15c

15 20c
qt.

49c

kettle rendered lb.

14c

— BaiRg^^-ihiSc

Fancy Home Drewed Veal and Spring

Lamb

---

•V,

-

•'~•

stra.

Ovaltine onancoasie)
cob 57c
Jewel Coffee H01 d*ted 17c
iare«

OLD FAIKIOMED

Graham

Flour

5

.'L

17c

Flour 5

.'L

19c

MC KEMZIE’S PUBE

Buckwheat
Syrup

BLUE

BOW

Corn Meal

YELLOW

Dinnor M

Doggie
Ken-L-Ration,Sandy's
or Pard Dog Food

£L

FOOD

DOG
SPOT DOG OR CAT

MILLERS

V

cans

3

FOOD

lb*. 23c

con 5c

Fresh Produce

Bananas

GOLDEN

YELLOW

SEEDLESS 4

Grapefruit
Fancy

Apples

lb 5t

9C

for 1

4 » 25c

BOX KOME8 - BOX WINES ATS - BOX DELICIOUS

Cauliflower

Oranges
FLOKIDA JUICY •

labge SNOW white

heads

15c

caufobnia seedless dos. j
lbs.

9c

SSc

10c

Sweet Potatoes
NANCY HALLI

Choice Quality Beef
Perttrheui* Steak
Relied Rib

Rout

lb.

23c

lb.

22c

Extra Fancy

Yearling

Lamb

Lamb

Chepi

Stew
Reait

lb.

12%c

Lamb
Lamb Shoulder

lb.

14c

Perk Steak

lb.

24c

Lean Cuts

Mince Meat

_

Ring Bologna

^
—

lb.

7c

lb.7Kc

1

IB

m

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

imimmumi
Two Sectkmi

Volume Number 65
BOARD OF POLICE AND FIRE CHEST CLINIC IS POSTPONED
COMMISSIONERSMAKE
chest clinic which is held
NEW PARKING RULES onThe
the second Tuesday of every
At a meeting of

Numbers

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, February 20, 1936

the board of

Police and Fire Commissioners held

Monday afternoon, it was

unanimously ruled that parking will be
permitted only on the east side of
all streets running north and south
and on the north side of all streets
running east and west

To Bring

month and which was postponed in

200

Immortal

Many

February because of the bad weather conditions,will not be held on
the 10th of March because of the
unavoidable absence of Dr. BartU. OF M. FACULTY MEMBERS
lett who was to be in charge. It
WERE GUESTS OF HOPE COLwill, however, be held on the 17th
LEGE TO.DAY TO MAKE
of March, Dr. Bartlettof MuskeFINAL ARRANGEMENTS
gon will be in charge and will be
FOR NEXT TUESDAY S
assisted by Miss Alma Koertge,
MEMORIAL CONCERT
city nurse.

-

-

—

a

About 75 turkeys were

killed.

SOUTH HAVEN TO HAVE
CHICAGO BOAT AGAIN

A**
\
J?-?
®T'-# J

-

Friends of the late Professor W.
Curtis

Snow and

qjr

-

U/im

artists in their

respectivefields are donating their
servicesfor a memorialconcert to

!'*0;
Ay

if

this emergency order as a safety
precaution,it was pointed out.

Capt. H. J. Delatre, of South
Soloists Experienced
Haven, of the S.S. Roosevelt was
Palmer Christian, professor of
I here Wednesdayconferring with organ and University organist, is
MISSIONARY DIES
the city council and the Getman to be one of the soloists. Professor
Construction Co. about improve- Christian has studied in Paris and
Word has been received here cf ments to the dock for the use of
the death in Cherokee, Iowa, of the Roosevelt on its run here next Liepzig and has toured Europe as
Dora Eringa, Reformed missionary summer. Boat passengerservice well as America. He has played
in Japan for 22 years. She had then will be reopened to Chicago with the New York Philharmonic,
been ill for more than a year, She after two summers without such
Rochester,Philadelphia, Chicago
is survived by her parents.
service.
and Detroit symphony orchestras.
Mr. Snow was studying under him
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be held at 8:15 o’clock, Tuesday,
February 25, in the chapel. All
the guests are from the University
of Michigan faculty at Ann Arbor
and have graciously consented to
entertain Holland and Hope college in memory of Mr. Snow.

Wichers,

;
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Eastern Tour
Attend Alumni Meetings |

N.

A. Antles, formerly of Holland,
in
Rochester
conservationofficer In this district.
Worried because he did not see
and Schenectady
any of the beautifulplumed pheasants in his travels about the counDr. Wynand Wichers, president
ty, Mr. Antles started out last
week to definitelyfind out what of Hope college, and Dr. J. B. Nyhad become o fthe birds. He dis- kerk, dean of men, recently att
covered a covey of some 200 birds
ed a gathering of the Hope Col
in a thick wood on the Martin
Easterly farm in Crockery town- Alumni association held in the state
ship. apparently well protected of New York. The meetings ware q
from storms in a naturalcoverage. organized in the form of three?]
Food was scarce so the conserchapters which were, namely: the
vation officer hauled in four bushels of corn and some grit, which, New York chapter, the Albenj
he believes will tide the birds over chapter, and the Rochester chapter.
providing there are no heavy snow
The New York chapter met in
storms. He made the trip on snow
the beautiful Riverside church in l
shoes from US-10, travelingabout
two miles. He believes that the New York City of Tuesday
majority of the pheasants in this ning, February 11. One hundred^
countv have found the cover and and four alumni were present at
that lew of them will be killed.
Many quail have sought refuge this meet. Mr. Alfred Scholtenpre-1
in farmer's yards and are being sided and Miss Priscilla
fed. It is only when chased into was in charge of arranj
the open by dogs and cats that the The oldest alumnus present
birds have foundered in the snow
this chapter was Reverend PI
and died.
Phelps, son of the first pr
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of the college.

ENJOYING THEMSELVES
IN SUNNY FLORIDA

at the time of his sickness.

The professor of voice, Arthur

DRAPERIES

Hackett, who has appeared exten-

(

sively in Europe, making his op-

„7--

Ready-Made

X. O.)

In Memory Of

WILFRED CURTIS SNOW

1 Damask

for

Livingroom— wide and extra long

Pleated Tops, Satene Lined.

$3.39

PAIR
X One

grouping in

Damask—

lined, co'ors rust,

green.

$2.50

EXTRA SPECIAL

I

Bedroom Draperies Chintz

|

Beautiful Lustre Taffetta 3.95 pr.

1.00 pr.

PROGRAM

—

.................

Clearance Prices on all Blankets

tras in America, will sing tomor-

row night. Professor Hackett has
been Messiah soloist in Holland
several times.

River

&

10th

Street

Holland

A

young man who made his
concert debut in New York last
year and who is professorof piano

at the University, Joseph Brinkman, will play a few piano selections. He is a member of the fac-

WAYS BLOCKED AGAIN
BY NEW STORM

WORLD

(Frnnville Herald)

Bealy

Grand Opera, Paris, and who has
been tenor soloist innumerable
times for many symphony orches-

AND HIGH

butterfliescome, can spring be
far behind ?
A 35 mile wind, drifts five feet
A butterfly, measuring six inches deep in country roads and temperafrom tip to tip, came out of its tures down to 12 below kept most
'

Arthur Hackett
Prelude.Chorale and Fujrue .........Franck
Joseph Brinkman
Choiua: "Behold the Lamb of God"
Choral Union of Holland
Recitative: "Thy Rebuka"
Aria: "Behold and See"
Arthur Hackett
from "Messiah"
Choruses: "Worthy Is the Lamb" .. Hcndel
• Hallelujah”
Choral Union of Holland
Dr. Earl V. Moor . Conductor
The audience is requestedto refrainfrom
applauding.

[Bedspreads Matching, Several Colors]

Mass Furniture Company

BUTTERFLY FINDS IT
A STRANGE

"Unfinished" Symphony .......
8e' ubert
Holland Symphony Orchestra
Eujrene F. Heeler, Conductor
Fantasia...............................
Franck
"Thou Art the Rock" ..................... Mulct

Palmer Christian
"Sermon on the Mount"

TRAINS STALLED

44444M444444H4444444444444H444H

Hop« Memorial Chapai
Thursday, February 6, 19.16,at 8:30 p.m.

1

f

cocorn Fobruary 12 at the homo
of Mrs. Henry Sander, 829 Grand
Muskegon. The cocoon,found
by Lynn Sander last fall, had been
hanging in the kitchen of the Sander home for five months. Two
other cocoons have been hanging in
the basement since the same time
and have been removed to the
kitchen.

TO MANAGE
HOFFMAN CAMPAIGN

FOE IN

’34

Earl Burhans, assistant

attor-

Fennvillefolks indoors as the second section of the nationwide blizzard roared through town Sunday.
Mails due Sunday reached here
Monday morning, but no carrier
deliverieswere made, all rural
routes being impassable.
Pore Marquette trains were tied
up Saturday night and Sunday. At
New Richmond the early morning
northbound passenger train was
stalled, and meals were carried to
• passengers. Another train, south| bound, was held at the station at
i Holland, and a freight train was
1 stuck in the snow at East Sauga-

ney-general,Friday volunteered to
manage the campaign of Cong.
Clare E. Hoffman, of Allegan, for
re-election. Burhans opposed Hoffman for the Republican nomination
DR. EARL V.
in the fourth district in 1934. The
offer was made at the Van Buren
of that oratorio here in 1933. The county Lincoln banquet. Friday
Holland symphony orchestra will night, but earlier in the day Cong.
Hoffman had wired acceptance of
accompany the chorus.
Burhans’ offer.
Everyone is urged to attend and

MOORE

enjoy this outstanding concert as a
public tribute to Mr. Snow. Tick-

No

upat

uek Com mercial)

An

original

which had been composed by thiaj
minister In honor of Dr. N]
was read by Dr. A. L. Wai
The meeting was introduced
the presentationof Dr. J. B. Nj
kerk by Dr. M. J. Hoffman,

The following, written by Mr. A.
C. Reimer who spend* moat of his
summers in Saugatuck, was Bent dean of men geniallyresponded
to this paper by the Ross Phelps: a happy, reminiscent mood.

eratic debut in "Rigoletto" at the
fOwrllkt. W.

Dean

Return After |

I.

>-

.

PHEASANTS FINDING
SHELTER IN WOODS IN
COUNTY, ANTLE8 SAYS

Pheasants and other game birds
in this county appear to be weathering the severe conditionsof the
winter in fair shape, according to

Famed Artists

Three exceptionswere made:
Parking will be permitted where
o
snow has been removed to the
KILLS 75 TURKEYS
curb: on Eighth street from Pine
ave. to Fairbanks ave. and on
River ave. where snow has been
WILLIAMS, Calif., Feb. 20
removed to the curb. Delivery Feathers flew in all directions
trucks will also be permitted to
passenger train ran
park for short periods on both when
sides of the streets. Parking also through a flock of plump young
will be allowed on the side of turkeys crossing the tracks here.
streets adjacent to school buildings.
A resolutionwas adopted to erect
signs labeled "parking on this
side only" at all churches in the
city. Motoristsare urged to observe

Snow Concert

MAROONED IN HOLLAND
DEPOT

tuck.

Two stretches of highway were
open Monday morning in the county: M-89 between Allegan and
Plainwell, and US-131 from Plainwell to Kalamazoo.
Circuit Judge Miles notified jur-

ors that no court sessions would
be held until further notice, because of the storm.

GRAND HAVEN MAN FOUND
DEAD

The Rosa Phelpses who are Wichers then spoke on Hope
spending the winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., were agreeably sur- lege and some of the plans
prised when unannouncedtwo visitors called upon them, namely
Arthur C. Reimer of Chicago, who
has spent many happy summers in
Saugatuck,and his young and
handsome nephew, George Woltan.
They originallycontemplatedgoBfcv;
ing through St. Petersburg on the
way to Miami but were so well
entertained by the Phelps' they
prolonged their stay for an entire
week and as Mr. Reimer

says,

"they sure went places!"
Of course, they arrived at an opportune time and therefore were
able to see the Florida State Fair
at Tampa, which in itself is a wonderful attractionand being Auto

Race Day, was indeed thrilling.
Then the St. Petersburg Air Meet
was also enjoyed and the following day another air meet at Tampa. The deep sea fishing too, was
wonderful, which afforded all concerned quite a thrill. During their
stay several visits were made to
The Olds Hotel at Tampa Shores,
which is efficiently operated by Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Freeman of SaugaDR. J. B.NYKERK
tuck, where everyone enjoyed the
fine dinners served there. Another
enjoyable trip made by the party are anticipatedfor the 75th
was to Sarasota wherein is not only versary which is to be in 1941.
housed the winter headquarters of
Next an election of officers
Ringling Bros. Circus but also the
famous Ringling Art Museum place. Reverend T. Luidena wai
wherein are gathered art treasures lected to

fulfill

the position of pi

Emil Kaatz, a resident here all from continentalEurope. The col- ident and Miss Mary Wallron
may be obtained from the socihis life, was found dead in his lection is said to be valued at 28
ety president or from Professor Seventeen Fennvillefolks all night home, Grand Haven, this noon by million dollars, which gives one an chosen to act as secretary
Marooned in Holland "deepo"
Martin Wiebenga,a neighbor. Dr. idea of the extent to which Mr. treasurer of this group. The
Kleis.
Victims of the blizzard's might
W. B. Bloemendal,coroner, was Ringling has gone to secure these ter honored the former seer
And didn't they bless the snow. called and pronounced death due to rare treasures.
Miss Priscilla Bekman, with
ABRAHAM LINCOLN TOPIC OF
—FennvilleHerald.
natural causes.
While we have really enjoyed money gift in recognitionof
ADDRESS AT WOMAN’S CLUB
The body was found by Mr. Wiefine Florida sunshine and kind
PROTECT CHILDREN AGAINST benga after he had noticed a light the
hospitality which is universally excellent sendee and because of
(FennvilleHerald)
DIPTHERIA IN THIS
burning in the home for many shown to touristsof other states, anticipatedjourney to Japan aa
COUNTY
hours. The door was locked and he nevertheless,after all is said and missionary of the Reformed chi
forced an entrance. He found the done, we all agreed that good old
Dr. Egbert Winter of Hope ColAt the close of this gatht
Parents in Ottawa County are deceased lying on the floor face Saugatuck will always hold its own
lege gave a splendid address on
of
is
cautioned to have children under down in the entrance from the bed- and we shall be glad to get back! the treasurer presented to the
Abraham Lincoln at the Woman’s
room to the living room, fully
lege a gift of over $200. This
o
Club meeting Wednesday after- five protected against diphtheria.dressed.
Previously the habit has been to
had been raised by the New Yc
noon.
Dr.
Winter
is
not
a
stranger
The
League
for
Service
of
Sixth
will
wait until school age to have
to Woman’s club audiences, and
Reformed church will present on chapter during the course of
the treatments administered. The THEY GET THEIR MAIL
March 5 and 6, a three-act relig- year.
the opportunity to hear him again
treatments have been reduced to
FROM ZEELAND OFFICE ious play entitled""
was
greatly
appreciated.
Mother Mine"
THE LATE W. CURTIS SNOW
one dose which protects in about
Fifty-four at Albany
by Gladys Ruth Bridgham. Mrs.
oy
As an expressionof their appreis the result of continued eSort.
90c/r of the cases. Physicians are
The rural letter carriersof the E. F. Penna is directingthe play.
ciationof the timely and interestThe Albany chapter met in
suppliedwith diphtheria toxoid.
ulty of the American Conservatory
Zeeland postofllce have been able to Those taking part are, Helen Shank, Y.M.C.A. at Schenectady on Thi
ing talk, the club gave Dr. Winter
The reaction following treatment serve
of Music and has been soloist for a rising vote of thanks.
their patrons throughout the Walter Jacobs, Omel Palmer, Leonday evening, February 13.
the Chicago symphony orchestra Mrs. W. B. Sheehan and Mrs. A. is very slight and very little dis- entire snowstormperiod. Each car- ard Fought, Nick Rowan, Alma
properly maintaincomfort is experienced. A careful
were 54 members present,and
Vanderbeek,
Bill
Andringa,
Mel
ier
devised
methods
by
which
his
L.
Eggers
had
charge
of
the
pronumerous times. This is not his
checkup on all treatments given in
patrons were given the best service Hoad, Helen White, Geneva Strong Reverend William Heydom
gram, which was announced by 1935 to childrenis as follows:
ed makes past achievement an enfirst visit to Hope college, for he
possible.
Bernice Zuverink and Hay Van sided. Miss Eleanor Verwey sex
Mrs. Sheehan.
assisted the chapel choir at its con0-1 years 21 immunized
Miss
Elaine Tendick sang two
Some
of
the
carriers employed Voorst.
during part
today
a
as treasurerof the group, and
1-4 years 63 immunized
cert two years ago. He is remem- numbers very pleasingly,with acfarmers with bobsleds,others rode
5-9 years 741 immunized
Frances Seibert was the secret
companiment
by
Mrs.
J.
E.
Burch.
horseback,
some
carried
the
mail
bered for his brilliancy at the keyguarantor of tomorrow.
Miss Anna Bontekoe and Miss
10 and over 132 immunized
on their backs and others made Anna Karsten are in Chicago for
New officers who were elected
The social hostesses for the afboard.
Considering
that
at
least
900
ternoon were Mrs. John Westveld,
arrangementsto meet the patrons a few days on business.
the meeting are as follows:Pr
Choral Union to Take Part
Mrs. Albert Nye and Mrs. John H. children are bom in Ottawa county at the village stores. Many of the
dent, Attorney Clinton Cole; tl
each year, it is evident that most carriers detoured more than 50
The Choral Union of Holland Crane.
Miss Althea Warmelink enter- urer, Reverend J. Pelon; vice pr
of
the children are treated after miles to reach their patrons.
will be directed by Professor Earl
tained members of the C. C. G.
they enter school. Birth certificates
ident, Reverend Raymond Vi
Club at a Valentine party. Prizes
V. Moore in several "Messiah" MISS VIVIAN DECKER
are sent out when infants are
Zoeren, and secretary,Miss Hi
TO
REPRESENT
HOLLAND
were
awarded
to
Miss
Warmelink,
Mr. Seth Vander Werf of Holchoruses. Professor Moore has
about 3 months of age. Parents
AT
ICE FESTIVAL are reminded at that time to have land spoke Tuesday night at Zee- Miss Helen Streur, Miss Geneva Van Ess.
been music director at the Univertheir children protected at 6 land the occasion being a meeting Cook and Harvey Zoet. Those
The program of this chapter
sity for thirteen years, and has
Miss Vivian Decker, 17 year-old months by their family physician. of the Ladies Missionary circle of present were Miss Lois De Koster,
conducted the May Festival con daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack It is best for parents to assume First Reformed church' at which Miss Cook, Miss Streur, Miss sisted of a group of cello solo*
certs and the University Choral Decker, R. R. 4 was elected to re- this responsibilityand have the Rev. John Van Persem is pastor. Warmelink,Charles Vande Water, Reverend Norman Vanderhart,
Gordon Klomparens, Herbert Van- cal solos by Mrs. Alvin N*
Union for the same number of present Holland high school at the child immunized at that time by Mr. Vander Werf gave an illustrat- der Ploeg and Harvey Zoet.
West Shore Ice Festivalbeing held their physician. The expense is ed lecture that indeed was interand Lester VanderWerf.Re
years. He excels in chorus direc-- — o
in Muskegon from February 14 to small and considering the protec- esting showing pictures of huntion, and is highly respected for 22. Miss Decker is a senior in
Henry
Eby,
who
celebrated his Franklin Hinkamp spoke for
dreds
of
migrant
families
who
have
tion which is obtained should not
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Incorp.
no permanent homes but move in 80th birthday anniversary was hon- class of 1926 while Mrs. Ant
his ability at the organ. The Holland High school and was chos- be considered.
cars
and rude shacks from place ored at a dinner party Monday eve- Van Westenbcrg talked for
en
over
three
opponents
in
the
elec“Messiah” is a familiar work to
Mr. N. A. Rosenberg, Sanitary to place wherever they can make ning held at the Eby home at 344 class of 1916. Dr. John Meengi
Professor Moore, and he willingly tion by students of all classes in
Washington blvd. Guests included,
school.
Engineer, County Health Depart- a living. Missionary work is done
troduced Dr. Nykerk, who
assistedMr. Snow in the direction
The West MichiganIce Festival ment, attended the meeting of Milk among them. The lecture subject Mr. Eby. his three sons, William
C., Frank and Leo F. and their readily responded.Dr. Wi
is sponsored by the Muskegon Par- Inspectors’ Associationat the was "Our Work Among Migrants."
families.
gave a speech for the benefit
ent Teachers association and will Allied Dairy Association Conven- A business sessionwas held before
the lecture.
be an annual affair. Other girls tion which was held in Grand RapMiss Anna Louise Henrekson, Hope college. This chapter pr
competingfor the title of “out-of- ids Wednesday and Thursday of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ed the college with a gift of $1^
door” queen were Miss Dorothy this week. Considrable data and
The Adult Bible classesof First
Viascher,Miss Loralne Vrieling discussion were presented on the Reformed church will sponsor the Henrekson of Wilmette, HI. and which is the annual sum raised
and Miss Yvonne Westrate. Miss standard milk ordinance which is play “Mother’s Moment," March Duffield Wade, son of Mr. and Mrs. this group.
Westrate wa sthe only junior in in effect in Chicago. The ordin- 9 and 10 in the Woman's Literary Louie Wade of Muskegon were
Oldest Alumnus at Rochest
united in marriageFriday evening
Hie contest.
ance in Chicago is similar to the club auditorium.A Christian moat the parsonage of the Wesleyan
The Rochester chapter met J
one which was passed in Grand ther’s love, staunch in the face of Methodist church with Rev. C. W.
Art Vliem, 89 of Holland died Haven last June, with the excep- ingratitudeis portrayed through- Meredith officiating. Mrs. Meredith the BrightonReformed chi
Monday at the home of his son tion that Chicago only allows Cer- out the story. Mrs. Herbert C. Col- and Miss June Meredith were wit- Rochester on Friday evening,
Herman Vliem in Fremont where tified Raw and Grade A Pasteur- ton plays the leading role.
nesses. Upon their return from a ruary 14. Total enrollment of
he had been spending the winter. ized Milk to be sold.
honeymoon to Chicago, the couple meet was 44 members. Mr. M]
The
Chicago
milk
shed
effects
Surviving are nine children,HerAccording
to
Herman
Steketee will make their home at 735 'State
man Vliem of Fremont,Mrs. Ger- approximately 18,000 producers in of Central Park, rabbits 'are biting St. Mrs. Wade is kindergarten Leenhouts presided,and Miss
De- Whirled the'singi&'itij
rit Lubbers, John Vliem and Ger- Wisconsin,Indiana, Illinois and off. the’ smaller branchea of fruit teacher of Lincoln school.
Michigan, which have complied
rij;.. Vliem, all of South Dakota,
J. Leenhouts served as
trees and feasting on the buds
Mrs. Peter Takken of Minnesota, with the ordinance. A reductionof which is very disastrous to the DINNER DANCE TO BE
The first number of the
approximately
80%
has
been
noted
Mrs. John Lappenga of Chicago,
HELD AT TAVERN
trees. Steketee plans to put fences
of
was a toast presented by
Martin Vliem of Holland,Mrs. in their bacterialcount 95% of of wire netting around his trees.
A Dinner Dance is to be held G. H. Hospers. This was
Harry Bowman of Beaverdam and the milk has lasted for more than Excavation around the trees also
Saturday, February 22, Washing- by another toast which was
Mrs. Arthur Slasrh of Colorado; a 6 hours in the methylene Blue test is suggested as a remedy.
ton’s Birthday at Warm iMend
brother, Martin Vliem of Holland. and dairies are reporting the
by Dr. J. Meulendyke, who
Tavern and manager W. H. Llllard
27 grandchildrenand 11 great- cleanest sediment tests on record.
grandchildren.Funeral services The average cost of improvements Kenneth Steketee,who celebrat- is inviting interested folks to make oldest living alumnus of this
4ir and who waa
will be held here Friday at 1:30 p. and new equipment to the producer ed his 12th birthday anniversary thrir reservationsearly.
The Vernor’s Melody Matters 87th birthday.Dr. Nykerk wa^j
m. in the Seventh Reformed church has been only $50. In most cases Friday was surprised by members
8 to 12 p.
$1.25 per plate
with the Rev. Paul Van Eerden this did not includeconstructionof of Cub Pack 7 of'TrinityReformed who fere bo well receivedat form- introduced by Reverend B.
officiating.Burial will be in Graaf- milk houses because this had been church. Those present were: Jack er appearances have been schedurequired previous to the new milk Kammeraad. Vern Nienhuis, Paul led for a return engagment for Malsem, and the president
schap cemetery.
ordinance; however this does in- Overbeek,Kenneth Steketee.Wil- Saturday which no doubt will be
1
o ..........
YOUB RESERVATIONS
The following marriage license clude some improvementsto exist- liam Lundie, Melvin and Martin good news to those who plan to
v;
was issued by the County Cleft’s ing milk houses. The farmers ap- Siaarda, Elmer Vande Wege, Jay
W. H. LILLARD, Manager
The Dinner Dance is being adoffiqe Monday: , Loran. Ellsworth pear to be satisfied with the im- Volkers, William Lowry, Adrian
provements in the method of handl- Vander Sluis, Kenneth Vander vertised for 8
p-m. Saturday
, Wenzel, 20. Holland and -A my Mittevening.
ing the milk.
Sluis and Don Scholten.
'red Bittndes, 19.
ets
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LOCAL NEWS

entine party Friday evening at her

home. Guests included Ralph Van
Voorst, James Rowan, Miss Vera
Vanderbeelt,Miss Murial Modders,
Van Gelderen and the

James Prins of Holland held a Donald
perfect hand in a cribba^e game hostess.

team

WEEKS NEWS
THE NEWS

John Dethmers, Ottawa county
prosecuting attorney,was appointed to the committee on criminal
jurisprudenceof the State Bar of
Michigan. C. H. McBride, local attorney, received notice of his appointment to the committee on
legislation and law reform of the
same organization.
John Vogelzang, Jr., left Monday
morning on a short businesstrip to
Indiana.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Knap, Beaverdam, a daughter, on
Saturday, February 8; to Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Groenewoud, Borculo,
Sunday, February 9, a daughter.

NEWS

SOCIETY

The division of the American
Legion Auxiliary headed by Mrs.
Roy N. Smith and Mrs. Chester
Van Tongeren, held a benefit
bridge party Thursday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Louis Podnos
on East 8th st. Four traveling
prizes were awarded to Mrs. Neal
Wierzma, Mrs. H. Weaver, Mrs.
Edward Slooter, Jr., and Mrs. A.
Van Lente. High score prizes were
won by Mrs. Slooter, Mrs. Edward
Stephan, Mrs. Jack Barendse, Mrs.
Elton Gogolin, and low score prize
was given to Mrs. Franklyn Van
By-. The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. William Westrate on March 4.

Mrs. Derk Riemersma,who celebrated her 80th birthday anniversary Friday, was honored in the
evening at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Merine Caauwe, 400
Washington avenue. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Peter Zeerip
and Williard,Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Mulder, Mr. and Mrs. John Schmidt,
Miss Anna Heineke, Mr. and Mrs.
Eamie McFall, Mr. and Mrs. Derk
Riemersma,Mr. and Mrs. Merine
Caauwe and Neal, Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Riemersma and family, Mr.
and Mrs. John Riemersma and
family, Mr. and Mrs. A1 Riemersma and Coral, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Riemersma,Mrs. Case Isreals and
Berdena, and the following out-oftown guests: Henry Riemersma of
Grand Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Zeerip and Norma of South Bend,
Mr. and Mrs. William De Jonge of
Zeeland,Mrs. William Maichele
and Wellington of Caledonia and
Mrs. Matilda Riemersma of Middle-

HOPE NIPS SCOTS

Miss Alice Marie Hyma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hyma.
and Russell Kleis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Kleis, were united in
marriage Saturdayevening at the
home of the bride’s parents, 30
Graves pi., with Prof. Thomas Welmers officiating. The couple was
attended by Miss Wilma Hyma,
sister of the bride, and John Kleis,
brother of the groom. A reception
was held immediately followingthe
ceremony.Mr. and Mrs. Kleis left
on a trip to New York City and
Washington.Mr. Kleis is in business with his father at the Holland
Rendering Works.

can do that littlejob.

Stocks

<

that split the meshes. Barber fol-

lowed with another deuce which
put the game on ice. Alma collected only two foul shots in the ex-

George Schippers,who celebrated
his birthday anniversary Friday,
w-as honored at a party. Those attending the party were Mr. Schipper's sons, daughtersand grand-

ANNOUNCING

tra period.

With

this

win the Hope quintet

1st

remains in the running and should

children.

Annual

Albion take Olivet Tuesday a three

way tie will result. Thomas paced
the winners with 8 points and

The couple will make their
home in Zeeland where Mr. Bloemsma is employed in the Cream
Top dairy.
street.

ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS

1936 Amateur

Woodwork

Block collected 10 for the losers.
Lineups:

Hope
Thomas
Barber ..........
Robert ..........
Poppink ......
Vander Velde
Van Zanden
Nienhuis ......

F
F
F
C
C

3

2

8

4

0

8

Heeringa

.

1

2

4

0

4

4

0

0

0

G
G

0

1

1

0

0

0

G

2

0

4

Homecraft Contest
SAW

NEW SCROLL

SECOND

FIRST

PRIZE

GRAND

$10.95

POWER

PRIZE

— except for
their arch curvee— the Selby triplets, wintering in
Miami Beach, wear twopiece silk alpaca dresses
of navy and white with

colorful India print vestees.

Their sport hats are made
of white felt

NEW RADIO

ROLE

Total

-Ed Wynn

10

(right) returnsto the airwaves via

the Columbia network Thursday

Keglovitz

nights from 9:30 to 10 P. M., E.8.T.,

Smith

new character,“Gulliver, the
Traveler."Hit new sponsor is the

Fuller .......

in a

0

3

3

F

2

2

6

0

0

0

1

1

3

1

0

2

............

F
F
C
G

1

0

2

............

G

0

1

1

............

G

4

2 10

9

9 27

Carter ........
Johnson

Plymouth Division of Chrysler Corporation. Wynn is one of the top
ranking comediana of the air.

......
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Awards

RULES FOR CONTEST
Anyone may enter except employees

of our store, and pro-

fessional woodworkers in the various trades and teachers of
these various trades.

Will Decide Hope’s
I.

DELUXE
IjUAB

1.

Next Four Games
Place in M.

BENCH
SAW

27.50
F

......

............

KING

9 29

Alma

-

Law

soon pared this lead to 13-11 at the
half.

Calvin Snatches Lead
The battle cry from now on is
Calvin made its best bid for vic“to the top.” Back the team to the
tory
in the first ten minutes of the
The Hope College basketball fullest extent and they will go out
last half when they went into the
team hurtled another obstacle in and do or die for Hope.
its uphill battle for the MIAA
lead, 18-17. This was the only time
crown, by defeatingthe Alma
Hanging tenaciouslyto a slight during the entire contest that they
Scots 29-27 in an overtime fray. lead throughout the entire contest, took the lead. A beautiful raid'Hie narrow Alma floor coupled with the exception of once in the court shot by “Chink” Robbert,
with an unusuallyeffective zone last half, the Orange and Blue coupled with foul shots by Poppink
defense on the part of the Scots cagers of Hope defeated the Calvin and Van Zanden, put the game on
bottled up the Dutch attack and Knights,21-20 at Grand Rapids ice for the Hingamen. A one-handit was not until the closing minutes February 11.
ed shot by Vander Meer, Knight
that Hope drew even with the home
Both clubs played the type of center, made the final score 21-20.
team.
Thomas and Poppink led the
basketball that always characterTaking advantage of the bewildHope
scoring with 10 and 6 points
izes Hope-Calvingames. Neither
erment of the Hope quintet on the
club opened up to any great extent respectively.Green led the Calvin
unaccustomednarrow confinement,
as the close guardingbottled up attack with 8 points.
the Scots jumped into an early lead
the offensive attack of both teams.
which they held during the entire
The Hingamen used the same
first half. The score at the rest
type of defense that so successOttawa Investment Corp.
period was 13-10 with Alma in
fully stopped the Olivet attack and
the van. Led by Thomas the Dutch
Bank Certificates
once more it was successful. The
staged a comeback that drew them
Knights were able to toss in only
Bonds
within one point of the leaders.
six baskets and eight foul shots.
Phone
4234
With thirty seconds to go Poppink
It was on the foul line that
Peoples Bsnk Bldg, H (land, Mich
cashed in on a free toss to tie up
Hope showed its greatest superithe game 26-26. In the overtime
period Roberts tossed a long one

-

Diekema

one team

by Alma’s Zone Defence

The Art of Eating Alone

•

is sincerely hoped that

Don Green shooting sensationally,

Hopes Attack Bottled Up

Miss Lillian Van Dis and Miss
vutuc.u. jan Voorst,
Frances Volkers are staying with
AGNEW
Helen White, Helen Shank, Geneva
held a party at the home of Miss day.
Ttrong, Bernice Zuverink,Alma relativesin Holland due to the Antoinette Van Koevermg on last
Frranees Kolk of Grand Rapids
The Agnew school house was
fanderbeek, Frances Van Lange- road conditions.
Friday evening. Those in attend- spent the week-end at home here
broken into some time Saturday
» • •
velde, Mrs. Herman Vanderbeek,
ance
were
Mrs.
O.
Pino, Misses with her parents.
L Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef, Mrs. Arthur Albert Wenz, 50, of Allegan, Sena Telgenhof, Anne Wyngarden, Mrs. J. Zuwerinkof Grand Rap- night.
Vanderbeek, Mrs. Jacob Van well known in baseball circles here Ella Boschker, Ada Boone, Claire ids spent a few days the past week
School has been closed since last
and throughout western Michigan,
Voorst, Mrs. Richard Grevengoed,
Wierenga, Hannah Mae Borst, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wednesday on account of weather
Mrs. Ray Kemme and Miss Brandt dropped dead from a heart attack Agnes Van Oostenbrugge and De Boer.
ccndilions.
at 11 :30 Friday night while watchwho is president of the choir.
Mary
Ellen Gaw.
Mrs. M. Albrecht was called to
Due to the severe snow storms
ing the Golden Gloves fights at the
the local school has been closed Cicero, 111., because of the serious
civic auditorium.He was proThe Past Noble Grands club held nounced dead upon admittance to
The Zeeland classic of the North since last week Tuesday. The illness of her brother. John Novak.
their February meeting Friday afOtio Radekoph, Harold RadeButterworth hospital, where he Street Christian Reformed church roads are all impassable, a conditernoon at the home of Mrs. Alma was taken in a police ambulance. was held yesterday.
tion that has not occurred here in koph and Thomas Rosendahl were
James. A new president and vice Wenz had been umpiring semipro
in Grand Haven on Tuesday.
many years.
president were elected to fill va- and minor league baseball games
Most of the men and boys from
Several folks from here attendMiss
Janet
Meeuwsen,
daughter
cancies. Mrs. Leona Norlin was
in Grand Rapids and elsewhere for of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Meeuwsen ed the funeral services for Mr. Agnew left Sunday night for
elected presidentand Mrs. Blanche
the past five or six years. He was
Haven where they are emBurrows, vice president.The umpire in an eastern minor league of South Fairview Road, left here Herman Krommendyk on Fridav. Grand
Krommendykes were formerly ployed, due to the storm.
March meeting will be held the last summer. Some years ago he on Tuesday to spend some weeks The
Mrs. Stone, former mail carrier
at Miami, Florida. She accom- residentshere living in the house
first Friday of the month at the
was a minor league ball player panied three girl friends from now owned and occupied by Fred of West Olive, was in Agnew on
home of Mrs. Rose Harris, 125 E. and formerly was a member of the
Monday.
Grand Haven. They are making Oudemolen.
16th st
Muskegon team in the old Central the trip by automobile. She exeague. He had played professional pects, while there, to also visit her
Miss HenriettaHaverdink en and semipro ball
11 in
in Grand Rapids
tertained friends at a Valentine and, when he gave up active play- friend,Miss Florence De Pree of
Party Thursday evening at her ing, frequently acted as umpire this city, who is spending the winter months in Miami.
home. Dinner was served at 6:30 for games here.
o’clock after which gifts were presented to Miss Alice Bruischat and
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Miss Haverdink who will become
Dr. Carl A. Bartholomew, 59, of Mokma, Holland, Route 6, at the
'T'HE NOONDAY lunch ix an everydayproblem to many women.
I brides in the near future. Prizes Martin, Allegan county, who re- local hospital, a son, named Ron'A With the children off to school for the day and husbands lunchingin
for the games were won by Miss signed four weeks ago as Allegan ald Wayne, Friday, February 7.
town, they are left alone to forage for themselves. Somehow it seems
Doris Jopenga and Miss Hazel county coroner, died Saturday in Mrs. Mokma, before her marriage,
Impossiblefor a woman to cook herself a substantial solitary meal. A
Borne rs.
B. ThO!
hose present were Angie Bronson hospital,Kalamazoo,fol- was Miss Mina Wierda, formerly
man, left to himself, will pitch in and broil a steak, boil a few potatoes,
Kammeraad. Anne Windemuller, lowing an operation. Dr. Bartholo- of this city.— Zeeland Record.
and pick up a piece of pie at the corner delicatessen, but a woman will
Mrs. C. Kimball, Hazel Bomers, mew was born at Shelbyvilleand
Alyce Bos, Doris Japinga, Wini- was graduated from Martin high
usuallyjust nibble on ice box pickings. Somehow it seems too much
Business has been carried on for
fred Wyma, Marjorie Wiersma, school. After teaching for three the past ten days at the Gulf Gasoeffort to prepare a meal for herself. A woman who is busy about
Marjorie Battjes, Alice Bruischat years he entered medical school in line Service Station located on the
the house all day needs adequate nourishment though, and she owes
and the hostess.
Detroit and in 1903 started prac- comer of State and Main Streets herself a little restful interlude between tasks. She should plan her
-oticing medicine in Martin. He was under the supervision of E. P.
own meals along with the more elaboratefamily dinners, and use the
Members of the Fidelis class of a member of Bradley Masonic Vanden Bosch, well known local
refrigeratorremnants and staple products interestingly, so her meals
Sixth Reformed church held a Val- lodge.
young man. He has taken over the
will be balanced and attractive.Around these simple left-over recipes,
entine party Friday evening in the
managershipof this gasolineserv
church basement.A miscellaneous
she can build small meals that will be a delight:
Mrs. Emma Mead fell and frac- ice station which was formerly
Program was presented and Valen- tured her shoulder at her home in known as “Geerlings Service StaTurkey or Chicken Club Sandtines were exchanged.
Douglas one day last week and was tion," and wishes to announce to
o
wiches with Bscon— Toast bread
taken to the Douglas hospital. Mrs. his friends and the public as well
The engagement of Miss Lois Vern Phillipsand Mrs. Clarence that, "That Good Gulf" Gasoline quicklyand butter generously.Top
Van Den Bcrge, daughter of Mr. Arndt of Fennville are daughters and Oil will be pumped out and with slices of cold turkey or chickAnd Mrs. Herbert Van Den Berge of Mrs. Meade.
sen-ice rendered with a smile at all
en, then with slices of broiled
of route 3, and Russell Homkes,
times, giving due credit to that
bacon. Add a leaf of lettuce and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Homkes
John Wiggers,. Sr., died Satur- popular slogan, “Service With a
spread with Mayonnaise.Cover
of this city, was announced at a day at his he
home near Graafschap. Smile.”
Valentine party at the Van Den He has lived on the same farm for
with a slice of toast and serve with
Berge home Friday night. Prizes the past 45 years. Surviving are
Ketchup or Chili Sauce.
Mrs. Titus G. Van Haitsma, 71,
1 were awarded to Miss Geraldine the widow and one son, John, Jr.;
Boston Caaaerole—Have 1 small
died
Monday
at her home, 426 East
Bouman, Miss Grace Holkeboer, of Central Park. Funeral sen-ices
can Oven Baked Beans and 1 cold
Mrs. Harold Dekker and Mrs. Bas- were held Tuesday at 1:30 p. m. at Central avenue. Sun-iving are four
tian Bouman. The news of the en- the home with the Rev. H. Van sons, Walter of Oakland,Calif., cooked frankfurter,chopped. Place
Kwaminent was written on small Dyke and the Rev. C. Stoppels and Henry, Charles and Lawrence a layer of Beans in a casserole,
concealed in the napkins. officiating. Burial was in Graaf- of Zeeland;two daughters, Mrs.
cover with the meat, then add re
Peter Karsten and Mrs. Harry
Guests were Miss Geraldine Bou- schap cemetery.
maining Beans. Add a generous
Derks of Zeeland, and eijjht grandman, Mrs. Bastian Bouman, Miss
amount of Tomato Ketchup and
children.
Funeral
services
were
Thelma Homkes, Miss Grace HolZEELAND
held Thursday at 1:30 p. m. at the
lay strips of bacon over top. Place
i keboer, Miss Gertrude Bratt, Miss
home privateand at 2 p. m. in the
in a hot oven (400* F.) for about
Marjorie Mast, Mrs. Harold DekHenry Kammeraad, 60, of Zee- Second Christian Reformedchurch.
ker, Miss Jean De Koster and the
land, was sentenced to 10 days in The Rev. William Kok officiated 30 minutes or until Beans and meat
honored guest.
the county jail on a disorderly and burial was in Zeeland cemetery. are heated through and the bacon
• .......
o
conduct charge. Kammeraad was
la a golden brown.
Jacob Lokker, who celebratedhis picked up by the sheriff’s departHot Mustard and Cheese Sand
The Ottawa Area Institutefor
I
_______ # ment in Spring Lake, Wednesday.
ly anniversaryWednesday
wlch—Toast slice of bread on one
Leaders
of
Children
will
be
held
I' evening was surprised by a group
Funeral sen-ices for Mrs. John Friday in the First Reformed side only. On the untoasted side
of friends who gathered at the
fcame of G. Boven, W. 21st st. Hoffman of Oakland were held church in Zeeland. The theme will of bread place a slice of American
present were Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. at be “Seeking World Friendship for
brick cheese. Spread cheese with
Kobe*, Mr, and Mrs. G. Boven, the home and at 2 p.m. at the Oak- Children.” The principalspeakers
PreparedYellow Mustard, and
Miss G. Lugqrs, Mr. and' Mrs. J. land Christian Reformed church. will be Miss lone Catton of Lanplace two strips of bacon parallel
sing,
secretary
of
the
Michigan
*ker, Mr. and Mrs. J. Storing The Rev. John Kolkman officiated
By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
on top of Mustard. Arrange a row
Director, Hetni Food XniUtut*
and burial was in Bentheim ceme- Council of Education, the Rev. H.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Barkel.
tery. Mrs. Hoffman, 68, died Tue«- P. Meengs. Ph. D. of Grand Rapids, of halves of Stuffed Spanish Olives
o
Mias Mildred Herman enter- day at her home a half mile west the Rev. Bemie Mulder, D.D., and between the two strips of bscon. of hard cooked egg on one slice of
the Rev. J. Van Peursem of ZeePlace In a slow oven (360* F.) for
A group of friendsat a Val- of Oaklind.
bread and spriplita.with_ salt and
Mrs. y. Pino's Sunday school land. Other speakers will be Mrs.
10 minutes, or until bscon is thorpepper. Top with a leaf of leHuW
class of Second Reformed Church R. Gunn and Mrs. H. D. Stabbing
oughly cooked.
and remaining slice of bread.
of Holland and Mrs. Allen Brunson
Luncheon or Supper Ssodwich—
of Allegan.
Banana and Peanut Butter Salad
Have 3 slices of toast or bread for —Peel banana and cut in half
o
each sandwich. Place scrambled lengthwise.Spread one-half of
NEW GRONINGEN
eggs between first and second layer banana with Peanut Butter and
ic
and frizzled dried beef between sec- top with other half. Place the
Mrs. Voss of Holland spent last
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. F. ond and third layer. Pour over top a whole banana in center of salad
Oudemolen.
quick tomato sauce made by heatplat# and cut into slices M inch
Beatrice Schaap and Elaine Vening and thickening a small can thick, spreading them apart slighteklaaen
visited
the
grammar
room
Attorneys-at
of Cream of Tomato Soup to ly so they will overlap. Surround
last Thursday.
;
make a deliciously fiavorful quick with watercress,and on both sides
Mr. and Mrs. Nick De Boer attomato sauce.
First State
tended the Herman Miller Furniof banana arrange cubes of unture Show at Grand Rapids, FebSandwich Spread and Egg Sand- peeled apple which have been
ruary 1st.
wich— Spread Sandwich Spread on nKnd und moistened with lemoiror
Rosabel and Miss Theresa two slices of bread, from which
pineapple juice, Gngnlih
mi ah *ith
crusta art removed.

birthda_

it

Municipalitiesfretting over snow
removal from city streets should
face task of Quebec Roads Department. Photo shows crew opening
highway through eight-foot driftsas
part of Government’s work of kesping 900 miles of country highways

ville.

"leorge Verburg,

f

tie

QUEBEC KEEPS ROADS OPEN—

U. S. access to winter sports centers.

Mias Jean
members of the Sixth Reformed De Ridder of Holland was best
church choir at a Valentine party man. Followingthe ceremony a
Thursday night at her home on reception was held at the home of
Lincoln Ave. Games were played the bride’s parents, 192 West 21st JUST ALIKE

- -

other teams, too. Olivet must be ly enough with Hope building up
beaten once in order that Hope can an 8 to 2 lead, but Calvin, with
will

church of Zeeland with the Rev. J.
Van Persem officiating. The bride
wore a gown of turquoise blue
crepe with rhinestones. She was
attended by her sister, Miss Dorothy Mulder, who wore dark blue
Brandt entertained crepe with a colored sash. James

.

the Hingamen, but it is far from hooting paved the way for victory.
Hope will need help from the
The first half startedauspicious-

Just who the
ALMA MONDAY teamfor topbehonors.
no one knows, but

AT

Guests includedMr. and Mrs. Veldman, Mr. and Mrs. Brinkman, Marlene Cook, Joyce Kobes, Patty
Brinkman, Gerard, Orwin and Evelyn Cook and the host and hostess.

Nick Rowan, Arthur De Waard,
Harry Driesenga,
lay Van Voorst, Alvin Brandt,
Mick De Bidder, Choir Director

# l

that.

OVERTIME TILT

IN

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cook, 238
Ruth Mulder, daughter of Mr.
18th st., entertained with a and Mrs. Henry Mulder, and Berbirthday supper recently in honor nard Bloemsma, son of Mr. and
of their daughter, Marlene, who Mrs. Peter Bloemsma of Zeeland,
celebrated her third anniversary, were united in marriage Friday
G. J. Veldman, a neighbor, who afternoon at 4 o’clock in the parcelebrated his 78th anniversary. sonage of the First Reformed

and several musical selections were
given. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Bouws, Louis B.
Dahnan, James Berkel,Mel Cloud,

They accounted for 11 shots

out of 18 attempted.As they were

It would appear that the path able to score only five field goals

W.

.

ority.

to the championship is all roses for during the entire contest, their foul

CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR

-o-

trouble.

Path Rocky

In The

1

ay night while playing with
Saturday
Calvin Tardiff at the Elks club.
Prins has been playing the game
for 17 years and Saturday night
was the first time he held a 29
hand. His opponent, it was reported, has held a 28 but never a perfect hand.

NEWS

A. A.

self

Fellow collegians!It‘s time that

/ll

Each piece entered must be the work of the contestanthimand made with his own home workshop tools.

2.

No entry fee required and there is nothing to

3.

buy.

you must realize that six teams are
going down the home stretchin the

4. Contest will run until May 15, 1936; all contestantsmay

M.I.A.A. basketballrace. The team

secure entry blanks at our store; all entrants must enter not
later than March 15.

that you are interestedin is the
third place Dutchmen from Hope.

Now,

You may select your own project,and after the contest

5.
it’s

just about time that that

must ring out over hill
and dale, “Our team is red-hot 1"
The Hingamen are on their way.
Stopping Olivet’s Comets was a
Herculeanjob in itself, but that
was only the start. Four more
clubs must be beaten and will be
beaten in the next two weeks to
insure the Orange and Blue squad
of the top. The members of the
team are enthusiasticabout their
chances and it’s up to the rest of
old war cry

the article remains yours. The

NIES HDWE.

right to display your projectfor 1 week

if

Co. preserves the

they see

fit.

6. Judges:

DONOVAN: InstructorPublic School.
LOWRY: Manager CHAS. SLIGH CO.
JOHN DE WILDE: BAKER FURNITURE CO.

MR. ED

MR. WM.
MR.

Decision of the judges to be

final.

There will be a separate divisionfor boys, or girls under
with a special award.

7.
15.,

See the Delta Tools

Now

the student body, not only to keep
the fire going, but to keep it blazing high. A team that won’t be

beaten is a team that can’t be
Hingamen feel just
that way about it.
beaten, and the

Alma

First

In the next two weeks Alma, Albion, Kazoo, and Hillsdale

must

NIES HDWE. CO.
Telephone3315

We

be

Deliver

met and defeated. Alma, the first
opponent Hope encounters,can be
very tough on its own court as the
26-24 defeat that Hillsdale absorb-

ed

will prove.

However, Hope

de-

feated the Scots 46-17 earlier in
the season and the fact that Hope
will

have a decided height advan-

rites.

The Albion

A

All

tage will make them rule as favotilt is another mat-

ter. It is the opinion of your cor-

respondent that this is the team
to beat in order to get to the top.

{

MODERN

In spite of the fact that they plastered

a

38-37 defeat on

month ago, Hope

will be

Hope

a

an even

CONVENIENCES

bet to take the Methodists in the
next tilt

Stop Kazoo
The Hornets from Kalamazoo are
next on the list Kazoo shares the
cellar positionwith Alma, but has
the ability to rise to an occasion
and make things tough for the opposing team. Take the last HopeKazoo game, for instance. Hope
had to play three overtime periods
before the Hornets finally succumbed 62-43. Hope, however, will
be-

Her checking account with this Bank is not the least
important labor-saving device used by the up-todate housewife.

She saves time and trouble by peying her household and personal billi by check. Instead of visiting

\

every dealer or peying delivery men, a few minutes
spent at her desk each month save hours. The

Bank

furnishesher a regular record of depositsand
expenses— there is never any doubt as to whether or
not she has paid, for her cancelled checks are legal

aa. oddiroitfayeritf to defeat

Kazoo when they meet on the Armory court February 24.
Then there is that postponed tilt
with Hillsdale, the defending champions. This game has bee postponed
to February 28 and will be played
at Hope. Hope got off to a good
start in the league by defeating
the Dales, 86-83, on their own
court. If the Hingamen get by the
other three teams they will enter
this game as overwhelmingfavorites. Hillsdaleimlt.to Re taken

receipts.

’

1

lightly, however! llhey haV« plenty

which wiU

cwk

Let us help you, too, in gaining this extra leisure
by the modern, economical convenienceof a check*
:ing Account— here.

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

—

Member Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation

*

X

mmmm

THE HOLLAND CITY
NAMED DEAN OF GIRLS
AT HOLLAND SCHOOL

NEWS

VmnM

I

TYLER VAN LANDEGKND
Expires March 5
owner should pay for removing of public assembly that has a seatng capacity of 500 or more per- Mill supplies,electric
this excess snow.
MORTGAGE SALE
On motion of Aid. Huyser, sec- sons.
plumbing and beating; tin and Default having been made in
Accepted and filed.
onded by Bultman,City Engineer
sheet metal
1 conditions of a certain
was instructedto have the tops of MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 41 W. 8th 8L, HOLLAND, MICH. j|v#n by the Michigan Trust
On motion of Aid. Prins, secondthese large snow mounds around
Phone 8204
pjny ind Frank E. Locke, as
service stations removed at the ex- ed by Damson, Resolved that the
ecutore of the Will of Hugh Brad)lls
at
the
Primary
Election
on
pense of the property owner.
Expires Feb. 22-15935
shaw, Deceased, to Louise H. Bradarch
2,
1936,
be
open
from
7
a.
Claims and Accounts committee
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Ishaw, dated September 5. 1934,
reported having examined claims m. to 6 p. m.
THE PROBATE COURT FOR recorded in the Office of the
Carried.
in the amount of $10,048.96 and
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA U ter of Deedafoir Ottawa Cot
Adjourned.
recommendedpayment thereof.
At a aeaaion of said Court, held Michigan, on the 24th day of
OSCAR PETERSON,

pumps,

BETWEEN TWO PAIR OF

work.

PANTS HE LOST 28
Miss Mabel Geiger, teacher of
DOLLARS
Latin for nearly 24 years, has been
named vice principal or dean of
It cost John Majenkv, 1012
girls, a new office in Holland high
Fifth street, Muskegon Heights,
school. Miss Geiger is dean of the
$28 for wearing two pairs o:
faculty in point of service.
own trousers in the business section of the city.
And the loss all came through
the fact Mr. Majerskythought he
had tucked the money in a lower
vest pocket after cashing a check
for $52.85 and purchasingsome

_

I

.

1

Approved.

Committee on Public Buildings
reported for information of the
Council that Mr. Selles is making
considerable progress in the decorating of the hospital building.

sugar in a Heights grocery.It
was the biggest payroll check he
had receivedsince 1932, he told the
police in reportingthe loss.
Upon arriving home, he attempted

COMMUNICATIONS FROM
BOARDS AND CITY
OFFICERS

to remove his rubbers and was
astonished to find a $20 bill protruding between the two pants
legs near the ankle. The money
had been placed between the

HJK

I

City Clerk. at the Probate Office in the City uary, 1985, in Liber 165 of
of Grand Haven in said County, on gage*, page 321, and the said
on the 29th day of January, A. D. fagee haying elected, becauae
Expires Feb. 22—15836
1 the default in the payment of
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- Ureat, to declare the entire I
STATE OF MICHIGAN
ter, Judge of
punt of principal and interact dot,;
In the Matter of the Estate of on which Mortgage there la cli
Harm Johnson, Deceased. ed to be now due for principal
PROBATE COURT FOR
John W. Johnson, having filed his I interest the sum of Seven Hum
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA

1936,
Probate.

THE

The claims approved by the Hos-

petition,

praying that an

instru-

admitt-

At a session of said Court, held at
ment filed in said Court be
eno°guit or^pi
Library Board, $237.92; Park and the Probate Office in the City of
Cemetery Board, $1,033.44;Police Grand Haven in the said County, ed to Probate as the last will aml|hgy{ng been instituted
trousertops instead of in his pockand Fire Board, $3,444.47;Board on the 1st day of February, A.D. testament of said deceased and the moneys secured by said
et. After a thoroughsearch disthat administrationof said estate Iff*** or *ny Par^ thereof:
of Public Works, $11,696.26 were r.36.
closed no more money, he rePresent, Hon. Cora Vande Water, be granted to Tony Nbordewier or I NOTICE IS HEREBY GI
ordered certified to the Council for
traced his route in search of the
payment. (Said claims on file in Judge of Probate.
some other suitable
Uh*t by virtue of the power of
missing two 10-dollar bills, one
In the Matter of the Estate of
Clerk’s office for public inspection.)
Anna
Prins, Deceased.
$5 bill and ones, but could not find
Allowed.
It appearingto the court that
them.
3rd day of March A.D. 1936 mtde and provided,said mor
Board of Public Works reported
the time for presentationof claims
Majersky told the police he did
collection
of
$36,573.04;
City
Treas
at ten A.M., at said Probate Office will be foreclosedby sale
PLAZA
IN AN ABANDONED CAPITAL
against
said
estate
should
be
limnot know how he would be able
urer, $45,246.15for miscellaneous
is hereby appointedfor hearingI premises therein deacribed at
to meet a $15 payment on his V JPON the hills of GuatemalaIn were tome fifty or alxty, and they collections and $16,658.41 for taxes ited, and that a time and place be B j i
l"c auction to the highest
appointed to receive, examine and said
house and living expenses, too,
the shadow of Ml. Agua Is an may be seen today living In the aimat the north front door of the L.
collected.
adjust
all
claims
and
demands
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubHouM in
city of GrMd
pie
manner
of
their
ancient
forex-capitalcity which was abanAccepted.
The administrative’orce of Holagainst said deceased by and before c notice thereof be given by pubpiMe whtre the '
doned almost overnight.It Is An- beara. The Spaniardswho remained
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The
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Default having been made in the
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ing purchase of a carload of assortwest Quarter of Section
three successiveweeks previous to
their dress in the spring.
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made by John Sybesma and Nina
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of teaching in Holland. The new CLAIMS HE’S HIS
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Approved.
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LOST IN ICE-FILLEDLAKE
C. D. Spake of Gastonia, N. C.
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
and seven-tenths feet North
Corp. for permit to erect a gasoline
sin, Chicago Universityand UniverHARRIET SWART,
declares he is his own uncle.
on the 21st day of August 1925, in
the South line of said Section
filling station was not approved.
Register of Probate^
sity of Michigan.
Spake’s grandfather, Daniel mar- Have Not Been Able to Go Out
Liber 140 of Mortgages on page
This action was taken after receivrunning thence North along
Always having manifested an in- ried Mrs. Spake’s motjher, Mrs.
Since Early January; Await
264 on which Mortgage there is
ing an opinion from the City AtNorth and South Quarter
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Holland, Mich.
claimed
to
be
due
at
the
date
of
terest in and an understanding of Abernethy. That made Mrs. Spake
East Wind
torney that a fillingstation at this
seven hundred forty-three
(C.
D.’s wife) his grandfather’s
Feb.
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this
notice,
for
principal
and
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OF
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girls’ problems, Miss Geiger comes
location would be in violation of
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•even-tenths feet to the
terest, the sum of Six Hundred
PROBATE
COURT
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Council
met
in
reg(Muskegon
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present
gasoline
filling
station
to the office with peculiar fitness his aunt.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA Twelve ($612.00) Dollars: Taxes line of Lake St.; thence
ular sessionand was called to order ordinancewhich prohibits such stafor her ta*k. She has been campIf his wife is his aunt, he reaMuskegon fishermen are express- by the Mayor.
At a sessionof said Court, held paid $52.88; Insurance paid $5.26 69 degrees 12 minutes Wait,
tions within 300 feet of a building
ty-one feet along the center
fire guardian and adviser of girl sons, he must be his own uncle.
ing grave apprehension with regard
at the Probate Office in the City and the further sum of Twenty
Present: Mayor Bosch, Aids.
If you want to complicate the
of Lake Street; thence
the recovery of their nets, valof Grand Haven in the said Countv, five Dollars, as Attorneys' fees
reserves in years past. The school
Prins,
Vande
Lune,
Drinkwator,
situation, hefs figured (this out ued upwards of $1,500, from the icy
parallel with the quarter
Expires Febraury 29 — 14334
on
the 1st day of February, A.D. making the whole amount claimed
has been in need of a dean’s ser- too:
Kalkman, Van Zoeren, De Cook,
seven hundred thirty-three
State of Michigan,
to be due at the date of this notice,
grip of Lake Michigan. They Steffens, Damson, Huyser, Bult1936,
vices for some time because of the
His mother-in-law is his grand- have gone untended since the first
five-hundredthsfeet; thence
The Probate Court for the
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE to-wit. the sum of Six Hun
mother and his gVandfatheris of January as a result of the ice man, Van Lente and the Clerk.
twenty-nine feet to the pi
increase in enrollment.
County of Ottawa.
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WATER, Judge of Probate.
his father-in-law.
Devotions by Aid. Drinkwater At c session of said Court, held In the Matter of the Estate of to which amount will be added at
beginning; (Same being
jams that pack the harbor enSince his wife is his aunt, his trance to a depth of from 15 to who led in the Lord’s Prayer.
at the Probate Office in the City
Dellah Harris Vail, Deceased
the time of sale all taxes and inNo. 1 in said mortgage)
Safety First, Profit Second children are his own first cousins. 20 feet. They believe a strong
of Grand Haven in said County,
It appearingto the court that surance that may be paid by the
Minutes read and approved.
Also beginning at a point
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between the
easterly or northeasterly wind PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS on the 4th day of February, A. D. the time for presentationof claims said Mortgagee
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Much has been heard about the
1936.
against said estate should be lim- date of this notice and the time of
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tenths feet North and twi
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gage and in pursuance of the stat3rd Day of June, A. D. 1936.
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Friend
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permit
not
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Board.
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mand. Then there are mortgages its colonial state, sought aid from strength from it,” Mr. Vanderberg
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Judge of Probate. ty.
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STATE
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tical fact that during years in more time in finding a suitable value, he said, after having been the "Holland Open Forum” extendAt a session of said Court, held
PROBATE COURT FOR in said Mortgage as follows,to- parallel with the Quarter line
which failure after failure has place for the Legion post head in the nets for such an extended ing invitationto the Mayor and at the Probate Office in the city of
hundred sixty-seven and k
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA wit:
occurred within almost every in- quarters.
period of time.
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tenths feet; tnence North Wj
At
a session of said Court, held
dustry, large and small, practically
Lot Nine (9) in Riverside AdCarroll Sweet of Grand Rapids
Stephen Nedeau. well known Friday evening, Feb. 7, 1936, at 8 the 22nd day of January A. D., at the Probate Office in the City of
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every life insurance company has has been engaged as the speaker local fisherman, said that he had p. m. in Labor Hall. An address
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Present: Hon. CORA VAN DE 8th day of February, A. D. 1936.
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hundred sixty-seven and
Present: Hon. Cora Vande Waof the Registerof Deeds for
South Haven, Saugatuck,Grand are 20 miles off shore. His nets Make Medical Sen-ice a City Mattenths feet to the place of
In the Matter of the Estate of ter, Judge of Probate.
said Ottawa County Michigan,
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ginning, together with all
In the Matter of the Estate of
In the Matter of the Estate of
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Specialist
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manner in which the streetshave estate in certainreal estate therein and Testamentof said deceased be
said that he had no hope that he been cleaned of snow during the described,
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Phones: Office
Rea. 2776 the speaker.
admitted to probate, and that the Dated Dec. 18, 1935
past six weeks.
It is Ordered, That the 25th day administration of said estate be Elbern Parsons
the North and South Quai
SCOUT BIRD FEEDING CONAcceptedand filed. Mayor and of February A. D. 1936, at ten granted to Isaac Kouw or some Attorney for Mortgagee
one
thousand four hundred
BusinessAddress, Holland, MichTEST PRIZES
Council gave City Engineer Zuide- o’clock in the forenoon, at said other suitable person.Said petitionve and four tenths feet to 1
_
probate office, be and is hereby er also prays for the allowance of
ma a rising vote of thanks.
(Allegan Gazette)
center of Lake Street: thl
Clerk presented a request from appointed for hearing said petition, the final account of the special adExpires March 7
South sixty-ninedegrees
John Knapp that Sec. 3 of Ord. and that all persons interestedin ministratorfiled in said estate;
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10th day of March A. D. 1936
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following prizes for the winners of move the restrictionwhich pro- show cause why a license to sell at ten A.M., at said Probate Office nership has been formed and is
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the bird feeding contest which is hibits the location of oil stations the interest of said estate in said is hereby appointedfor hearing doing business under the name of
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now on among the Scouts and Cubs within a distanceof 300 feet from real estate should not be granted: said petition.
beginning; from said pi
Park Township and elsewhere in
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beginning running South 69
It is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Further Ordered, That pubOttawa
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compass; third prize an official more.
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line two hundred and sixtyCitv News, a newspaper printed land City News, a newspaperprint- suppliesand farm equipment; and
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and two-tenthsfeet; thence N4
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ed and circulated in said county.
Clerk reported having receiveda and circulatedin said County.
in general to carry on anv busi69 degrees 12 minutes East, fo
CORA VAN DE WATER.
own feeder and submit it or a request from the Board of Public
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teen and five-tenths feet; '*
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate. incident thereto not forbidden by
drawing of it. 2. The scout or Cub Works for their rooms to be dec•%
south parallel with Quarter
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the Laws of the State of Michtwo hundred sixty-sevenand ‘
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Wierenger
Jackson
feeding stationincluding in it the
Harriet
Swart
Referred to Committee on PubiffSTl M
tenths feet to the^ place of
Dep. Register of Probate
Register of Probate
following information:Date of lic Buildings and Property with
The General Partner is Minnie
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erection of the station, location, power to act.
Ray Osborne, residing in Park
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station, approximatenumber that
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE The Probate Court for the rett N. Clark, residing at Zeeland
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appeared daily, and a short paraCOUNTY OF OTTAWA
County of Ottawa.
Michigan. The amount contributed released upon the payi
graph about the value of our win- they wanted to call the attention of
At a session of said Court, held
At a session of said Court, held to the Common Stock by Special $362.90. Parcels Two and
will be released upon the
ter birds. The report is to be writ- the Council to the condition sur- at the Probate Office in the city at the Probate Office in the city of Partner, Jarrett N. Clark is $500,a
week-end“at
Lake
Placid,
I’m
re
Bob-sledding,a fast and exciting
rounding most of the gasoline servment of $362.90.
00.
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Partnership
is to
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neatly
in
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The
contest
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Grand
Haven
in
the
said
County,
of
Grand
Rapids
in
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on
pastime for those who enjoy speed- freshed and full of pep. I attack
Dated December 19, 1935.
ice stations. Committee reported the 8th day of February, A.D., 1936. on the 6th day of February, A. D. commence January 22, 1936 and
last
until
the
snow
is
gone
in
the
ing around dangerous curves at 60 my work with renewed vigor and
that
in many cases the snow from
LOUISE H. BRADS1
continue
for
a
period
terminating
Present:
HON.
Cora
VandeWater
spring or about March 16. Reports
1936.
miles an hour, is the newest addi- enthusiasm.”
Present, Hon. Cora Van De December 31, 1936.
Judge of Probate
and sketches are to be handed to the station driveways has been
The week-end of February21-22
tion to Kate Smith’s list of winter
Dated: January 23, 1936.
Water Judge of Probate.
the Scout executive, E. A. Rowley, shoveled out on the curb at the In the Matter of the Estate
DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CA^
will be a gala occasion at Lake
sports.
Osborne Research Farm
In tne matter of the estate of
of
at his office at 300 Grand-st.,in intersectionsand most of these
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
The popular radio songbird is an Placid. The radio star will
By M. R. Osborne
Nellie De Young, alias Nellie De
Allegan. The decision of the judges mounds of snow are so high as to Maude D. Atherton, Mentally
ardent winter sports fan. Immedi- judge for the annual international
Business Address:
create
a
real traffic haaard. ComGeneral
Partner
Incompetent
Jonge,
Deceased.
will be final and duplicate awards
ately after her Thursday evening sports events, with hundreds of
mittee further stated that thev had
Holland. Michigan.
Holand. Michigan R. F. D.l
It appearing to the court that
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
will be made in case of a tie.
A. & P. “Coffee-Time” broadcasts, teams and individuals from the
consulted the City Engineer in reThe GRAND RAPIDS TRUST the time for presentationof claims
heard every Tuesday, Wednesday, United States and Canada competgard to this conditionand desired COMPANY having filed in said against said estate should be limBIRTHS
and Thursday at 7:30 p.m. (E.S.
an expression from the Council as Court its Final Account as Guard- ited, and that a time and plase be
T.), over a WABC-CBS network,
This is the fourth year of weekMr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ter Haar, to wnether the tops of these ian of the estate of Maude D. Ath- appointed to receive, examine and
she dashes off to Lake Placid in end visits to Lake Placid for Miss R. F. D. 10, Holland, boy.
mounds of snow should be removed erton, Mentally Incompetent, and adjust all claims and demands
the Adirondacks, remaining at the Smith. She startedgoing there on
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Peerbolt, at the expense of the city or its petition nraying for the allow- against said deceased by and beresort until it is time to return to recommendationof her physician- 600 Van Raalte avenue, girl.
whether the owner of the property ance thereof,for the allowance of fore said court.
New York.
Recuperatingfrom an attack
Mr. and Mrs. John Kolenbrander, should stand this expense since the its fees, and for all matters thereIt is ordered, that creditorsof
snow had been shoveled off from in set forth.
pneumonia, she was advised
141 W. 16th street, boy.
said deceased are required to prespend several weeks in "either
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore H. Car- private property and onto the
IT IS ORDERED that the 10th sent their claims to said court at
street There was considerabledis- day of March, A.D., 1936, at ten said Probate Office on or before the
very hot or a very cqjd climate.” ter, 213 W. 11th street, girl.
up bob-sledding,she contemplates She chose the cold climate and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Klinge,106 cussion by the aldermenand most o'clock in the forenoon at said ProlOtk day of June, A. D. 1936
The sorrow of locing a loved one
ROWKY
of them felt that the property bate Office be and is hereby ap- at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said bringi with it an obligationto ex- mastering the intricacies of skiing. spent nine weeks at the resort, tak- E. 24th street, boy.
That, she confides,-witi-be- iho. next ing. her. eotjjy. orchestra with her.
Mr. and Mrs. John Baldwin, Holfor examining and allowing time and place being hereby ap- press year gratefil remembrance
STOP GETTING UP NIGHTS pointed
Broadcasts were relayed from Al- land. Jfich., boy.
said account and hearing said pet- pointed for the examinationand
felt much encouraged, when bany, since there was no radio sta
Mr. and Mrs. George Schrotenadjustmentof all claims and de- of happy hours shared together
Make This 25c Teat
ition.
with the departed. You can fulI finally succeeded in going around tion at Lake Placid.
boer, R. F. D. 8, Holland, boy.
Use juniper oil, buchu leaves, IT IB. FURTHER ORDERED mands against said deceased.
the skating rink five times by myMr. and Mrs. Norman K. Dor- etc., to flush tut excess acids and that public notfee thereof be giveh
It is. further ordered, that pub- fill this sacred dnty in no mere fitSince that time, she has been
self," she declaredin an interview.
gelo, 79 E. 17th street, girl.
waste matter. Get rid of bladder by publicationof a copy of this lic notice (hereof T5? given by pub- ting manner. than by the erection
"I fell down a few times, though, regular Lake Placid visitor, both
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Van Raal- irritation that causes wsking up, Order for three successive weeks lication of a copy of this order for
of a suitablemonument. Consult
before I reached that point in my winter and summer. Every week, te, 273 W. 32nd street, bov.
previous to said day of hearing in
us for auggeetiona.
progress. The instructor says I the Thursday evening train from
Mr. and Mrs. George Kulper, 614
the Holland City News, a newslearned skating so easily that ski- Grand Central station is held up Central avenue, boy.
paper printed and circulated in said
ing should come next on the pro- ten minutes just for Miss Smith’s
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke, tabletscalled Bukets, the bladder county.
gram.
CORA VAN DE WJkTER,
benefit.The train is supposed to 80 E. 8th' street, boy.
CORA VANDE WATER
laxative. In four days if lot pleased
1 Block North and
"Winter sports are all marvel- leave at 7:45 p.m., but the deMr. and Mrs. Alfred Boles, HolJudge of Probate.
Judge of Probgte
18 West Seventh St
ous. The air is so clear and so parture is delayw until the song- land, Midi., boy.
A true copy:
A true copy:
Mr. aM Mrs. George Ten Elshof,
'Harriet Swart
back to New York
Harriet Swart
iHollan^Mich.,boy.
Register of Probate
-/ Register of Probate
Drag Store.
ftom
pital Board in the sum of $3,648.65,

person.

"irryrr.n
n.»:non
petition.
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mer, on February 9 at Holland
Dick Botar of P. S. Botar and
hospital,a daughter; to Mr. and Co. left Wednesday for Hot
Mrs. Harold G. Mokma, at Zeeland Springs, Arkansas)where he will
hospital on February 7, a son, spend his vacation.
Ronald Wayne; to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Alma Bouwman of W. 20th
Carl Harrington, 285 West 8th st.. St. who has been undergoing treaton February 7, a daughter, Carol ments in Ann Arbor, has returned
Ruth; to Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood to her home for a few weeks. She
at Butterworth hospital, Grand will return again in a short while.

of the Trinity Boy Scout comWICHERS, NYKERK RETURN
7:30“-Spaf Service message on
JAMESTOWN NEWS
mittee, introduced M. P. Russell,
“Three Midnight Scenes."
county Boy Scout executive, who
(Continued from Page One)
7:80— Wednesday cottage praypointed out to the group that
Mrs. Bert Menainga age 74 passer meeting.
Scouting provides the opportunities secretary and treasurer; and Myad away at her home on Friday
class
— Saturday, Jewel morning. After a lingering illness
for putting into practice the things
ron Leenhouta and Reverend A.
learned in Sunday school.
of several months. Surviving are
Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, pastor of Luidens, committee member*. This
the husband Bert Mensinga, one
THE
OPEN
BIBLE
BAPTIST
Central Park church, pronounced chapter also presented a money
daughter Mrs. John Datema, one
Rapids, a daughter, Virgil
CHURCH
VirginiaDor
o
CITY MISSION
the benediction.
son [Herman Mensinga/ of, Grand
gift to Hope college.
ance.
PROMINENT DIVINE
Dr. Holland also spoke at a meet51-58 E. 8th SL
Rapids, three grandchildren and
Mrs. Anne Crowle, 68, died
HEARD BY LOCAL CLUBS ing of the Holland Exchange Club, At all of these meetings Dr. Nyone great-grandchild.Funeral serGeorge Trotter,Supt
Tuesday at the home of her son,
Monday noon. "The Exchange club kerk was the guest of honor, and
Saturday night— Praise and TesSlices in the Woman’s Liter- vices were held Tuesday afternoon
James Crowle, Washington blvd. The Trinity Church Men’s is to be complimentedon its won- his serviceto the college for a pe- timony.
•n; Club Building, Clinton Ave. at 1 o’clock at the Zaagman funerSurviving are the husband, John; League held a supper Monday eve- derful work in helping Holland chil- riod of fifty years was properly
ed chapel.Interment was made in
Sunday at 1:30— Sunday School. and Tenth St.
four sons, James of Holland, John ning and Dr. J. W. Holland, noted dren with good-fellow funds," said
Oak Hill Cemetery at Grand Rap10:00 a.m.— Morning Worship. ids.
recognized.Dr. Nykerk was very Sunday at 2:80— Music and Meaof Allegan, Harry of Cleveland Chicago pastor, spoke on the sub- Dr. Holland in his address on the
sage.
Sermon
by
the
pastor,
"God’s
to
subject "Children’sRights" at the happy in his responses and enand Warren of Van Wert, Ohio; ject "New Pilgrims Progress."
Mr. Hoarce Hall has been informSunday at 6:30 — Young People’s the Church" or "The Pastor and
two daughters, Mrs. Floyd Wau"The Puritans believedthat God club’s luncheon in the Warm deared himself once again to all of Meeting.
People, How Related?”Scripture, ed that he has been elected as
chett of Allegan and Alice of is the ruling power; they were Friend Tavern.
the
— _
Juror at Grand Haven for the FebSunday at 7:30— Evangelistic Ephesians 4:7-16.
For the sake of clarity, Dr. HolHolland; and 14 grandchildren. conscious of the eternal difference
Service. Half hour song service.
11:20 a.m.— Bible School with ruary month.
Funeral sendees were held Satur- between right and wrong; were all land divided his talk into five diSpecial music. William Modders
Mr. John Pater and Mrs. Paul
Fourteen hunters were killed in day at 2 p.m. at the Benson’s susceptibleto proper mental train- visions: First: the child’s right
25*31* f°r aI1, Scripture‘1 Sam- Nedeiyeld are among those on the
will speak.
' Michiganduring the deer season funeral chapel in Allegan. Burial ing and were firm in their belief to be well bred. Second, the right
sick list. 1
Tuesday 7:30— Prayer meeting. 4:00 p.m. — Children’sHour
this fall. Last season, 1934, only was in Oak wood cemetery.
that man must be free to develop 0* * chi,.d to be well fed. Third, the
Wednesday 7:30
Fellowship
Mr. Hubert Van Regemotor has
service in charge
four were killed.
child
s
right
to
be
well
read.
FourClub.
of Miss Adrienne Tyssen.
The supreme court reversed the his personality insofar as not to
had a heating system installed.
Mrs. John Lokker and son, 90 verdict of "no cause for action" in interfere with the rights of oth- th, the child’s right to be well led
Thursday 7:30— Orchestra pracMr. and Mrs. John Van Haistma
West 18th street, and Mary J. the suit brought against Austin ers," Dr. Holland stated.Dr. Hol- and Fifth, the child's right to be
tice.
OTTAWA COUNTY
and family were notifiedof the
i Wiseman were in Chicago attcml- Harringtonand C. Kuite by J. land pointed out that the problem well wed. A fitting slogan would
Friday 7:30— Young People’s
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS death of their unde and cousin
! ing sessions of the eight-day Weighmink heard in the Novem- of life today must be tackled with be ‘not more children but better
hour. Everybody welcome.Sunday
children’,"
he
concluded.
The present Anchor staff took school lesson.
Trude Vander Bie to Jacob Ven- Mr. Gilbert DeVries of Big Rap; Founder’s Week Conference, Feb. 2 ber, 1934, term of circuit court, it the same faith as the Puritans
der Bie and wf. Lot 28 Steketee ids.
I to 9, when the Moody Bible Insti- was learned here Friday. Weigh- demonstrated and keep established During a short business meet- another forward-looking step in its
Brs. Add. Holland.
The Christian Endeavor Society
* tute launched Its two-year eelebra- mink, a local dealer, claimed in- in American life our respect for a ing, Prof. Paul E. Hinkamp re- recent adoption of a new system
THE SALVATION ARMY
Anna C. Kruisengato Anna K. of the Second Reformedchurch met
, tion of the fiftiethyear of its work juries while unloading coal at the person as a person rather than for ported $910 in the treasury of the
Adjutant
Clare
Edwards,
Officer
and Florence E. Kruisenga Pt. Lot Sunday evening with Mr. Cornelius
and the centenary of the birth of Harrington yard. Atty. Louis what he owns or controls."The Good Fellow foundation, with 88 for electing Anchor editors.
in Charge.
Grit as the leader. The topic for
Accordingto the plan, as out* Ha founder, I). L. Moody. The Stempfly, of this city, and I>eo W. question facing Americansperson- tonsillectomies, an average of three
Envoy Genevieve Shafar, Assist- 9 and Pt. Lot 10 Blk. 41 Holland.
Sam Wiersma to Herman Heet- discussion was "Stoning the proconference was largely attended Hoffman of Allegan, represented al and civic righteousnesstoday is per day since the work was be- lined by the editor and approved ant Officer.
'
though there was much near-zero Weighmink. Harrington and Kuite whether we make Jesus Christ a gun. Prof. Hinkamp also read some by the administration,the student
Saturday evening 7:30— Praise
4 A- c- v»n
of
the
letters
of
application
which
Raalte’s
Add.
No.
1
Holland
part
of
it
and
live
as
He
would
The
services
at
the
Second Reweather, and the inspiring pro- were defended by the firm of DieService.
he had received. A brief memorial body will be enabled to elect an
have us live," he concluded.
gram presented more than forty kema, Cross and Ten Cate.
Sunday morning 9:45 — Sunday u^rrntuV,*n
et al 10 formed church were conducted by
Willis Hulsman Lot 38 Roose- student Kolenbrander.Next SunDr. Holland was introduced by service was held for the late Dr. associate editor as well as an edi- School.
speakers from many lands.
vraads
Supervisor Plat 3 Zeeland. day the serviceswill be conducted
Henry
Lubbers, 78, died Satur- George Schuiling at whose home W. G. Winter.
tor.
The
associate
editor
must
be
Sunday morning 11:00 — HoliJeanne E. H. Beukema, Holland,
President Jacob Fris welcomed
NicholasBrouwer and wife to by Rev. Heemstra of Hudsonville.
day night at his home, 36 Graves he was a guest. A program was
ness Meeting.
a
present
underclassman
who,
is a member of the women's debate
John Wiersma as a new member of
Sunday evening 6:30 — Young Frank Elser and wife Margaret The Valentine party of C. E.
team at Michigan State College, pi. Surviving are the widow, two presented and Dr. John R. Mulder the club.
after serving one year as associPt. NW!4 SEK Sec. 36-5-16 Twp. Society of the Second Reformed
People's Meeting.
East Lansing, according to a re- daughters, Mrs. Dick Brondyk and of Western Theological seminary
Park.
ate editor in '36- ’37, automatically
Mrs. Edward Brouwer of Holland; led in devotions.Dr. G. Bos, chairchurch which was to be held FebSunday
evening
7:30
—
Evangelcent announcement. Miss keukema.
John V. Hulst Jr. and wife to 1
two
grandchildren,and a brother,
will
become
editor-in-chief
during
9 B08tP°n«<ifor some time.
istic
Service.
A sophomorein liberal arts, will
Tohn Lubbers of Lyndon, Wash.
Mrs. George OldenbeckenenterTuesday evening 7:30 — Evangel- Harold S. Coveil and wife Pt. SH
the '37-’38 school year. After this
participate in the annual intercolNW\4 Sec. 9-5-16 Twp. Park.
tained with a birthday party for
Funeral sendees were held Tueslegiate tournament for women deyear the student body will elect, istic Service.
Wm. Kobes and wife to A. Pat- her daughter Florence on Saturday at 2 p. m. at the home, the
Thursday
evening
7:30
—
Evanbaters at Kalamazoo February 21
sy Fabiano and wife Pt.
not an editor, but an associateediday. Those present were: Muriel
Rev. L. Veltkamp officiating. Burial
gelistic Service.
and 22. She is a member of Alpha
NW*4 Sec. 32-5-15 Holland.
Hall, Jane, Evelyn and Marian
was
in Fairlawn cemetery.
tor
slated
to
become
head
editor
The
public
is
cordially
invited
to
Gamma Dela sorority.
Exiward J. Barkel and wife to Rues, MargaretStruik, Janella De
after serving a year as the head all services,and especially those
Simon
Paauwe
of
Holland
has
MargaretBrouwer Van Dort, et al Kliene, Ruth Van Noord, Adeline
Former Mayor Henry Brusse is
without a Church.
editor’s understudy.
Wft Lot 11 Blk. 4 South Prospect Vac Rhee, Florence Oldenbecken.
spending the winter in "Santa antered the Western Michigan ping
With everything but the skies
February23. 1936
Anila" Los Angeles watchingthe pong tournamentswhich will be
The advantages in the new set- BIBLE WITNESS HALL— Zeeland Park Add. Holland.
A delicious luncheon was served by
from which it falls closed by snow up are obvious. The duties of the
Jotin H. Veneklasen elt al to the hostess. Miss Oldenbecken reponies run. The postcard he sent held in Grand Rapids this Friday
C. Tarvested,Pa&tor
evening.
Henry A. Geerlings,et al Lot 11 ceived many fine gifts.
: the editor of the News is beautiful,
People Before Property
last week including Hope college, editor-in-chief
will be somewhat
10:00 a.m. — "Ephesians,Chap- Blk. 1 Keppels Add. Zeeland.
all summery with trees and flowers
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Dykstra,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Warners of
Luke 8:23-37
the social heads of the Y.W.C.A. less exacting with a capable and ter I.”
Ruurd Visser and wife to Ralph Grandville visited Mr. and Mrs.
\\ and at their best He writes "I 29 East 9th street, have as their
cabinet, Miss Olive Wishmeier, and partially responsible subordinate
11:30— Bible School.
R. Brouwer Pt. S4 NE% Sec. 20- John Van Haitsma and family on
am in the heart of the setting sun. guest Mrs. W. H. Wood of SandHenry Geerlings
6:15 — Y. P. Meeting.
5-15 Twp. Holland.
of the Y.M.C.A. cabinet, Lester assisting him, and the year of pracIt is as warm as summer up north. wich, Mass., Cape Cod.
Sunday.
Will see you when I come back
Van
Tatenhove
got
together
to
take
A very unusual experiencein the
tical editing experiencethrough
Mrs.
Walter
Essenburg,
83,
died
with the robins."
life of Christ furnishes the basis an idea from King Winter, and anwhich the future editor must pass
?' Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Monday at the home of her daugh- for this lesson. A man who was
ter,
Mrs.
Peter
Van
Klaveren,
nounced that an all college Snow will automatically place a thor» Van Dyke, E. Ninth st on Februpossessed of demons came to the
Castle Park. Surviving are the
ary 6, a son, Leonard Dale.
Master. He doubted that he had frolic is to be held at the Holland oughly qualifiedman in the head
daughter and two sons, Roy of
The 7B class of East Junior Grandville and John of Laketown; relations with the Son of man, country club on Friday this week. editorship.
but before they parted he was
high school held a Valentine party
Friday afternoon will find en12 grandchildren and two greatFriday afternoonin the school grandchildren,a sister, Mrs. Evert freed of his peculiar ailment. But thusiasticmembers of every class
which was formerly known as Vanden Brink of Holland, and a in being relieved of his disease, a
feretingout sleds, toboggans, skiis,
herd of swine was destroyed.
Froebel No. 2 building.A talk was
brother, Aalt Witteveenof MonAt the beginning of this afflic- barrel staves, old tubs, and shovels
given by Prof. A. E. l.ampen.
tello Park. Funeral services were
36 28
tion steps were taken to restrain
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Keppel
anything that can be used to
held Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the
the demoniac and to prevent him slide down the hills of the country
, and Miss Ruth Keppel of East
home. The Rev. Paul Van Eerden,
Showing a complete superiority
from harming himself and others,
1 10th st. left Saturday for Ix>s Anpastor of Seventh Reformedchurch
throughoutthe entire game, the
but when it was seen how terrible club on the week end afternoon.
.! geles, Calif.,and other points west
officiated. Burial was in GraafsCars are to be gathered, with high-geared Olivet Comets hurdled
was the degree of violencehe was
where they expect to visit for sevchap cemetery.
eral weeks.
left to roam as a wild beast. He sleighs or trucks, to trundle the
what will probablybe their last
The Eighth grade Hobby club no longer dwelt in a house, a sign
j; Lois Peerbolt and Mildred Vangals and guys to the country hills serious obstacle, conquering Alde Water, Holland high students, met at the home of Mrs. Helmer of sanity and manliness, but out
Dickman on Lincoln st, Zeeland, in the open spaces unrestrained for several hours of snappy slid- bion's Methodists by a score of 36
r, were awarded gold pins during
ing, and chilly falling.
assembly period Friday for profi- Thursday evening with an attend- and uncontrollable.
to 28, before a packed house at
ance of 17 members. A good time
We can almost write the story Following the afternoon of Memorial gym in Olivet, last night.
' ciency in typing. Both are fourth
with
refreshments
was
had.
A
of the demons, whence they came,
aemester typists. Miss Peerbolt atwholesale Hopeite winter activity,
Led by their all M. I. A. A. centained 52 words per minute and “sewing bee” and scrapbookdis- what they were like, and whither
played were features. The next they were going, from this short everyone is to return to the camp- ter Novack and Stan Arthurs, forMiss Vande Water 54.
large
record. They knew their nature us for a round of good fashioned ward, the Comets had no trouble
Simeon L. Henkle, who has been meet wll be held in March.
19c
Pkg.
confined to Holland hospital,has
Mrs. Frank SinXe, 63, died Mon- was corrupt and that they deserved eating in the Carnegie gymnasium. stopping Albion. This was Olivet’s
returned to his home, 117 East day at her home, 48 East 6th to be remanded to the pit whence
large
Assisting Miss Wishmeier and seventh win as against one defeat,
10th st.
19c
pkg.
street, after a lingering illness. they had come. They begged not to
Lester
Van Tatenhove in develop- which gives them undisputed hold
August Van Langeveldeof E. Surviving are the husband and the be sent thither. For a long time
lar»*
th st, is recoveringfrom injuries followingsons and daughters: Mrs. they had tormented this poor spec- ing the details of the party are on first place. Albion, with this
17c
ban
received last Friday when a large James Bos, Mrs. John Gebben, iman of an individual,but they four committees chosen from mem- defeat,dropped to third place bepiece of ice fell on his head.
did
not
want
to
be
tormented
themPeter and James, all of Holland,
bers of the various classes. All hind the Dutchmen of Hope.
3 lb.
The large flocks of geese were and Frank, Jr., of Ft. Wayne, Ind.; selves.
sic
can
suggestions
and
volunteers
for
Friday
night
there
is
another
imeen Tuesday by Hiram Judd of *hree grandchildren, two sisters, What concerned Jesus most was
help
are
referred
to
the
following
wa county. The birds were Mrs. William Pluim and Mrs. C. that these evil spirits should come
portant tilt in the league when
quite low, in a northeasterly Yskes of Holland; a brother,Nich- out of the man. They had caused committees.
Hope and Albion clash at Albion.
'on, and honking loudly.
olas Baas of Grand Rapids. Funeral him enough torture. It is to be
John Piet heads a transportation Much will rest on this struggle as
lb. pkg.
21c
Rev. Charles F. Fields of Hol- services were held Wednesday at noted here that Jesus did not send
(Troup and is assisted by Helena to who will occupy second place.
land, closed his two-week series of 1:30 p. m. at the home private and the demons into the swine. They
H lb.
Velveeta
ival meetings at the Second at 2 p. m. at the Central Avenue asked him if they might enter Visscher, Edna Mooi and Dick Of no less importance will be tire
pkg.
. .. church, Gold and Califor- Christian Reformed church. The them, and he gave them permis- Smith; while Peter Veltman, HarOlivet-Hillsdale
game at Hillsdale.
nia st, and was very successful.
sion,
or
he
did
not
prevent
them.
Rev. L. Veltkamp officiatedand
old Mante, Elinore Pierrepont and
If Olivet can get by the Dales
Edward Groters was sentenced burial was in Pilgrim Home ceme- That in itself seemed like an act
3 pkg.
17c
Cornelia Tysse compose an adver- they will be practicuallyin, as they
to 30 davs in the county jail on a
of mercy on the part of the Mast,
tising
committee.
large
charge. Groters was arer toward the demons. As soon
meet only the last place Alma team.
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SCHOOL PARTY
TO BE WINTER
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OLIVET TOPPLES
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FEATURING

SOAP

P & G

10 '3

37c

CHIPSO

IVORY FLAKES
IVORY SOAP
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^

CRISCO
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59c

RITZ CRACKERS

KRAFT'S CHEESE

W.

Gerald Appledom of
17th as the swine were possessed by
Nicholas
In charge of the games at the
Jr., on Friday morning, St. has entered the Western Mich- the demons they rushed as by a country dub are Homer Lokker,
service was at a standstill igan Ping-Pong tournamentwhich violent impulse down the precipFriday afternoon.
of the will be held in Grand Rapids this itous embankment into the lake and Adrian De Young, Ruth Muilenclearing the right-of-way evening.
were drowned. What became of berg, and Wilma De Young. Anne
I the track at Boyd, three
Dethmers, Agnes Pattersonand
Mrs. A. Alderink of 146 W. 23rd the demons we are not told.

ed before Justice

man,

^^ain

One

s

We

BISQUICK

But

if

ed and

defeats the Comets, the

race may be tossed into a three
tie

way

with Albion, Hope and Olivet

holding the coveted places. Fri-

death.

Naturally the keepers of the
swine hurried into the city to report to the owners, whose servants
they were, what had happenedto
their property. They may have
been concerned for the reason that
masters often held their servants
responsiblefor the property that
had been entrusted to their care.
But they would soon be exonerated
when their superiors learned what
had come to pass. The nows spread
ike wildfire. It was a disasterthe
like of which none of them had
ever heard before.
Soon a crowd had gathered.Curiosity brought the people from
every direction. All they could see

DIAL 4651
For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

GEBIEK & VANDEN BERG
28th St. and Lincoln Ave., Holland, Mich.
BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE

9533

|

Home Community
If a restaurant owner regularly

took dinner at another restau-

would be considered

rather queer, and the trade of

his restaurantwould surely
If a

farmer planted seed in

another farmer’s field and then spent
hours of hard work ploughing his
acres,

own

he would probably be

locked up for insanity
is a

thought here for

is put on

.

.

all

.

There

citizens

of this community. We
working to develop home

are
en-

terprises. Therefore, let’s pla nt

MIMBIt
Malbfo*

whenever we can from home merchants.
It helps

them, helps each one

of us,

and

the community in general.

OLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan

Member Federal Reserve System

DURFEE BETTER

cabinetsas a real day’s outing proceeding the all college banquet to

-

be held under the auspices of
Student council next spring.

-

o

“Y” TO HEAR

the

Mrs. Durfee resumed teaching
her classes yesterday after being
confined to the dormitory with a
severe cold.

The Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A.
Tuesday, March 3, to hear Dr.
Toyohiko Kagawa, well known
social worker and evangelist of

Japan. Transportation will be provided at a nominal cost. Those

who

Don Albers, freshman, U. of M.
med. school, former Hope student,
spent the last week end visiting
with his parents in Holland.
His sister, Evelyn, entertained a
group of his friends Friday evening at a Valentine’s party, among

whom were

the following Hope
students: Margaret Allen,
man should contact one of the
Wilma De Young, Jean Rottschaefcabinet members.
er, KatherineVan Raalte, Mary
SOPHS PLAN SLEIGH-RIDE Jane Vaupell, Clay Tellman, Kenneth Vande Velde, John Vander
Sophomores are planning a
Laan, Willard Vander Laan, Calsleigh-rideparty tomorrow night.
vin Vander Werf, Gladys Van Lare.
Price, says treasurer Ray Boot, is
two bits, and that has nothing to
wish to see and hear this famous

.the evil spirits.
I We cannot help wonderingwhy FORD SALES FAR AHEAD
the people were afraid. Possibly
they could not bring themselves Figures Show Great Gain Over
to believethat the person who had 1934 — Far in Lead of All Others
During 1935
kept them in such a state of alarm had actually been made harmDearborn, Mich., Feb. 20 — World
less. Or were they afraid of Jeaus,
thinking that he who had passed sales of Ford units in 1935 reached
this judgment on them in permit- a total of 1,311,927,it was anting their swine to be destroyed, nounced todav at the home office
might be disposed to send some of the Ford Motor company here.
This compared with 865,101 total
other calamity upon them?
The spirit which in the time of sales in 1934 and represented a
Jesus placed financial profit above gain in 1936 over the preceding
human welfare, has continued to year of 446,826 units, or more than
remain with us throughout all his- 51.6 per cent. The world record of
tory. We should not forget that Ford unit sales in 1935, as comffreat strides have been made over pared with 1934, was:
1935
1934
the centuriesin bettering the conditionsof humanity. If we com- United States ....1,065,002 677,179
pare the present with our ideal we Canada ............. 81,620 19,222
are apt to be pessimistic;but if Bal. of world. ..... 216,305 168,700
we compare the present with the
1,811,927 865,101
past we have many reasons for
optimum. Christianityhas not In- . Sale* of Ford V-8 units to the
fluenced humanity to the full ex- public in the United States totaled
tent which we might wish, but on 1,065,002 unite, compared - with
gain of
the other hand any study of human 677,179 units in 1984,. a jain
66.7
_______
7 per cent The dohistory reveals the fact that the more than
teachings of Jesus have left an mestic Ford totab for 1986 aa compared with 1984 were:
immeasurableinfluence.
1985 1984
In general we have been making
Progress in the directionof plac- Passenger cm ... 861,645 688,710
ing humanity above profits and Commercial can 90,099 66,090
financial gains. Only as we cease Trucks ...... .......118,268 88,879
to exploit people do we approach
•1,066,002 677,179
to the fundamental Christian principles which stress the value of
Ford V-8 sales in the United
the individual, the worth of a hu- States representedapproximately
man soul, and the supremacyof the 81.1 per cent of sales by the entire
•Pi ritual over the materialand motor car industry, giving Ford
commercial. We can no longer ad the lead for the year, ilia Holland
is conducted by M. D.
...

r

college

SUNDAY DINNER
.SufflestionsBy

ANN PAGB

TTEATHER

condition!art re•ponaibU for a real ahortaga
and much higher pricas of egg*. With
the return of normal weather eggs will
ba plentiful and inexpensive. Supplies
T

VV

of freah pork are short and priesa are
again high. Beef and lamb are the beat
meat value* at tha present time.
Strawberriesare arrivingin fair
quantities and ara reasonable in price.
Apples, oranges, grapefruit and bananas are all of good quality, plentiful
and inexpenaive.
There are many vagetables In market excellent in qualityand most
reasonablain priea. Among the best
valuss are beete, carrots,new cabbage,
spinach and Iceberg lettuce. Other
very moderat-lvrr^ced vegetable! include green b:t.ur,broccoli,poas and

*Hm

BORDEN'S CHATEAU CHEESE
WYANDOTTE CLEANSER
PET MILK

BREJLD

4

2
2

cam

4

can!

l

6c

lb.

17c

lb.

21c

lb.
tin

Most Variotios

can!

2

23c
25c

large

19c

bottle

With Pork

am.

3

cam

Sliced

24 ox.

Cacvmber

jer

cam

3
Buckwheat
Pancake

5 lb.
bag
Ig.

25c
23c
25c

23c

2 lb.

19c

box

MONTE TOMATOES

No. 2

2

RED PITTED CHERRIES
AMERICAN FAMILY SOAP

cam

25c

No. 2
can

10c

bars

10

3-lb. can

-'«•

SUN-SWEET APRICOTS

49c
!l9c

ll-e«. pkg.

BLOCK SALT
or

29c

•

HEINZ SOUPS
HEINZ KETCHUP
HEINZ BEANS
HEINZ PICKLES
HEINZ BABY FOOD
MCKENZIE FLOUR
SUN-SWEET PRUNES

LUX

15c

lb. loaf

RED CIRCLE COFFEE

KARO SYRUP

33c

tall

Gr.ndmoth.r'i

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE

DEL

lb.

pkg!.

BOKAR COFFEE

KAGAWA

are sponsoring a trip to Kalamazoo

,

our seed in our own furrows. Let’s buy

MRS.

by the "Y"

was Jesus with the demoniac at
his side, near where the frwine
were feeding. If some of the crowd
were bitter at the thought of the
loss of their property, others were
glad for what had come over the
man of whom they were all afraid.
'This inhuman individual had reverted to his normally sane conJdition. This was a natural state
resulting from the departureof do with horses.

Jlet ul La Jloyal to out

off

The party

27c

pkg.

Hillsdale pulls the unexpect-

south of Holland.
St. is confinedto her home because are not to understandthat they Tom Laman comprise the student day is the deadline. Be careful,
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. P. Zim- of illness.
drove the swine into the waters,
group arranging the filling pro- everybody, and keep your fingers
but that the beast became bewildered, losing control of their natur- gram in the gym after the after- crossed.
al instincts, and plunged to their noon’s fun.

fall

33c

ROYAL GELATINE

tery.

rant, he

2

|9C

801b. block J

LIFEBUOY

SOAP

PORK ROAST

HAMBURG

4

Boston Butt

Fresh

Cuts No

'*k“ 25c

lb.

23c

ibs.

29c

it*

23c

Waste

Ground

2

J€

V.e three menus for Sunday

dinner at d.fferent budget levela.

Low Coat Pinner

Swiss

Steak
:
Carrot*

Potatoes

FILLETS

No Bone—No Waste

‘Glased
Broad and Butter

Cherry Whip with Soft Custard
Toaor
Milk

Coffee
HamYams NewCabbaga

Modiuni Coot Dinner
Baked
Apple Sauce
Sweet Potatoes or
Bread and Butter
Cherry Pie
Tea or

Coffaa

WaahinfWs

Milk

Birthday Dinar
Fruit Cup with Charriad
Roast
Apple Saoeo
Masked Potatoes Groan Beane
Tomatoes Stuffed with Cole Slaw
Rolls and Butter
Strawberryor Banana Shortcake
... . fiafta*
..... .

BACON SQUARES

-

...

TAX

il

Pork

3% SALES

Sugar Cured

l*

I

19c

OOI) STORKS

Listen to Kate Smith "CoffeeTima,"

WMAQ.

WE CASH WPA CHECKS

Tilt P. M.t Tuesday. Wedaeeday, Thersdey

